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ABSTRACT

The general public has long held stigmatizing
stereotypes of mental-ly disabled persons. Several

investigators (e.g., Crocker, Fiske, & Taylor, IgB4; Weber &

Crocker, 1983) contend that, in order for stereotypes to
change, the social schemas in which stereotyped social
knowledge is represented must change. Three models of

schema change (Conversion, Bookkeepirg, Subtyping) have been

suggested (Crocker et al. , a984) . Each model_ makes

different predictions for schema change based on the

pattern, amount, and salience of stereotype-inconsistent

information.

A pretest and two experiments comprised the current

study. Pretest information was used to construct the

stimulus material-s for Experiments 1 and 2. The first
experiment determined (a) which schema-change model_ most

accurately reflects change in stereotypes about mentally

disabled persons, and (b) the degree to which stereotype-

inconsistent information influences social rejection of
mentally disabl-ed persons. The second experiment determined

(a) the differential effects of extremely and moderately

sal-ient stereotype-inconsistent information on stereotypes

about nentally disabled persons, and (b) the degree to which

the salience of the stereotype-inconsistent information

influences social rejectJ-on of mentally disabl-ed persons.

Participants were 266 members of service and



fraternal organizations- They received stereotype-

inconsistent information about mentally disabled persons

which varied in amount, pattern, and safience. They then

completed questíonnaires to rate mentally disabled persons

for stereotYPical features-

The bookkeeping and conversion models of schema change

vrere supported. Participants who received either the

largest amount or the most salient stereoLype-inconsistent

i-nf ormation demonstrated the rnost stereotype change. Social

rejection did not decrease t¡Jith stereotype change. Thus,

negative stereotypes may change blhen the public is exposed

to rnany rnentalty disabled individuals who dramatically

disconfirm those stereotyPes, but social rejection wiII not

necessarily decrease.

The need for research to identify the incentives and

penalties that $tould encourage stereotype chanqe and social

acceptance is discussed.

l-r
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ÏNTRODUCTTON

Stigma is a greek word for marks or symbols that in

ancient times hrere placed on individuals to denote that the

$/earers had committed heinous crimes, v¡ere sl-aves , or were

otherwise socially unacceptabl-e (Goffrnan, 1963). The

presence of stigrnata sJ-gnaled to observers that the

stignatized were somehow different by virtue of possessing

undesirable characteristics. In modern times, the concept

of stigma has been used to refer to disgracing conditions,

actions, and characteristics (Goffman, L963) - For examPle,

physically handicapped persons, mentally disabled persons,

developmentally disabled persons, and rnembers of visible

rninorities have been considered inferior, abnormal, and

undesirable by others without such attributes. As Katz

(7979) has commented, stignatization is a process rrwhereby

those who do not possess a certain attribute denigrate

individuals who do, exercise various forms of discrimination

against them, and construct a stigma theory to explain thej-r

inferiority and account for the danger they representrr

(p. 44e).

During the past three decades the general public has

been found to hol-d stigmatizing attitudes toward mentally

disabled persons (Rabkin, L972, 1974, 1980; Segal , 1"978) -

Ear1y research, such as that by Curnming and Cumming (1957)

and Nunnally (L96L), suggested that the general public

feared, avoided, rejected, and disliked mental-Iy disabl-ed



2

persons. Moreover, the public felt that they r¡¡ere dangerous

and unpredictable. However, these early studies al_so

concluded that the public could not accurately identify
disturbed behavior and had inaccurate irnpressions regarding

the course and treatment of rnental- disorders (Rabkín, 19go).

ït was further noted that certain social groups, such as

those who were better educated and those who had experience

with mentalÌy disabled persons, had less stigmatizíng
attitudes than other social- groups (Rabkin, i,974).

Efforts r^¡ere made in the 1950,s and the 196ors to
educate the public about mental disability and mentally
disabl-ed persons, âs increased knowredge was hypothesized to
read to greater acceptance (Farina & Fisher, rg94; Rabkin,

3-974; 1980; Sarbin & Mancuso, 1"970). By the 1980's, many

researchers conceded that public attitudes toward mentarry

disabled persons had become somewhat l-ess stigmatizíng, but
had not improved to the extent that many had hoped

(Brockman, D'Àrcy, & Edmonds I 1979; Rabkin, 19gO; fefft,
Segal-l, & Trute, 1987 ) .

Stigmatization has been a concern of mental health
professionals because of the harmful impact negative

attitudes have on help-seeking, treatment outcome, and

political decisions (e.g., appropriation of resources)

regarding mentally disabred persons. Negative attitudes
limit the fuIl participation of mentally disabr-ed persons in
society and their access to rights and responsibilities



enjoyed by those who are not disabr-ed. This can occur by
making it difficult to obtain housing (page, 1983) and
employment (Farina, 1991), as well as by negativeJ_y
infl-uencing pubJ-ic funding decisions for mentar_ heatth
services and the deveÌopment of treatment facilities (Dear
Taylor, I9B2; Smith & Hanham, 19g1,. Tefft et al., I,BT).

stigma has remained a serious problen for mentarrv
disabl-ed persons despite public education programs.
Negative, stigmatized pubric attitudes toward mentarrv
disabled persons are not sirnply based on a fack of
information- Therefore, an ed.ucationar approach to Lhe
problem has not been successful. There have been concerns
that reports of decreasing stigrnatization were overstated
and were only methodor-ogical artifacts (Brockman et âf.,
1979,' Mcpherson & cocks, 1gg3). For example, Brockman et
al- (r979 ) examined data cor-lecti-on procedures and

researcher affiriation in 22 attitude studies published
since the earr-y 1950's. They found that studies conducted
by medicar personner reported positive and/or improved
attitudes toward mentally disabled persons, whereas studies
conducted by sociol0gists and psychol0gists reported
negative attitudes- Moreover, the studies reporting
positive or improved attitudes used crosed-ended interview
techniques to cofr-ect data. rn contrast, studies reporting
neqative atti-tudes emproyed open-ended interview techniques
or self-report questionnaires. Brockman et al. suggested
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that participants may have responded with positive attitudes
during personal interviews in order to appear socialry
acceptable to the intervieúters. participants who responded

anonymously to seJ-f-report questionnaires, on the other

hand, would not have feft the pressure of demand

characteristics and, thus, reported negative attitudes
without compunction.

one promising al-ternative to traditional attitude
measurement in studying stigmatization is social cognition.
This alternative has rareÌy been used to study

stigrnatization of mentally disabred persons. Horrrever,

stigmatization of racial minorities and women has been

studied extensively using concepts from social cognition and

information processing theory (Fiske & Taytor , rg94). These

approaches have provided useful information regarding the

formation and maintenance of negative attitudes toward

social groups, and have suqgested ways to change such

attitudes.

The present literature review has two purposes: (a) to
explain the etiorogy of stigmatization of mentalry disabl_ed

persons in terms of social cogTnitions, perceptions, and

behavioral expectancies; and (b) to provide a rationare for
an investigation of cognitive changres associated with
reductions in stigmatization and stereotyping of mentalty
disabled persons.
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Stigna and Social Cognition

Social cognition is rrthe study of how people rnake sense

of other people and themselvestr (Fiske & Taylor, l-984, p.

1). Social cognition is a fiel-d of research in which

attitudes, stereotypes, group behavior, and self-concept

have been examined using research paradigms, hypotheses, and

measures from cognitive psychology (Taylor, 1981a).

Cognitive psychology is the general study of how people

learn, form concepts, solve problems, remember, and reason.

Social cognition is the particular study of how people do

these things with reqard to people. Soci-a1 cognition is a

relatively new area of interest in psychology, although

several authors have commented that there has always been an

emphasis on cognitj-on in social- psychology (Fiske & TayJ-or,

L9A4; Forgas , Ig83ì Markus & Zajonc, 1985; Ostrom , 7984ì

TayJ-or, 1981a).

The conceptual cornerstone of social cognition is the

metaphor of the mind being similar to a computer. Complex,

computer-based modeÌs of human thinking and cognition have

been proposed (e.9., Wyer & Srul-l-, 1986). Most models

contain the three basic cognitive operations of attention,

encoding, and retrieval (Stephan, 1985). Information is

thought to (a) enter the cognitive system through

attentional processes, (b) become stored in memory through

encoding processes, and (c) be remembered through retri-eval

processes.



The computer anal-ogy l-ed to an emphasis on how
social information gleaned from the environment
vJas represented and how it was processed, stored,
and retrieved, for the purpose of inference,
attributions, judgement, evaluation, and other
forms of cognitive operations(Markus & Zajonc,
1985, p. 141- ) .

Social cognition research usually takes place in the

J-aboratory, where researchers attempt to replicate social
phenomena such as racial dÍscrinination, sex role
stereotyping, and other group interactions. Cognitive

measures such as reaction time, êyê movements, recall, and

recognition are used to evaluate the internal thought

processes that influence social interactions. For example,

Langer, Fiske, Tayì-or, and Chanowitz (1976) used duration of
staring to measure the impact of physical attractiveness on

attention and subsequent rejection of physically disabled

persons. Fiske & TayIor (1-984) described the basic problem

in this research as finding ftobservable traces of the

nonobservabl-e processesrt ( p. 306 ) .

The Cognitive Miser

The predomj.nant model of the human cognitive system is
that of the "cognitive miser" (Fiske & Taylor, :'9g4i Markus

& Zajonc, 1985). This model- conceptualizes the human

cognitive system as inaccurate, Iimited in capacity, and

overwhelrned with input. During the course of making

judgments and inferences, social perceivers are thought to
gather pertinent information from the environment, sample
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relevant data, and choose which data to use. They then

integrate the selected information and eventual-Iy make

judgments, evaluations, and predictions (Fiske & Taylor,

1984). There are potential hazards or biases throughout the

process that may lead to incorrect inference.

Individuals are thought to make sense of the world and

solve problems in the most speedy, efficient manner

possible, whether or not they consider al-I availabl-e data,

or all the judgments reached are accurate. Fiske and Taylor

(1984) have described the human cognitive system as rrmarked

by willingness to use strategies that move information

through the system quickly rather than thoroughly" (p. 247).

This cognitive system is adaptive in many respects.

Processing a great deal- of information quickly, if
j-naccurately, is more functional than slowly and accurately

processing less information. fn terms of survival, it woul-d

have been more adaptive for a social- group to rrshoot first
and ask questions later,rr than to find out as much

information as possible about another social group to

determine whether or not they hrere hostile or dangerous.

Quick thinkers would be more likely to survive than slow,

deliberate thinkers.

Stereotyping and Normative Sociaf Cognition

The cognitively-based research that has been carried

out on prejudice, stereotyping, and person perception is
very pertinent to stignatization. Às Jones, Farina,
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Hastdorf, Markus, Miller, and Scott (1984) have stated,
rrstereotyping is at the heart of the stigmatization processrl

(p. 155). À stereotype is an overgeneralized and incorrect

view or belief regarding a particular social- group that is

hel-d by a wide array of members of society (Ashmore & Del

Boca, I98I; Jones et al., L984; Stephan, l-985) -

Stereotyping is a cognitive process that enables the

individual to deal efficiently with the enormous amount of

social information in the environment. It is a normative

by-product of human social cognition. Stereotyping results

from (a) the inabil-ity of the human cognitive system to deal

with the enormous amount of information in the environment

and (b) the tendency of individuals Lo form representations,

and to store and retrieve social information efficiently,

with little concern for accuracy. Stereotyping is neither
j-nherently bad nor good. Stigrnatization occurs when the

attributes, characteristics or specific content of the

stereotype result in rejection and devaluation of the

individual members of the social- groups in question.

Fiske (L989) cautions, however, that it is

scientifically incorrect and socialì-y irresponsible to

assume that the normative and adaptive nature of

stereotyping means that social perceivers are unable to

change their stereotypes. Fiske (1-989) contends that social

perceivers exercise intent wtren they continue to stereotype

in the face of evidence that contradicts social stereotypes.



In order to change their prejudices, social perceivers must

choose between thinking stereotypically about members of

stereotyped groups and evaluating members of stereotyped

groups with individually-based information. Fiske (l-989)

holds that thinking stereotypically is an easier alternative

for the social perceiver, but it is not the only

alternative.

The cognitive miser model leaves no room for the

influence of emotion or affect in human cognitive

processingi. Researchers have eschewed these concepts in

order to rrparsimoniously explain all the variance Iin human

social behaviorl in cognitive terms without invoking such

concepts as motives, val-ues, emotions, goals, incentives,

fears, ot rewardsrt (Markus & Zalonc, 1985, p- 2I4) - The

computer analogy raised hopes that cognitive processing and,

by extension social behavior, could be understood as fawful

and predictable. This possibiJ-ity did not appear imminent

in research which emphasized notivational dynami-cs and

ernoLions (e.g., Festinger's (1957 ) cognitive dissonance

theory) as determinants <if cognitions, perceptions, and

behavior.

Markus and Zajonc (1985) have criticized the rrcoldrl

information processing models of social cognition for

disregarding trhotrr factors like affect. They arque that

almost aII perceptual- and cognitive events are eval-uative in

nature. It is particularly true when people and their
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behavior are the targets of perception. This has direct

relevance to stereotyping, according to Markus and Zalonc.

They state ItIt j-s not possible to view a social- object or a

social act viithout at the same time making an assessment on

dimensions cl-osely corresponding to good/bad,

pleasant/unpleasantr' (P. 2Lo).

This poi-nts out an important difference between social

cognition (e.g-, the perception of peopl-e and social- acts)

and nonsocia] cognition (e.g., the perception of simple

sensory stirnuli ) . The occurrence of eval-uation and af f ect

in social cognition irnplies a relationship between the

perceiver and the social object or act that is not as

frequently present in nonsocial cognition. Àccording to

Markus and Zajonc (1985), in order to understand social

cognition in general, and stereotyping in particular, it is

necessary to consider the perceiver, the object being

perceived, and the relationship between the two-

Markus and Zajonc (1985) have recommended a rr\^¡'armrr view

of cognition as an alternative to so1ely motivation or

solely information processing models of social cognition and

behavior. This rrhlarmrr alternative is an amalgam of

motivational and information processing theories. one

example can be seen in Greenwald's (1980) argument regarding

the ego as an organization of knowledge. Greenwald argues

that the ê9o, total-itarian societies, and scientific

theories are all knowledge structures. Moreover, Greenwald
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contends that they can be accounted for, and are maintained

by, cognitive biases found in both motivational and

information processing models of social_ cognition. For

example, Greenwald points out the similarities between

historical revisionism and individuar fabrication of memory

demonstrated in social cognition research. Both, according

to Greenwald, can be understood by examining cognitive
bj-ases such as confirmatory hypothesis testing and cognitive
conservation, âs wel-l as needs for positive self-esteem.

Social- cognition researchers bel-j-eve that the formation

and maintenance of stigmatizing stereotypes can be accounted

for, in large part, by the cognitive operations of
attention, encoding, and retrieval_. Each of these

operatj-ons wil-l- be discussed next in terms of their
rerevance to stereotypes of mentarry disabled persons. They

are distinctJ-y rrcoldrr information processing concepts.

However, it can be argued that there is an evaluative

component to stereotyping others as members of stigmatized

social groups. The following discussion will attempt, âs

Markus and Zajonc (1985) have suggrested, to explain

stereotyping using an approach 'rthat makes room for the

interplay of purely informationat processes with those

deriving from social factorsr' (p. 2I4).

Stereotype Formation

It is difficult to pinpoint developmentatty when
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stereotypes about social groups begin to form. Even very
small- chi-l-dren have beliefs about phenomena like health and

illness (Bibace & blalsh, 19Bo). However, nost of the social_

cogni-tion research rel-evant to stereotype formation has been

conducted with adul-ts. The present discussion wirl
concentrate on the infl-uence of attentional- and encoding

processes in stereotype formation in adults.

Stereotype Formatj_on and Àttention
The environment provides the perceiver with countless

stirnul-i. onry a smarl amount of this inf ormation can be

processed by the human cognitive system (Fiske & Taylor,
1984). Àttention is a cognitive operation in which

information to be processed is sel-ected. rt is an important
operation in terms of stereotype forrnation, because people

need to notice a group in order to form a stereotype of it.
In the area of intergroup relations, attention
processes are germane to the processi_ng of
information in intergroup interactions,
particularly who j_s attended to, the inferences
that will be made about the behavior of others,
what prior knowledge is considered pertinent
(especially whether expectations based on
stereotypes are elicited), what types of
processing are performed on the information thatis attended to, what wilr- be encoded and stored in
memory, and what behavioral responses are l-ikelyto be made (Stephan, 1985, p. 601).

Salience, Vividness, and Attention
Attentional- processes related to stereotype formatj-on

have been described as automatic or passive. This means

that they are not consciously control-led by the soci_al_
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percei-ver (Stephan, 1985). The automatic or passive

sefection of inforrnation about others in the environment is
thought to be dependent upon situationar variabl-es such as

stimurus sal-ience and vivi-dness (Markus & zajonc, rg}si
McÀrthur, 1981). salient and vivid stj-muri are more rikeJ-y

to receive attentíon than non-sal-ient stirnuri (Markus &

zajonc, l-985). They are arso more rikery to be remembered

(Rothbart, 1981). Bizarre, novel, or unexpected

characteristics and behaviors are highly salient. The

social- perceiver is likely to attend to these

characteristics in others (McArthur, 1981; stephan, 19g5).

This was demonstrated in a study by Langrer et al_. (Lg76).

They found that subjects who did not know they r¡rere being

observed stared longrer at people who r¡rere nover or unusual,

such as physicarty disabled persons, than at peopre who vrere

not novel.

social--demographic and personal characteristi-cs of
mentarly disabred persons infl-uence the extent to which they
are sarient and, âs a result, subsequently stignnatized. For

example, mentally disabled women are less prone to be

stigrrnatized than are mentally disabl-ed men (Farina, J.}BLi

Farina, Felner, & Boudreau, IgT3; Linsky, j_g7T; Rabkin,

L974, 1980). This may be rerated to the tendency to view

Iáromen as less prone than men to viorent and unpredictabl_e

behavior. Mentally disabled members of ethnic minorities
are also more likely to be sti_grnatized (Linsky , l_g7ot Meile
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& Whitt, 1981; Rabkin, I974), particularly if the individuat
belongs to a l-ow status mj-nority, or if the individual has

few social- ties to the community. Mentally disabl-ed

individual-s who lack social- ties (e.g., friends ¡ ot
membership in community or social groups) are more salient
because they are l-ess familiar. fnvolvement with others

provides information useful in predicting future behaviors.

An unfamil-iar mentally disabl-ed person is more distinctive
due to being unknown, and more j-ike1y to be viewed with fear

and suspicion. PeopJ-e who are familiar are l-ess tikely to
be stl-gnatized.

The behavior or symptomology of mentally disabl_ed

persons al-so has been noted as a factor in stignatization
(Nieradzik & Cochrane, 1-985; Rabkin, J,gZ4, l_9BO; Segal,

L978). Highly visibl-e, devi-ant behaviors such as hearinq

voices, phobias, and violence are thought to be more

stigmatizing than depressj-on, withdrawal, or physically-
oriented symptoms such as headaches.

Rabkin (I974) has summarized the j_nfluence that
personal characteristics of mentatly disabled persons have

on subsequent expressed stigmatizing public attitudes by

stating, "If investigators wished to maximize public

aversion to a case descriptj-on, the person would be

described as ma1e, lower class, probably black, violent,
hearing voices, showing bizarre behavior, and 1acking social
ties within the community" (p. ZO). Such an j-ndividual
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vrould be highly salient and his irnage would be readily
avairabre in the public's cognitive system. He would not be

representative of the majority of mentally disabl_ed

individuals, howeverr âs the najority wourd be unrikely to
draw the public's attention.

The availabilitv heuristic. Violent and bizarre
behavior in individuars rabeled as mentalry disabr-ed, and

use of the insanity defense by individual-s prosecuted for
crimes against people or property, are often highJ_y

publicized. such accounts l-ead to erroneous beriefs that
mentally disabled persons, âs a group, are dangerous,

unpredictabl-e, and not accountable for their actions (Matas,

el-Guebaly, Peterkin, Green, & Harper, 1985; Rabkint L974,

1980). This occurs because the frequent pairing of a social
group with partícurar characteristics or behaviors makes it
difficurt to not think of the group without arso thinking of
the associated attributes. This is an example of the

availability heuristic, which has been discussed at some

Iength by Tversky and Kahneman, (L923).

The availability heuristic is a cognitive shortcut used

to simplify probability estimation. rA person is saj_d to
ernploy the availability heuristic whenever he estimates

frequency or probabirity by the ease with which instances

and associations could be brought to mindr (Tversky &

Kahneman, L973, p. 208). Under most circumstances, the

availabirity heuristic wil-l- result in accurate judgments, as
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events that come easily to mind usuall-y do occur frequently.
For example, persons who l-ook and behave like J_awyers

usually are J-awyers (Sherman & Corty, 1984). The

avairabitity heuristic saves time because people do not need

to examine al-l possible evidence to arrive at a probabitity
estimate.

Errors in judgement occur when the ease with which

instances and associations are avairable is due to factors
unrelated to actual chance or frequency. Salience and

vi-vidness, which are unrelated to frequency, can lead to
errors j-n availability-based judgernents. This is because

sal j-ent and vivid stimuri are easy to recalJ-, independent of
how often they occur. Mental-J-y disabl-ed persons are rarely
portrayed in the rnedia engaging i_n normative behaviors,

occupations, and lifestyles. The media focus on bizarre,
sensational behavior insures that the public's most readily
availabl-e information about mentarly disabled persons is
Iikety to be negative.

Stereotype Fornation and Encoding

After environmental stinuli draw attention, they are

entered into the cognitive system for further processing.

Encoding is a cognitive operation in which selected

i-nformation from the environment is transformed into a

meaningful and manageable form and then stored in memory

(Rothbart, 1-981). rt is an extremely comprex operation that
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provides the social- perceiver with the necessary material-s

for thinking, problem solvi-ng, and makinq inferences. ft
al-so provides the social perceiver with the raw materials

for f orming soci-a1 stereotypes.

l,Jhen social infornation is encoded, it is altered so

that an abstract representation of the stimuli is stored in
memory instead of the original stimuli.

Encoding transforms the external stimul-us into an
internal representation. ImmediateJ-y, some
details are l-ost, others altered and stil-l- others
are fabricated. Such inferences are stored along
with the raw data and become indistinguishable
from them (Fiske & Taylor, 1-984, p. 184).

ft may seem to people that their perceptions are carbon

copies of what exísts in the environment. This is not so,

according to the tenets of social cognition. The social
perceiver is thought to actively construct reality, not

passively record the world like a video camera. This active

view of the social- perceiver vras borrowed from the work of

Gestalt psychologists.

Encoding i-s instrumental in the development of

stereotypes and stigma because of the way information about

social groups is al-tered as it is stored in the cognitive

system. Cognitive structures involved in encoding, such as

cateqories and schemas, have been linked to stigmatization

of social groups. These structures will be discussed in
turn, with regard to their relevance to mentally'disabled

persons.
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Categories

one means of reducing the enormity and comptexity of
incoming inforrnation is to organize peopre and objects into
groups or categories (Cantor & Mischel, ag7g).

categorization is a process in which people or objects are
grouped together based on perceived sirnilarities of
appearance or function. For exampre, chairs, tables, and

beds, while distinct entities, can al-r be categorized as

furniture, as they share the attrj-butes of simil-ar function
and construction. people can be categorized on a number of
attributes, such as ethnicity, âg€, appearance,

socioeconomic status, personality characteristics, and.

behavior (Jones et aÌ., 1984). Fiske and Taylor (i-9g4)

conceptual-ize categrories as orgranized in hierarchies. The

lower Ìevels of categorical hierarchies contain the most

specific infornation about the category. Figure 1 shows how

a categoricar hierarchy of mental- disabilities courd be

orqani zed.

Categorization of people into like-groups is a

phenomenon that pervades sociar perception. rt is highry
functional, in that it helps the social- perceiver make sense

of the worrd and anticipate the behavior of others. For

exampre, knowing that someone j-s a white, mare, Baptist from

the southern u.s. provides many cl-ues regarding that
person's 1ike1y politicar beliefs, sociar attitudes, and

recreatÍonal habits. À prototype is the most typical
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Figure 1. Categorj-cal hierarchy of mental disabilities.
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exempl-ar of a category member. There are commonly hel-d

prototypes for person categories such as genius, extrovert,

and schizophrenic (Cantor & Mischel, L979; Fiske & Taylor,

1984). For example, a prototypical white, male, southern

Baptist is often portrayed as a bigoted, politically

conservative person who would frown upon drinking alcohol-

and dancing. Figure 2 shows how a prototypical mentally

disabl-ed person coul-d be categorized using attributes

mentioned by Rabkin (I974).

Prototypes are used to judge how well a particul-ar

object or person fits into preconceived categorical notions.

Very few objects or persons have all- the attributes or

characteristics of a category prototype. Category members

may vary in the degree to which they match the prototype

(Cantor & Mischel, 1,979; Lingl-e, Altom, & Medin, 1984). For

example, a prototypical athlete is often portrayed as a

Iarge male with limited intellectual- interests. However,

femal-e gymnasts and welter-weight boxers are al-so athletes.

One consequence of categorizing individuals is that

they are often accorded the attributes of a category

prototype, whether or not they exhibit all attributes of the

category. For example, former U.S. president Jimmy Carter

is a white, male, Baptist from Georgia, yet he does not

match the category prototype because he is politically

Iiberal and presents himself as non-racist. Similarly, some

mentally disabl-ed individuals behave odd1y, but do not
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Figure 2 - Prototypical category of a mental-ty disabJ-ed

person.
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murder or hear voices.

Stigmatization is a possible consequence of

categorization (Jones et al., 1984). The salience of

personal characteri-stics or situational variables influence

how a particular individual will be perceived and

categorized by others. Hamilton (1979) has contended that

any stigma represents a highly salient cue that can be used

to categorize. According to Jones et al-. (L984), people are

seldom perceived by others in terms of more than one

category at any given time. Viewing individuals as members

of a single category can be problematic when the category

has culturally-determined negative connotations such as

mental patient.

Research by Fiske and Neuberg (1989, 7990) indicates

that motivational and affective factors can infl-uence people

to evaluate members of stereotyped groups using individually

based, âs opposed to category-based information. Subjects

vrere led to believe that they would be rewarded for the

outcome of a task they completed with a former psychiatric

patient. Subjects who $tere told that their compensation was

dependent upon their and the patient's joint effort rated

the patient more positively than subjects whose compensation

was dependent on their effort alone. Fiske and Neuberg

(1989) concluded that dependency on a former psychiatric

patient for compensation caused subjects to rate the

patients more positively, as well as eval-uate the former
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patients more accurately using individuatty-based

information.

The ingroup-outgroup bias. fn addition to categorizing

on the basis of personal and demographic characteristics,
there is a wel-I-documented tendency for people to categorize

others as either being l-ike then (the ingroup) or unlike

them (the outgroup) (Stephan, 1985; Tajfel & Turner, 1986-,

lililder, 1981). Moreover, people negatively evaluate those

they categorize as being in the outgroup (Dovidio, Evans, &

TyJ-er, 1986; Locksley, Ortiz, & Hepburn, 1980; Tayì-or,

l-981-b; Wilder, 1981). This is cal-led the ingroup-outgroup

bias and is an example of the interplay between evaluative,

emotional- factors, and cognitive processes.

The i-ngroup-outgroup bias has been demonstrated in the

laboratory even when the distinctions between the groups

htere arbitrary and the groups were not in competition

(Stephan, 1985). According to Tajfe1 and Turner (i_986),

arbitrary categorization of research participants into
competing groups has repeatedly resulted in stigrmatization

of one group by the other. This suggests mentally disabled

persons may be negatively evaluated by non-mentally disabled

persons, simply by virtue of their categorization into an

outgroup.

Assimilation and contrast. One result of

categorization is to emphasize sinilarities between objects

or persons within the cateqory whil-e heightening differences
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between categories (Cantor & Mischel, L979,' Stephan, 1985;

Taylor, 1981b). À,ssimilation and contrast are two biases

associated with ingroup-outgroup phenomena. Assinilation

refers to the tendency to perceive qreater within-category

simil-arity than actually exists. Contrast refers to

perceiving greater between-category differences than

actually exist. Àccording to Stephan (1985):

Assimilation and contrast lead to distortions i-n
the processing of information about social groups
that facilitate the formation of stereotyPês,
promote negative attitudes between groups,
facilitate the generation of inappropriate
expectations, Iead to the dehumanization of out-
group members, and hinder attempts to change
stereotypes (p. 611).

Àssirnilation leads to the perception that members of a

social group do not differ from one another. Each group

member is perceived to possess the same defining group

characteristics as other group members. Perceived within-

group homogeneity may also l-ead to the assumption that

individual characteristics can be generalized to the group.

In terms of stereotype formation, this means that weII-

publicized accounts of bizarre and vi-o1ent behavior of a

mentally disabled individual may lead to the assumption that

mentaJ-ly disabled persons are, as a group, bizarre and

violent.
Contrast, or the other hand, leads to the perception

that social groups differ greatly from one another.

Negative stereotypes of mentally disabled persons may be

formed through an interaction between contrast and the
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normative tendency to evaruate outgroup members negativery.
stephan (1985), citing evidence from a study by Hensley and

Duva1 (1976), has sugqested that as the perceived

differences between grroups increase, dislike for the

outgroup increases. Hensley and Duvar (1976) found thatr âs

the opinions of two groups became increasingry divergent,
the attitudes of one group toward the other became

j-ncreasingly negative. rn contrast, the attitudes of group

members toward one another became more positive. Other

research has demonstrated that stigmatization of mentalry

disabled persons increases as the deviancy of symptoms and

behavior increases (Rabkin, i-g8o). This may be an example

of how disrike for the outgroup is infruenced by the degree

of perceived differences between people and those they

consider to be in outgroups.

Äf fect can also inf luence ingroup-outgroup rel-ati-ons.

Stephan and Stephan (1985) have noted that, when ingroup

members anticipate negative consequences of interaction with
outgroup members, they are more likei_y to attend to
information that confirms their negative expectations of
outgroup members. stephan and stephan (1985) contend that
the expectation of negative consequences such as

embarrassment, danger, ot exproitation leads to anxiety in
outgroup members. The resulting anxiety causes outgroup

members to sirnplify their information processing so that
stereotype-inconsistent information will be ignored.
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Schema-Driven Encodingr

Vühite categorization serves to organize perceptual

events into li-ke-groups, schemas provide the structure on

which most cognitive processing is based. A schema is a

cognitive structure that is thought to organize knowledge.

Categories are cognitive structures that can be thought of

as the building blocks of schemas. For example,

categorization processes would provide the information that

a J-arge, brovrn, four-Iegged animal in your campsite was a

bear. Schematic processes would link the word rrbeartt to

your perceptions, memory, ideas, and subsequent actions

(Fiske & Taylor, 1984).

Schemas can be conceptualized as theories persons hold

about knowì-edge and information. trAccording to schema

theories, all fenphasis added] knowledge is packed into

units. These units are schemata. Embedded in these pellets

of knowl-edge is, in addition to the knowledge itself,

information about how this knowledge is to be usedrl

(Rummelhart, L984, p. 163).

The social cognition literature is quite vague

regarding the origins of schemas. They presumably develop

as a person learns language and become increasingly detailed

over the life span (Harnilton, 1981-; Markus & Za)onc, l-985).

By adulthood, people have schemas for a vast number of

concepts, including persons, events, and groups (Fiske &

Taylor I L9A4).
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A typical schema for a poJ-itician, for examPle,
contains the gieneral belief that they are
untrustworthy, self-serving, and ingratiating, but
also sociabl-e and outgoing. The schema contains
knowledge about what information would be
congruent (his smile is not to be trusted) - By
implication, it defines what would be incongruent
(he avoids crowds) and what would be irrelevant
(whether or not he likes fried clams) (Fiske &

Taylor, 1984, p. L47).

Similar1y, a stereotypical schema for mentally disabl-ed

persons could contain the general belief that they are

dangerous, unpredictable, and viol-ent, but also creative-

The schema could also contain knowledge about what

information woul-d be congruent (they behave oddly). By

implication, it woul-d define what would be i-ncongruent (they

hold responsible jobs) and what would be irrelevant (they

prefer domestic cars).

Iilrplicit personal-ity theories. Schemas are used

to evaluate people and infer their personality

characteristics. In this capacity, they are known as

implicit personality theories. Hamilton (t979) contends

that both inplicit personality theories and stereotypes can

be viewed as schemas. Like schemas, both Serve to structure

how information about individuals or groups is processed-

According to Markus and Zajonc (1985):

If information about a shy or withdravrn person is
processed with the label of rrmental patienttr the
feature of shyness is likely to be seen as
diagnostic of mental illness, and it is unlikely
that it wiII be encoded separately (p. l-58).

Schematic influence on perceptions of others was

dernonstrated in a study by Langer and AJrelson (1-974).
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Psychotherapists vrere asked to view a videotape of two men

talking with one another. Hatf of the therapists hrere tol_d

the tape was of a psychiatric interview, whire the others

vrere told that the tape was of a job interview. The

therapists were then asked to evar-uate the intervie\rreers

behavior and personarity. subjects who $/ere given the
psychiatric interview instruction saw the interviewee as

more maladjusted than the subjects given the job interview
instruction. They arso provided distorted background

information about the intervie$ree consistent with a

psychopathologicat schema. rt is as if schemas determined

the content of the perception of the intervi_e$rees, behavior.

These findings suggest that the therapists' perceptions $¡ere

shaped to conforn with their prevailj-ng irnplicit personality
theories regarding mentally disabted persons. They arso

suggest that an individuar who encounters someone known to
be mentarly disabl-ed may perceive the other's innocuous

behavior as unusual or bj-zarre. This, in turn, couJ-d read

to stigmatization of mentarly disabred persons because of
perceived rrunusualrr behavior.

Fj-ske (L982) theorizes that affect related to a

stignatized sociar grroup may be stored with the schema for
that group. The affect is somehow activated when the

category l_abe1 is presented, and influences further
evaluation of category members.
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Illusory Correlation

IlJ-usory correlation is an encoding bias that has been

termed an error in assessing the co-variation between two

variabl-es (Taylor & Crocker, 1981). Formingr correlations

between persons, objects, and events is a means of

predicting and understanding what happens in the

environment. For example, since ít frequently rains when it

thunders, associating thunder with the possibility of rain

is functional. It can prevent a person from getting wet. A

stereotype can be defined as a perceived correlation between

groups and certain characteristics, attributes, and

behaviors that is based on an inaccurate perception of the

frequency of co-occurrence (Pettigrew, L981-). The normative

process of forming associative relationships can have a

disastrous and long-term irnpact when mentally disabl-ed

persons are associated with negative, unpopular

characteristics and behavior that have littIe base in

reality.

Hamilton (1-9Bl-) has stated that an illusory correlation

begins with the encoding of social information. People

cannot encode all information in the environment. They

attend most to events that occur, âs opposed to events that

do not occur. Moreover, they are more tikely to attend to

events that are salient and distinctive. For example,

people are more 1ike1y to notice the unusual behavior of a

mentally disabled personr âs opposed to the absence of
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unusual behavior j-n a mentally disabled person. As a

result, their fund of information regarding mentally

disabted persons is not representative of the range of

behaviors and characteristics that can be exhibited by

mentally disabled persons.

Biased encoding and the normative tendency to better

remember salíent information make it difficult for the

social perceiver to judge accurately the degree of

association between an attribute and an individual-

(Hamilton, 1981). Over time, people develop expectancies

regarding attributes, behaviors, and group memberships that

further bias their attention, encoding, and recall.

Normally, the general public does not have many

encounters with mentally disabled individuals. When

encounters occur they are salient and distinctive. The

exhibition of negative, undesirable, or socially

inappropriate behaviors in mentally disabted persons is

distinctive. À mentally disabled person who behaves

inappropriately is providing the general public with ample

evidence to form an illusory correlation (Harnilton, 1981-) -

McArthur (l-981) has stated that ttindividuals who attract

attention are rated extremely, are better remembered, and

are likely to be assigned a collar of responsibility for

their behaviortt (p. 2o7). Members of the general public

would be tikely to over-estimate the chance that a mentally

disabled person woul-d behave inappropriateJ-y in future
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encounters. Thís supposition is supported by the studies of
Hamil-ton and Gifford (1976), Hamitton and Rose (1980), and

Hamirton, Dugan, and Trolier (1985), which consistentry
demonstrated the presence of illusory correrations in
participants' evaluations of outgroup members.

Stereotype Maintenance

The cognitive structures and processes associated with
stereotype formation have also been linked to the

maintenance of negative group stereotypes. once information
is encoded in the cognitive system, retrievar processes make

the informatíon accessibl-e. one precursor of retrieval is
attention, and both processes must be considered in
stereotype maintenance.

Stereotype Maintenance and Àttention
Àttentional- processes related to stereotype maintenance

have been described as active or controrred by the socj-al

perceiver (Stephan, l_985). The active selection of
information about others in the environment is thought to be

dependent upon schematic knowledge and expectancies that
result from that knowledge. once a stereotype is formed,

schematic knowledge and expectancj-es dj_rect the perceiverrs
attention to information that maintains the stereotype.
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Behavioraf Expectancies and confirmatory Hypothesis Testinq

The development of schemas and categories for social_

groups leads to expectancies about how these groups will
appear and behave. Expectancies, in turn, can bias the way

subsequently presented information about the groups receives

attention (Stephan, 1985). Once stereotypes are

established, peopre are likely to attend to environmentar

information that confirms their expectancies. Taylor,
Fiske, Etcoff, and Ruderman (1,978) found this to be the case

in sex-role stereotypes. subjects were presented with tape

recordings and accompanying photographic slides of the

speakers. Each role presented on the tape was narrated by

both a mal-e and a female in different experimental

conditions.. Male speakers $rere judged to be more self-
assured, logical, and persuasive than femal_es, independent

of the roles they portrayed on the tape recordings. These

f indings r^rere like]y the resu]t of gender schemas, which

caused the subjects to have different expectancies for mal_e

and femare behavior, and to attend selectivery to confirming

evidence. sinil-ar findingrs have been reported in studies of
racial stereotypes (Duncan, I976). Stigrmatization of
rnentally disabl-ed persons may be perpetuated by people

selectively perceiving confirming evidence of unusual,

bizarre behavior.

Expectancy-congruent behavior in others does not need

to be present in order for an individual-'s expectancies to
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be confirmed (Mil1er & Turnbull, 1986). This was

demonstrated in a study by Darley and Gross (1983). They

presented subjects with a videotape of a child performing an

academic task. Half of the group h¡as tol-d that the child

came from a low socj-oeconomic background. The other

subjects vtere told that she came from a high socioeconomic

background. The subjects who were told the child came from

an upper class background rated her abil-ities as being above

her current grade leve}. Subjects who $¡ere told the child

$ras from a l-ower cfass background rated her abilities as

being below her current grade level. Moreover, each group

referred to evidence from the same videotape to support

their ratings. This suggests that even ambiguous evidence

about mentally disabled persons can be construed by the

public as confirming their stereotypes.

The ultimate attribution error. What happens if a

perceiver is faced with an individual whose behavior or

personality characteristics violate the perceiver's

expectancies? Expectancy-i-nconsistent behavior is likely to

be labeled and evaluated in a fashion consistent with the

perceiver's schernas (Miller & Turnbull, l-986). This j-s due

to a phenomenon known as the ultimate attribution error.

Pettigrew (1981) has stated that positive behaviors in

outgroup members are Iikely to be discounted as a result of

(a) being an exception to the rule or due to luck, (b)

atypical individual- motivation, or (c) situational variabl-es
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such as af f irrnative action policies.
The uftimate attribution error perpetuates

stigmatization because schema-disconfirming evidence is
discounted as not beinq representative of group members in
general. For example, a successful individual- who is arso

known to be mentally disabl-ed woul-d violate a social_

perceiver's expectancies. ïf the fundamentar attribution
error occurs, a mentally disabl_ed person v¡ould be viewed as

unrepresentati-ve of mentally disabl-ed persons as a group,

and the social- perceiver's stereotypicaJ- schemas would

remain intact.

Self-fulfilling prophecies. As indicated above,

peopre's expectations for others' characteristics and

behaviors can lead to stereotype confirming-perceptions.

Expectations can also infruence the behavior of stigmatized
individual-s to conform wíth perceivers, stereotypes. This
j-s called the self-furfitring prophecy. rt was demonstrated

by snyder, Tanke, and Berscheid (j,977) in an investigation
of stereotypical beliefs associated with physical

attractiveness. rifty-one mare undergraduates engaged in
telephone conversations with an equal number of female

undergraduates. Male participants were given biographical
data about their terephone partner, as welr as a photograph

taken of a female confederate prior to the study. These

photographs were either of an attractive or unattractive
femal-e. Mal-e participants r¡rere randomly assigned to ej_ther
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the attractive or unattractive confederate condition. Males

perceived partners thought to be physicalÌy unattractive as

l-ess likeable, less sociable, and less successful than

femal-es thought to be attractive. Independent, naive

evaluations of the taped conversations indicated that the

$tomen arbitrarily placed in the unattractive condition f¡rere

rated by these judges to possess attributes stereotypically
associated with unattractiveness (co1d, unsociable,

withdrarnrn). Women who were thought by theír telephone

partner to be attractj-ve T¡¡ere rated by naive raters to
possess stereotypically attractive characteristics solely on

the basis of the recorded telephone conversation. In other

words, male participantst stereotypical expectations r¡rere so

influential that they elicited stereotype-consistent verbal

behavior from their female telephone partners.

Word, Zanna, and Cooper (1"974) demonstrated how the

self-fulfilling prophecy could be induced by non-verbal

behavior. Job applicants who vrere treated in a cold,

impersonal manner in a job interview r¡rere subsequently rated

by naive observers as less capable and more anxious than

those treated in a friendly manner.

The self-fulfilting prophecy could perpetuate

stigrmatization of mentally disabled persons by providing the

social perceiver with schema-confirming evidence of

stereotypical behavior. Consider, for example, an employer

interviewing a mentally disabled person for a job. If the
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employer held a stereotype of mentalty disabled persons as

unpredictable and unabl-e to tolerate pressure, these

expectations could be communicated to the interviewee both

verbally and non-verbally. This could confirm in the

mentally disabled person feelings of worthlessness,

inadequacy, and anxiety. These self-perceptions could, in

turn, bê reflected in the interviewee's mannerisms and

verbalizations, thus confirming the employer's stereotype.

Stereotype Maintenance and Retrieval

The memory of the cognitive miser is selective. The

information that is best remembered is that which is

consistent or congrruent with prevailing schemas. This means

that, in most cases, people are more likely to remember

events and information that they had expected to encounter

in the environment than the unexpected or the irrelevant
(Crocker, Hanna, & Vileber, 1983; Hamilton, L979; Higgins &

Bargh, L987; Markus & Zajonc, 1985; Rothbart, 1981;

Rothbart, Evans & Fulerot L979; Snyder & Uranor^¡ítz, 1,978).

Schema incongruent information is sometimes recalled better
(see Higgins & Bargh | 1-987, for a recent review) but,

overall, schema-congruent j-nformation about stereotyped

groups is remembered more easily than schema-incongruent

information. Evidence from the ingroup-outgroup literature

suggrests that people are also more likeIy to remember

negative behaviors of out-group members than positive
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behaviors.

How can people,s qenerally better memory for schema-

congruent information cause stereotyping and stigmatization
of mentatly disabred persons? The expectancies people hol-d

for mentarry disabled persons influence what information
they attend to, encode, and store in memory. Information

that is incongruent with people's expectations will be ress

likely to be attended to, encoded, and remembered. For

example, people would be l-ess likely to remember that a

particular individual known to be mentarly disabl-ed was a

good worker or a roving parent, and would be more likery to
remember peculiarities of dress or behavior consistent with
stereotypes.

The cognitive processes that have been discussed so far
gi-ve clues regarding vrhy negative attitudes persist once

they are estabrished. social- perceivers selectively attend

to and remember ínformation they expect to encounter, and

they discount information that viorates their expectancies.

Their expectancies can arso infruence stigmatized persons to
behave in schema-congruent ways. This does not mean,

however, that negative stereotypes are inevitabre, or that
sociar perceivers are doomed to perpetuarly inaccurate

cognitions of mentally disabled persons.

fn order for stigrmatizing stereotypes to change, the

social schemas in which stereotyped social- knowledge is
represented must change. schemas organize and interpret
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social information, as well as direct the coding, retrieval,
and storage of social_ knowledgre (Crocker, Fiske, & Taylor,
1984). Given these functions, schematic change is essential_

for stereotypes and resulting negative attitudes to change.

Stereotype Change

Despite the tenacity with which stereotypes are

maintained, there is evidence that stereotyped schemas can

change. This is particurar]-y true when individual-s are

presented with information that contradicts or disconfirms

information arready present in prevairing schemas (crocker

et aI., 1,984; Fiske & Taylor, 1983; Hewstone, l-989). The

importance of schema-disconfirrning information in changing

stereotypes has been emphasized by several authors

(Hamilton, 1981; Markus & Zajonc, 1985; Rothbart, l-991;

Snyder, 1981-). It is thought that presentation of
sufficient disconfirning information wirl override the

mechanisms that maintain schema integrity. Às a resul-t, the

social perceiver is forced to re-evaluate members of
stereotyped groups usíng non-stereotyped information.
Accommodation is the process by which a schema is revised

after the presentation of new or schema-inconsistent

information (Crocker et aI., 1984). Accommodation can

occur, despite the functional_ nature of schema rigidity.
Elements of Schematic Change

rn order to understand how accommodation occurs and
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schemas change, it is helpfur to examine the composition and

structure of schemas.

Schematic variabl_es. Crocker et al_. ( 1984 ) have

conceptualized schemas as containing variables consj_sting of
all the knowledge that a social- perceiver possesses that is
relevant to a particular concept. schernatic comprexity

differs from one person to the next, depending on the amount

of schema-relevant knowledge a person possesses.

schematic chanqes can occur when variables are added to
or taken ahray from a schema. For example, learning that
many individuals executed for witchcraft in the past were,

in reality, rnentatry disabled, courd expand the incl-usion

cri-teria of a schema for mentarly disabl-ed persons. ^As a

resurt, the behavior of such individuars coul-d be viewed in
terms of moral- and social- persecution instead of possession

or wickedness. On the other hand, the decision of the

American Psychiatric Association to excl-ude homosexuaÌity as

a psychiatric diagnosis removed a variabre from a prevairing
schema of mentally disabled persons.

Crocker et aI. (1984) also stated that schematic

variables have constraint values which can infl-uence schema

change. .A constraint varue can be thought of as a range of
variation within which environmental stimuli can devi-ate and

still- be considered congruous with schematj-c variabres.
Information that falls outside a particular constraint value

wourd not be considered schema-congruent. Repeated exposure
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to incongruous information can result in schema change by

changing constraint values. For example, repeated exposure

to successful, but rnentally disabled, individuals could

expand constraint values for inclusion varj-ables in schemas

for mentally disabled persons.

Schematic structure. Schematic variabl-es can be

thought of as being organized in a structure with both

vertical- and horizontal aspects. The vertical structure

refers to the various l-evels of abstraction a schema may

contain. Crocker et al. (1-984) equated the most abstract

level of a schema witn the rnost generic exemplar of the

schema. For example, the most abstract level of a schema of
a mentally disabled person could be that of a very general

category (a human), with expected features (behaves oddly),

and relevant attributes (frightening, dangerous,

unpredictable). At less abstract level-s, the categories,

features, and related attributes become more specific. For

example, ât l-ess abstract leveLs, a schema for a mentally

disabled person could contain a category (mentalIy disabled

children), expected features (behaviorally disordered), and

rel-evant attributes (survivor of abuse).

Horizontal structure refers to the number of

subcategories at any specific level of the vertical
structure (Crocker et aI., 1-984). For example,

subcategories of mentally disabled children could include

schizophrenic chil-dren in addition to conduct disordered
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children. According to Crocker et aI., schemas can change

through adding or subtracting l-eve1s of abstraction,

sometimes but not necessarily with accompanying changes in
horizontal- structure. rncongruous information coul-d provide

more data to expand a schema vertÍcally and horizontall_y.

Models of Schematic Change

Schernatic variables, constraint values, and schematic

structure can all change in the face of inconqruous

information. According to Crocker et aI. (1984), there are

three predominant models of schema change which incorporate

these elements. While the models are not mutually

exclusive, they are presented separately for conceptual

clarity.

The bookkeepincr model,. This model was suggested by

Rothbart (1981). In this model, schema change occurs

incrementally in the face of disconfirming infornation.
There is a constant adjusting and readjusting of expected

values as ne$r information is encountered. Default values,

or the expected values of variables, are adjusted whenever

incongruous information is encountered. For example, one

expectatíon for a stereotype of mentally disabled persons

could be that they are always violent. Observingr a mentally

disabled person comfort a frightened child would require
adjustment of the expectation rralways violenttr to rrnot

necessarily violent. It
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The conversion model. This model- was al-so proposed by

Rothbart (1981). rn this view, schematic change is thought

to occur dramaticalty when very incongruous information is
encountered. crocker et aI. (1984) l-iken schematic chanqe

in this instance to that which occurs in religious
conversions or a scientific revolution. The old schema is
replaced only when a compretely ne$r, more comperlinq schema

is avail-abl-e. Expected varues may change, and variables may

be added or subtracted. Rothbart (1981) theorized that this
model was most accurate in describing schematic changres when

stereotypes are al_tered.

The subtyping model. This model_ viras proposed by

Crocker et a]. (1984). In this view, schematic change

occurs through the development of subcategories as

incongruous information is presented. However, incorrect or
stereotyped schemas are never totally disconfirmed. Rather,

they are expanded, and contain more specific and detailed
information. In terms of stereotypes, Taylor (l_981b)

contends that expanding the informati-on people have about a

social group may do l-ittle to change the basic stereotype

that exists of that group, particularly if the

new information is extreme:

For example, though a man may believe that råromen
are basically passive, quiet, and none-too-bright,
encountering an aggressj_ve, intelligent, outgoing,
$roman may lead him to develop a nevr stereotype
such as rrcastrating femalert or rrcareer Ì,,tomanrrf a
variant to his usual stereotyping. If this
process occurs then the overarching stereotype
will never be directlv disconfirmed.
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Disconfirmations sinply provide a basis for
splitting off a nevr stereotype, not revising anold one. Äccordingly, aJ-I of the stereotypès canpersist, and any ne\Âr female encountereA wilt fitat least one of them without disconfirrning theothers (p. 106).

Predictions of Schematic Change Models

rt is unclear which of the above model-s most accurately
reflects schenatic change involving stereotypes. To

complicate matters, other variables, such as (a) the manner

in which incongruous information is presented, (b) the

amount, pattern, and sal_ience of the information, (c) the
degree of incongruousness, and (d) the state of the
perceiver must al-so be considered. These variables,
discussed bel-ow, can interact to make a moder accurate in
one instance and inaccurate j-n another instance (crocker et
â1., 1984).

ínformation. Many different predictions about schematic

change can be made depending upon the amount and sarience of
schema-disconfirrning information that is presented. For

example, the bookkeeping rnodel wourd predict that the amount

of stereotype change should be rel-ated to the amount of
disconfirming evidence that is encountered. The more

disconfirrning evidence that is encountered, the greater the
possible schematic change. The conversion moder, on the
other hand, predicts that the amount of di-sconfirming

evj-dence will have littl-e or no impact on the amount of
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stereotype change. The conversion model predicts that onry
dramatical-l-y disconfirming, highly sarient evidence wilÌ
change stereotypes. schernatic change occurs as an aIl-or-
none phenomenon, unlike the gradual process suggested by the
bookkeeping rnodel. rt is the sarience, not the amount of
disconfirrning evidence, that determines change in the

conversion model-.

The subtyping moder also predicts that the amount and

salience of disconfirming evidence ís inconsequentiar to
stereotype change. rnstead, the patt.ern of evidence is
important.

Pattern and salience of schema-disconfirming

information. hteber and crocker (1983) described the
possibre patterns of disconfirming evidence by stating 'rÀ

fixed amount of disconfirning evidence may be concentrated

within a few individuals, or it may be dispersed, so that
many group members partially disconfirm the stereotyperl

(pp- 962-963). Irleber and crocker presented participants
with personal information about a variety of hypothetical_

corporate lawyers and librarians. The same amount of
schema-disconfirning evidence r,ras provided to each

participant. concentrated information was that which

pertained to onry one of the hypothetical individual_s.

Dispersed information was that which pertained to all of the
hypothetical individuals.

Each model of schematic changre makes differenL
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predictions based on the pattern and salience of

disconfirming evidence. For example, the bookkeeping modeJ-

holds that the pattern of disconfirming evidence is
inconsequential- to schema change. Às bits of disconfirrning

evidence are given equal weight with regard to their
infl-uence on stereotype chanqe, only the amount of evidence

is important to change. The conversion model, on the other

hand, predicts that disconfirming evidence that is
concentrated (and is thus more dramatic and salient) will
affect more schematic change than will evidence that is
dispersed. The subtyping model predicts that dispersed,

disconfirming evidence wilI affect more stereotype change.

Group memlrers who are presented as salient and dramatically
contrary to the prevailingr stereotype will- only be subtyped.

The basic stereotype will not change as it would with
dispersed evidence (Weber & Crocker, 1983).

In an empirical test of models, !{eber and Crocker

(1983) found that participants' stereotypes of corporate

lawyers and librarj-ans changed prirnarily according to the

subtyping and bookkeeping rnodels. Stereotype change in
their study was characterized by both development of new

stereotypical subtypes (subtyping rnodel) and general

alteration of the basic stereotype (bookkeeping model).

Dramatically different group members did littl-e to change

stereotypes.

Weber and Crocker's (l-983) findings are contrary to the
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theories of Rothbart (1981-), who proposed that stereotypes

chanqe according to the conversion model-. They are al_so

contrary to prevJ_ous research by Gurwitz and Dodge (1977),

on which Weber and Crocker (1983) patterned their study.

Gurwitz and Dodge (1977) asked participants to make

inferences about a hypothetical_ female based upon the

characteristics of three of her frj-ends. The hypotheticar
femare and her friends were all described as members of a

college sorority. The descriptions of the femarers fri-ends

contained characteristics of the stereotype rrsorority

sister. rr Participants r^rere either given descriptions in
which one of the three friends possessed alr the stereotype-

inconsistent characteristics (concentrated condition), or in
which arr the friends possessed one stereotype-inconsistent

characteristic (dispersed condÍtion). Gurwitz and Dodge

found that concentrated, disconfirrning information l_ed to
fewer stereotypical inferences about the hypotheticar female

than did dispersed, disconfirming information.

Vteber and Crocker (l-983) suggest that their findings
resulted from the fact that the stereotypes investigated
(corporate lawyers and librarians) were very homogenous in
nature. As Weber and Crocker (1993) state:

Stereotype change may fol_low the conversíon rnodel
when a group is expected to be heterogeneous.
Slight deviations from the stereotype may not be
perceived as rdisconfirmingr' because individual
differences are expected. However, group members
who dramatically disconfirm the stereotype will
potentially change stereotypes more because they
are clearly disconfirming (p. 976).
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In addition, Weber and Crocker (1983) theorized that
the conversion model may more accurately refrect schema

change when subjects are not as certain about the stereotype
in question. In this case, salient and dramatic

disconfirming evidence would provide a great deal of
infornation to the perceiver. The perceiver woul-d be

hesitant to discount the salient group member as

unrepresentative, due to uncertainty about the

stereotype. The model_ according to which stereotypic
schemas change has important imprications for atternpts to
reduce stereotyping, stigmatization, and prejudice. For

exampre, it is important to know how information about

devalued groups should be presented in order to maxj-mize the
effects of social- interventions. Horrrever, the conflicting
results of weber and crocker (i-983) and Gurwitz and Dodge

(L977 ) leave questions about which model is most accurate in
describing schematic change. Each moder has different
irnprications for reducing stereotypes. These implications
wil-l be discussed next.

Irnplications of Schematic Change Models

According to hteber and crocker (1983), contact between

different sociar and ethnic groups has been suggested as an

effective means of stereotype reduction. This has been

called the group contact hypothesis. Group contact is
thought to provide ingroup members with murtipte instances

of stereotype-disconfj-rming information. This is
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particul-arl-y true if ingroup members encounter outgroup

members who dramatically viol-ate prevalent stereotypes. For

example, encounters with mentally disabled individuals who

are completely contrary to the stereotypical mentally

disabled person described by Rabkin (I974) could provide

powerful, stereotype-disconfirming evidence, thus speeding

the alterati-on of negative stereotypes. This method is

consistent with the conversion model- of schema change.

Encountering dranatically disconfirming outgroup members is

thought to be the method of choice to affect stereotype

change.

rnterventions guided by the bookkeeping model would

dictate that encounters with dramatically disconfirming

individuals would be unnecessary. Instead, repeated

exposure to many disconfirming individual-s would be

sufficient to change stereotypes. The salience of

disconfirming evidence is unirnportant. only the sheer

amount of disconfirrning evidence would matter. rntergroup

contact would provide opportunities for disconfi-rming

evidence. It would not be necessary for the outgroup

members to be dramatically disconfirrning. Hoütever, it would

also not matter if they r¡rere.

If the subtyping model was entirely correct, methods of

stereotype change guided by the conversion model would not

be effective. Weber and Crocker (1983) concJ-uded that their

findings arglue against the use of intergroup contact with
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dramaticarly disconfirming outgroup members as a means of
changing stereotypes. The subtyping model- inpries that
interventions shourd be aimed at providing J-ngroup members

access to rnultipre outgroup members who possess onry a few

disconfirrning characteristics. Repeated exposure to such

individuals would eventually alter prevairing stereotypes of
the outgroup. These individuals would not be subtyped as

being exceptions to the rule. They wourd be more rikery to
change the basic stereotype and wourd be less rikery to be

subtyped as uncharacteristic outgroup members.

The moders of schematic change read to differential
hypotheses about the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of
group contact as one possible way of changing stereotypes of
mentally disabled persons. rt is pertinent to discuss

differential attenpts to alter negative stereotypes of
mentally disabl-ed persons, and how successful these attempts

have been.

Atternpts to change stereotypes about Mentally Disabled

Persons

There i-s very little information in the published

literature regarding attempts to reduce stigrnatization of
mentally disabred persons. several- authors (Farina &

Fisher, I984t Rabkin I 1974, l_9BO; Sarbin & Mancuso, j,g7})

alluded to, but never referenced, public education campaigns

in the u.s. after the second htorrd war aimed at reducing

stigmatization of mentatly disabled persons. Advertising at
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the national, state, and local levels exhorted the public to

view mental- i]lness l-ike any physical illness which deserves

treatment.

In contrast to the paucity of information concerningt

organized prograrns, an extensive body of literature exists

regarding the level of stigmatization of mentall-y disabl-ed

persons in the U.S. since the Second [,]orld War fsee Rabkin

(1974, 1980) for reviewsl. In gieneral, it can be concl-uded

that, while the public has become better informed about

mental il-Iness, educational programs have not been

particularly successful in changing negative stereotypes

toward mentalJ-y disabl-ed persons (Cumrning & Cumming;, 1,957ì

Godschalx, L984; Segal, 1978).

As with other stigrmatized qroups, contact between

mentally disabled persons and the general public has been

suggested as a means of reducing stigmatization (Trute,

Tefft, & Segall , L989; Segal , L97a). People who have had

experience with mentally disabl-ed persons, such as

relati-ves, friends, and mental health professionals, have

been found to hol-d less stigmatizíng attitudes than the

general populatì-on (Rabkin, 1980; Ramon, 1,97a). À great

deal of research has been conducted to evaluate the impact

of classroom instruction and volunteer experience with

mentally disabl-ed persons upon college students, medical

students, and nurses. These studies indicated simple,

contrived contact was not enough to change stereotypes. The
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experience most effective in facilitating positive attitudes
toward menLarry disabled persons $ras interaction in normal,
everyday activities (Erizur & Rosenheim, rgï2; Rabkin, tg8o;
Sega1 , 1978).

Recent studi-es have investigated experience wíth
mentally disabl-ed persons through proxj-mity to mental hearth
treatment centers and residential facil_ities (Rabkin,

Mu11en, & Cohen, I9B4; Roman & Floyd, 1981; Smith & Hanham,

1981,' Tefft et aI., I9B7; Trute & Loer,ren, L}TB). In
general-, these studies have indicated that proxinity to
mentally disabled persons and treatment facirities for them

can have a positive impact in decreasing stigimatizíng
attitudes. Moreover, the pubric is ress rejecting of crose
proximity with mentalry disabred persons than vras previously
thought.

stephan (1995) reviewed the substantiat literature on

methods to improve intergroup relations. one of these

methods, intergroup contact, has been studied extensively.
Much of this research has been laboratory investigations of
ingrroup-outgroup bias. rngroup-outgroup bias has been

reduced, at least in the laboratory, when a number of
conditions hrere present during group contact. contact was

most effective when (a) the contact was voluntary, (b)

competition between groups vras minimar and cooperation was

enhanced, (c) the contact occurred in a number of contexts,
(d) all participants vrere considered to be of equat status,
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and (e) the contact involved meaninqful-, nonsuperficial
interactions.

Trute et al-. (1989) suggested that decreased social
rejection of mentarly disabred persons can be achieved
through meaningful contact between rnentatÌy disabLed persons

and the general pubric. Non-competi_tive, non-superficial_
interactions in a variety of contexts courd provide people
with a rnul-titude of schema-disconfirming incidents regardíng
mentally disabled persons. croup contact studies suggest
that experience can el-aborate schematic knowledge and

categoricar structure, so that ingroup-outgroup effects are
dininished. rn addition, individuals who have experience
with mentalry disabled persons have more opportunities to
view the widely diverse behavíors and traits of that
popuration. This could broaden their fund of information
and reduce the likelihood of utilizíng narrorrrry defined
schemas and categories about mentarly disabLed persons.

one exampre of such intergroup contact was reported by
Peterson (1986), who described a successful psychosocial
program for mentally disabled persons that emphasized

training in socially appropriate conduct, âs wel-I as

positive social interactions between mentarly disabred
persons and the community. For example, mentally disabled
individuals operated a concession stand at the l_ocal county
fair and also started a business to provide housekeeping

services in the l-ocal community. community members who were
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able to interact with the mentally disabled persons in their
expanded capacities $¡ere provided with positive information
to add to their existing schemas of mentally disabled

persons.

Às Smith and Hanham (1991) and Sega1 (L}ZB) pointed

out, however, promoting contact between mentally disabled
persons and the general public could also provide schema-

confirming information to the public. For example, some

mentarly disabled people behave in unusual and bizarre ways.

snith and Hanham (198i-) cautioned that interactions between

mentally disabled persons and the public should be carefulry
orchestrated so as to maximize the positive effects of
intergroup contact.

To summarize, public information carnpaigns have not

been successful at reducing stigmatization of mentalry

disabled persons. rntergroup contact has been suggested as

a potentially effective l¡tay of decreasing stigrnatization and

the existing riterature tends to supported this approach.

However, none of these empirical studies has investigated
schematic change moders when examining stigrmatization of
mentally disabled persons. As a result, theír relative
effectiveness and precise mechanisms remain unclear.

Summary of Rationale

The information provided by Crocker et al-. (1983)

suggests that, in order for sÈereotypes of mentarly disabred
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persons to change, there must be accompanying schema change.

Theoretical- models of schema change exist, but it is uncrear
which model woul-d best represent schema change regarding
stereotypes. The pattern, amount, and salience of
disconfirming evidence may infruence schematic change and

moder accuracy. Given these unknowns, it not surprising
that public educati-on campaigns to de-stigmatj_ze mentarry
disabled persons have produced inconsistent and inconclusive
results.

crocker et al. (1993) stated that there has been very
littIe empirical research to examine the properties of
schematic changie. This is surprising, as the avairable
riterature provides the basis for predictions concerningr

when schematic changre wilr occur, what evidence wourd be

most effective, and what schematic variables may change. rt
is important that these hypotheses be examined in terms of
mentalry disabred persons so that pubric beliefs and

behavior towards this group can be more effectively and

efficiently changed.

The studies of I.rteber and crocker (1993) and Gurwitz and

Dodge (1,977 ) provide fruitfur approaches with which to
investigate changes in stereotypes of mentalry disabled
persons. If, âs üteber and Crocker (1983) suggested,

stereotypes change according to the subLyping and

bookkeeping moders, the assurnption of intergroup contact
using dramatically disconfirming outgroup members as a means
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of stereotype change must be seriously questioned.

The present study is an empirical test of schematic

change models, similar to the studies of weber and crocker
(1983) and Gurwitz and Dodge (rg7z) regarding stereotypes of
mentally disabled persons. The study attempts to integrate
cognitive and affective factors present in social cognition
as suggested by Markus and Zajonc (1995).

The basic strategy guiding this research is to present
members of the general public with schema-consistent,

schema-i-nconsistent, and schema-neutral_ information about a

group of mentalty disabled individual_s to determine how the
amount, sarience, and pattern of information affects
subsequent ratings of rnentally disabred persons. The study
assesses rrcofdtr cognitive factors such as subtyping and

adjective ratings, as werr as rrhotrr af fective factors such

as rejection of personal relationships with and sociarl_y
responsible rol-es for mentally disabled persons.

The present study advances the understanding of
stereotyping and stigrnatization by providing one of the
first empiricar tests of schematic change models for
stereotypes of mentarry disabled persons. rt is essentia]
to know how information about mentaÌly disabled persons and,
by extension, other stigmatized persons, shourd be optimally
presented to the general public in order to maximize

attempts to change negative stereotypes.



HYPOTHESES

Experiment 1

1. Concentrated stereotype-inconsistent information witl-

result in more subtyping of mentally disabled persons

than will dispersed stereotype-inconsistent

information, regardless of the amount of stereotype-

inconsistent information presented.

2. Dispersed stereotype-inconsistent information wilt

result in less stereotypical adjective ratings of

mentally disabled persons than will concentrated

stereotype-J-nconsistent information, regardless of the

amount of stereotype-inconsistent informati-on

presented.

3. Dispersed stereotype-inconsistent information wilt

result in less social rejectíon of rnentally disabled

persons than will concentrated stereotype-inconsistent

information.

Experiment 2

4. Moderately salient stereotype-inconsistent informati-on

will resul-t in less subtyping of mentally disabled

persons than will extremely salient stereotype-

inconsistent information.

56
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5. Moderately salient stereotype-inconsistent information
will result i-n fess social rejection of mentally
disabl-ed persons than will extremely satient
stereotype-inconsistent information .



METHOD

À pretest and two experiments vrere necessary to test
the study hypotheses. rnformation from the pretest was used

to construct the stimulus materials for Experiments 1 and 2.

The purpose of ttre first experi-ment was to determine (a)

which schema-change model most accurately refÌects change in
stereotypical beliefs about mentarry disabl_ed persons, and

(b) the degree to which stereotype-inconsistent information
influences social rejection of mentarly disabl_ed persons.

The purpose of the second experiment was to determine

(a) the differential effects of extrernety and moderately

sarient stereotype-inconsístent information on stereotypical
beliefs about mentally disabled persons, and (b) the degree

to which the sarience of the stereotype-inconsistent
information, influences sociar rejection of mentally disabled
persons.

Pretest

The purpose of the pretest was to determine three
negative, stereotype-consistent adjectives commonly

associated with rnentally disabted persons by a sample of the
generar population. These three adjectives $rere used to
construct the stimul-us materials for Experiments j_ and 2.

58
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Participants
Sampling

Participants v¡ere soricited from a Lutheran church

congregatíon in a medium-size community rocated in the us

upper midwest. This organi-zati-on was serected for the

pretest because it afforded access to a J-arge number of
potentiar participants who were heterogeneous in composition

for age and gender, and who met at the same tirne and prace.

rt also was located in the same community where the majority
of participants for Experiments 1 and 2 would be drawn.

Àpproximately 150 members attended the church the
sunday data col-lection took place. Fifty-four members (36u )

stayed after the services and compl-eted valid questionnaires

for the pretest. Participants ranged in age from 3o to 82

(M : 5L.7, SD : 14.9). Sixty-one percent of the
participants r^rere femal-e. Ninety-eight percent of the
participants had completed high school. Àpproximatery one-

third (29.62 ) of the sarnple had at reast some colJ-ege or
university education.

Measures

Contextual Variables

Participants recorded their age and qender. À nine-
interval scale, ranging from rtgrade six or l_essil (1) to
rfpost-graduate university educationr (g), assessed

education. These measures are found in Àppendix À,.
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Participants also completed the Knowledge Àbout/

Experience [r]ith Mental Health Scale (Trute et aI., 1989).

This scale (Appendix À) consists of nine items measuring

three types of knowledge/experience with mental heatth: (a)

second-hand knowledge/experience (e.9., I have received some

formal- education regarding mental heaÌth), (b) first-hand
knowledge/experience (e.9., I have lived or worked close to
a mental health facility), and (c) knowledge/experience with
a family member or self (e.9., A member of rny family has or
in the past has had mental health problems).

Participants responded either yes (2) or no (1) to each

item. The scale yields a total score from 9 (Iittle
knowledge/experience) to 18 (extensive knowledge/

experience ) .i

Pretest Rating of Mentally Disabled Persons

Participants used an 1-1--point scale to rate a list of
4o adjectives for how typicar they hrere of mentalry disabred

persons (O = not at all- typicali 1O : conpletely typical).
This measure (Appendix À) was designed by the researcher for
the present study. An ll-point scale was chosen because it
would aIlow participants to differentiate between a large
number of crosery related adjectives. rt was also simirar
to the rating scales used by Weber and Crocker (l-983).

The researcher selected adjectives for the pretest by

examining the Adjective Checklist (Gough, Lg6O) as weII as

research on negative attitudes toward mentally disabled
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persons (Link, CulÌen, Frank, & Wozniak, 1,987,' Rabkin,

1974) - Gough's instrument was chosen because it offered a

wide variety of adjectives. Twenty-five of the pretest

adjectives were those considered consistent with stigmatized

stereotypes of mentally disabled persons (e.9., dangerous).

The l-5 remaining adjectives r¡rere considered neutral to

(e.9., humorous) or inconsistent with (e.9., self-

controlled) those stereotypes. The neutral and inconsistent

adjectives vrere included to prevent a response set from

biasing the ratings.
Selection of Stirnulus Adjectives

Three stereotype-consistent adjectives, three

stereotype-inconsistent adjectives, and nine stereotype-

neutral adjectives $rere needed to construct the stimul-us

materials for Experiments l- and 2. The three stereotype-

consistent adjectives with the highest mean ratings on the

pretest were excitable (M : 5.93, SD : 2.03), fearful
(M : 5.65, SD : 2.46), and impulsive (M : 5.56r SD : 2.23).

The procedure for Experiments 1 and 2 required that the

stereotype-inconsistent stimulus adjectives be antonyms of

the stereotype-consistent adjectives. The adjectives calm,

brave, and self-controlled e¡ere selected by the researcher

as rneeting this criterion.

The procedure for Experiments l- and 2 also required

that the stereotype-neutral adjectives be semantically and

logically unrelated to the stereotype-consistent and
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stereotype-inconsistent adjectives determined by the
pretest. The researcher selected patriotic, conservative,
athletic, rerigious, 1i-terate, prejudiced, stubborn, fussy,
and musical- as stereotype-neutral adjectives. rn order to
provide added assurance that these adjectives r^Jere neutral
with respect to stereotypes of mental-ly disabled persons,

they ltrere rated for stereotype neutrality by three raters
with advanced training in a mentar health field who were

naive to the purpose of the study. The raters used. an 11-

point scale to rate the stereotype-neutral adjectives for
how typical they are of mentarry disabted persons as a giroup

(o : not at al-l- typicarì 5: nei-ther typicar nor atypical-;
1o : completery typicaf). Àn adjective vras considered

stereotype-neutral if its mean rating was between 4 and 6.

Each of the nine neutral adjectives met this criterion.
The researcher serected three additionar stereotype-

consistent adjectives (dangierous, moody, and. unstabre) for
use in the dependent measures in Experiments j- and 2. These

adjectives were not used to construct the stimurus
rnaterials. They were incruded in order to provide an

additionar check of the efficacy of the experimental

manipurations. Like the other adjectives, they v¡ere used in
the adjective rating scales for Experiments l_ and 2 and h¡ere

arso used as dependent variables. Moody and unstable hrere

selected because they received the fourth and fifth-highest
mean ratings on the pretest. Dangerous was sel-ected due to



previous research indicating that the general public has

consistently viewed mentally disabled persons as dangerous

(Link et al., L987; Rabkin, 1,974).

These additional adjectives will be referred to as

rnon-presented stereotype-consistent' adjectives to

distinguish them from the stereotype-consistent adjectj-ves

selected by the pretest. The term \non-presented' v¡as used

to indicate that these adjectives srere not presented to the

participants in the stimulus sentences, and instead only

appeared in the adjective rating scales.

Procedure

The researcher sent a letter (Appendix B) to the

contact person of the conqregation requesting permission to

adrninister questionnaires to the membership. The letter
identified the researcher, described the purpose of the

research, described how long it would take to participate,

detailed confidentiafity procedures, and specified

compensation for participation. The researcher telephoned

the contact person to arrangie a time when she could

administer the questionnaires.

Before adrninistering the questionnaires, the researcher

informed the participants that the purpose of the study vras

to survey what the public thinks of people who are mentally

ilt. This term was used instead of trmentally disabled" in
order to prevent participants from confusing the target
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population vrith individuals who have developmental

disabilities. Participants vtere also informed that they

would be asked to provide certain demographic information

such as ãgë, giender, Ìeve1 of education, and knowledge about

mental health problems and services. Responses l¡lere

confidential, in that the researcher instructed participants

not to write their name or any other individual

identification on the questionnaires. The researcher v¡as

the only person to read and record participants' responses.

The researcher included this information in the letter

requesting the group's participation and presented it to

participants at the time she adrninistered the

questionnaires.

Before the researcher adrninistered the questionnaires,

she informed the group that individual members could elect

not to participate and could discontinue their participation

at any time. Àpproxímately one-half of those attending the

Sunday morning service on the day pretest data was col-lected

chose to participate. Those who chose not to participaLe

vrere not distinguishable from those who participated. A

representative from the group counter-signed a consent form

(Àppendix c) for each participant, which verified that he or

she could elect not to participate in the study.

The researcher administered the questionnaires to all

participants on one occasion after a regular orgranization

meeting. Àfter giving participants the preJ-iminary
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description of the research and confidentiality guidelines,

all participants hrere giiven data packets which contained

instructions, contextual measures, pretest questionnaire,

and a pen.

Tn order to debrief participants, the researcher

informed participants of the purpose of the study by means

of an oral presentation immediately after they completed the

questionnaires. AI1 debriefing material-s appear in Àppendix

D. The researcher also promised to send a sunmary of the

study's findings and an explanation of the experimental-

manipulations to the organization when the project is
finished.

Experiment 1-

This experiment employed a 2 X 2 factorial design with

amount or stimul-us size (6 vs. l-8 stimulus cards/vj-deotape

interviews) and pattern of disconfirming information

(concentrated vs. dispersed) as between-subject variabl-es.

A non-treatment control condition r{as also included.

Participants

Sarnpling

Participants vTere solicited from nine fraternal and

service organizations in three small to medium-size rural
communities located in the US upper rnidwest. The researcher

qave preference to organizations whose membership would
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contribute to a final sample that was as representative of

the general population as possible. In addition, the

researcher attempted to arrive at a sample that was

heterogeneous with regard to age and gender. Organizations

whose memberships were not likely to be highly educated \^¡ere

also given preference, because education has been associated

with more positive attitudes toward mentally disabled

persons (Trute, et â]., l-989). Às the present study is

concerned with changing negative stereotypes about mentally

disabted persons, it was important to have a sample that did

not hold atypicalty positive stereotypes about that

population.

The final sarnple consisted of À,) rniddle aged and

elderly members of a Catholic fraternity and sorority, B)

members of ranching women's association, C) members of a

village merchants' association, D) members of a

fundamentalist Christian ttlomen's cJ-ub, E) members of a lower

rniddle class young homemakers' club, F) members of two

charitable orgranizations comprised of small-town merchants

and middle managers, and E) members of an organization for

business and professional persons.

one hundred fifty-two members out of approximately 1-70

completed vatid questionnaires for Experiment 1. The

participants ranged in age from 18 to 76 (M: 49.5,

SD : L5.2). Sixty-three percent of the participants !üere

females. Ninety-three percent of the sample had completed
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high school. Àpproximately hal-f (56.62) of the samp]e had

at l-east some college or university education.

Conditions

There ltrere four experimental- conditions (conditions
A,B,C, and D) and one control condition (Condition E) in
Experj-ment 1. rt was intended that conditions be simil_ar in
size while heterogeneous for age and gender. ÀccordingÌy,
the researcher distributed data packets from at least two

different conditions to each organization.

The researcher corlected data from each participating
organization separateJ-y and ruet with each organization onry

once. Each data packet vras surreptítiousry rabeled, so that
participants could not discern the experimental_ condition to
which it bel'onged. When the researcher attended an

organization,s meeting, she handed outr âs equitably as

possible, a similar number of data packets for either
conditions À and B, ot conditíons c, D, and E. The stimurus
materials used in conditions À and B differ significantry
from those used in Conditions C, D, and E and cannot be

presented sinurtaneously. Às a resurt, participants in any

one organization could onry be assigned to either conditions
À and B, or Conditions C, D, and E.

Data collection occurred over a five month period. The

researcher contacted a representative from an orgianization
ahead of time in order to anticipate the number of
participants. Throughout the data collection period, the
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researcher noted the number of completed data packets for

each condition. The researcher chose a set of packets based

on the number of completed packets that had already been

completed, the number that needed to be completed, and the

number of potential participants anticipated at the

organizations next meeting. The following factors rttere also

considered.

Membership size, meeting length, rneeting frequenCy, and

scheduling convenience for each organization also influenced

which set of data packets was adminístered on a given

occasion. Some orqanizations Tnlere unable to participate at

certain times due to organization activities incompatibte

with data coll-ection. In addition, some organizations met

during the ]unch hour. The procedure for Conditions C, D,

and E takes too long for an hour meetingr so it was

necessary to administer data packets for Conditions A and B

to participants from those organizations.

Demoqraphic Composition of Conditions

Table 1 shows the denographic characteristics of

participants in each condition i-n Experiment 1. The

conditions had similar numbers of participants (Conditions À

and B, n : 31; Conditions C, D, and E, n : 30). The

conditions vrere also símilar with regard to age and

education, although Condition C had a small-er percentage of

participants who had at least some college or university

education.
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Tab1e 1

Demographic Characteristj-cs of Participants in Experiment 1

Condition"

CharacteristicÀBCDE

Àqe

M 4I.I 45.1 5L.7 5I.2 48.5

sD 11 .5 11.5 15.8 16.9 16.7

Gender

Fema1e 77.4 61.3 93.3 7O.O 36.7

Male 22.6 38.7 6.7 30. O 63. 3

Education i

Some ColJ-ege
or Above 67.8 61.3 60.0 33.4 60.0

High Schoo1
or Above 96.8 96.8 90.0 90.0 96.7

Note. Gender and education are expressed in terms of
percentages.

or:31- for Conditions A and B. II:30 for Conditions C, D,

and E.



The distribution of male and female participants was

uneven across conditions. Table 1 shows the percentages of

males and females in each condition in Experiment 1. The

uneven distribution of mal-es and females resulted from a

combination of factors. The first factor was the gender

composition of the service and fraternal organizations.

Table 2 shows the distribution of participants across

conditions by organization. Four organizations (2, 6, 7, 9)

hrere comprised exclusively of females. The remaining

orqanizations (L, 3t 4, 5, 8) vrere comprised almost

exclusively of males. Moreover, the femal-e organizations

tended to have many more members than the male

orgranizations.

The second factor contributing to the uneven gender

distribution across conditions vtas related to the procedure

and materials used in Experiment 1. Since the entire

membership of each organization was tested at the same time,

one h¡ay to alleviate the irnpact of the organizations' gender

composition would have been to assign equal numbers of each

organizations's members to all five conditj-ons. Thi-s was

not possible, because, as ttras previously rnentioned, the

sti-mulus materials used in Conditions A and B differ

signif,icantly from tfrose used in Conditions C, D, and E, and

cannot be presented simultaneously.

rinally, the pgedominantly rnale orqanízations tended to

have week-day meetings during the lunch hour, whiì-e all the
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Table 2

Distribution of Participants Àcross Conditions by

Organization in Experiment 1

Condition

OrqanizationÀBCDE

XX
XX

XX

X

5'xx
6

7

I

9

XX

XX

XX

XX
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excl-usively female organizations had longer evening or
weekend meetings. The procedure for Conditions C, D, and E

takes too long f or a one-hour rneeting. Thus , f emares vrere

more likeJ-y to participate i-n Conditions C, D, and E.

Stimulus Materi_aIs

stereotype-inconsi-stent information was presented to
participants through the stirnul_us materials. These

material-s erere constructed so that the amount and pattern of
stereotype-inconsistent informati-on could be manipulated and

controlred across the experimental and control conditions.
Participants received infornation about either a smarl

number (6) or large number (18) of mentarry disabl-ed men.

rn comparisoh, weber and crocker (1983) used stimulus sizes
of 6 and 30. However, hleber and crocker expressed concern

that participants in the Ìarge stimulus conditj-on vrere

overwhermed by the amount of information with which they

r{ere presented. Therefore, the largest stimulus size was

reduced in the present study.

stereotype-inconsistent information was presented to
participants in either a díspersed or a concentrated

pattern. Dispersed stereotype-inconsistent information was

distributed evenly across all the mentarry disabted stimurus

men. concentrated stereotyped-inconsistent information was

clustered within two of the rnental-ry disabled stimul-us men

in the smalt-stimulus conditions and within six of the
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mental]y disabl-ed stimufus men in the large-stimul_us
conditions. stereotype-consistent and stereotype-neutral_
information was interspersed with the stereotype-
inconsistent information.

Experimentar participants received stimul_us materials
with one-third of the total information being stereotype-
inconsi-stent, one-sixth being stereotype-consÍstent, and.

one-half being stereotype-neutral. These proportions v¡ere

chosen because they are simitar to those used by Gurwitz and
Dodge (1927 ) and liteber and crocker (1983). They are al_so

advantageous for, as Fleber and crocker commented, they aflow
inconsistent and consistent information to be counter-
balanced.

Stimulus Cards

stimulus information was provided to participants on

stimulus cards. participants in the experimentar conditions
received information about either 6 (srnalr-stimulus
condition) or r-8 (Iarge-stinulus condition) mentarry
disabred men. For each man, participants received a 3 x 5

inch card. printed on each card [t¡as a manrs name and three
sentences about his preferences, habits, and personal
characteristics .

The descriptive sentences on the stimulus cards h¡ere

based on the adjectives serected by pretesting. prior to
Experiment 1, the researcher deveLoped g sentences based on

stereotype-consistent adjectives, 1g sentences based on
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stereotype-inconsistent adjectives, and 27 sentences based

on stereotype-neutral adjectives. They were judged

representative of their respective adjectives by three

raters with advanced training

$rere naive to the purpose of

in a mental health field who

the study. The raters !üere

given the following instructions.

Fifteen adjectives are listed on the pages in front of
you, along with several sentences which are thought to
provide behavioral examples of each adjective. Circ1e
the number on the rating scafe that corresponds to how
typical the behavior described in each sentence is of
its respective adjective. If a sentence is not at all
typical of its adjective, circle o. If a sentence is
completely tvpical of its adjective, circle 10. If a
sentence is somewhere between not at all tvpical and
completely typica]- of its adjective, circle the number
between o and 1o that best represents how typical it
is. I want to know how well the behavior descri-bed in
each sentence reflects its respective adjective.

A sentence eras considered to accurately reflect j-ts

respective adjective if its mean rating was at least I on an

11- point scale (0 : not at aII typical; 10 : very typical).

This scale was devised for the present study by the

researcher.

Each participant in the sma1l-stimulus/dispersed

pattern condition (Condition A) received information about

síx mentally disabled men (six stimulus cards). The

stereotype-inconsistent sentences !'Jere dispersed across

stinulus cards, so that one stereotype-inconsistent

statement appeared on each card. The remaining neutral and

stereotype-consistent statements were distributed across the

stimulus cards. These sentences are provided in Appendix E.
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Each participant in the smal-1-stimurus/concentrated

pattern condition (condition B) atso received information
about six mentally disabred nen (six stimulus cards). The

same sentences $rere used in both conditions A and B. The

six stereotype-inconsistent sentences hrere cl-ustered within
two stimulus cards. The remaining neutrar and stereotype-
consistent sentences $¡ere assigned to the remaining stimulus
cards. These sentences are provided in Àppendix E.

Each partici-pant in the Ìarge-st.imurus/dispersed
pattern condition (condition c) received information about

l-8 mentally disabled men (18 sti-murus cards). The 18

stereotype-inconsistent sentences h¡ere dispersed across

stimulus cards so that one stereotype-inconsistent statement

appeared on ,each stimulus card. The remaining neutrar and

stereotype-consistent sentences hrere distributed across the
stimulus cards. These sentences are provided in Àppendix E.

Each participant in the rarge-stiruulus/concentrated
pattern condition (condition D) also received information
about l-8 mentally disabred individuars (18 stimurus cards).
The same sentences hrere used in conditions c and D. The l_B

stereotype-inconsistent sentences srere clustered within six
sti-murus cards. The remaining neutrar and stereotype-
consistent sentences were assigned to the remaining sti_muIus

cards- These sentences are provided in Àppendix E.

For all conditions, care was taken so that no card had

more than one stereotype-consi-stent sentence. The



researcher also made sure that no card contained sentences

that q¡ere both stereotype-consi-stent and stereotype

inconsistent for the same adjective.

Each participant in the control- group (Condition E)

received 18 stimul-us cards with only the name of a mentally

disabled man typed on it. This is similar to the Weber and

Crocker (1983) study, in which the control- group received no

information about the stimul-us people.

Videotaped Interviews

In addition to the stirnulus cards, all experimental

and control participants observed videotaped, role-played

interviews of allegedJ-y mentally disabled men. Participants

$¡ere informed that the men on the videotape were the same

men who vrerer described on the stirnulus cards. The purpose

of the videotape btas to increase the likelihood that

participants would believe they erere Iearning about actual

mentally disabled men. It was not intended to supply the

participants with stereotype-inconsistent information.

Eighteen Caucasian, male employees at a U.S. Veterants

Administration Hospital volunteered to serve as

confederates. They ranged in age frorn 30-55 and worked in

various capacities at the hospital. Each man v¡as fully

informed about the purpose of the videotape and signed a

consent form (Appendix c) before participating, in

accordance with U.S. Veteran's Àdninistration research

ethics guidelines.
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The men were interviewed individually by the

researcher, who did not appear on screen but who could be

heard asking questions. They r^7ere f ilned wearing casual

clothing while seated in a chair in an office setti-ng. They

bTere visible on the screen from the chest up. Each man was

instructed to act naturally while being filrned and to answer

the questions honestly. The questions \âJere similar to those

used in mental status exami-nations and demonstrated the

respondents' temporal and personal orientation, as wel-I as

as¡areness of current events. Each man $tas asked the the

same questions. Ttre men htere not briefed about the exact

content of the questions prior to filming in order to insure

spontaneity and a more natural- demeanor. Each interview

lasted approximately 9O seconds and was filmed in colour

using a Zenith Camcorder mounted on a tripod. The

transcripts of three interviehts appear in Appendix E.

Participants in Conditj-ons A and B viewed the same six

randomJ-y selected interviews. The intervievts v¡ere shown in

the same order each tirne they were presented. Participants

in Conditions C and D sav¡ all l-8 interviews. These

intervie$rs $rere also shown in the same order each tirne.

Measures

Dependent measures

À11 participants completed four dependent measures.
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Rating mentally disabled persons as a groun.

Participants used an 11-point scale to rate the 1g stimulus

adjectives for how typical they are of nentalry disabred

persons as a group (O: not at all typical,- 10: completely

typical). This measure (Àppendix F) was designed by the

researcher for the present study. The mean rating for each

of the four categories of adjectives was treated as a
separate variabre. Tabre 3 shows the adjectives in each

category. The Cronbach alpha correlation coefficient of
internal, consistency rrras .62 for the stereotype-consistent

items, .58 for the stereotype-inconsistent items, .6I for
the non-presented stereotype-consistent items, and .69 for
the stereotype-neutral items.

Rating an unknown menta]Iv disabled individual.
Participants used an l-l--point scale to rate the 1g stimulus
adjectives for how typical they would be of an unknown

mentally disabl-ed individual (0 : not at aII typical;
10 : completely typical). This measure (Àppendix F) $ras

arso designed by the researcher for the present study. The

mean rating for each of the four categories of adjectives
was treated as a separate variable. Table 3 shows the

adjectives in each category. The cronbach arpha correration
coefficient of internal consistency vras .73 for the

stereotype-consistent items, .51 for the stereotype-

inconsistent items | .72 for the non-presented stereotype-
consistent items, and .79 for the stereotype-neutrar items.
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Tabl-e 3

Àdiective Categories in Experiments 1 and 2

Categ:ori-es

Stereotype-
Consistent

Non-presented
Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Inconsistent

Stereotype-
Neutral

Fearful

Excitable

Impulsive

Dangerous

Moody

Unstable

Brave

CaIn

Sel-f -
controlled

Patriotic

Conservative

Àthfetic

Religious

Literate
Prejudiced

Stubborn

Fussy

Musical
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Subtyping Task" Participants sorted their stimulus

cards into piles based upon perceived sinilaritj-es and

described the characteri-sti-cs of the individuals that led

thern to be placed in a pile. À ful-I description of this

task is presented in the Procedure section.

The characteristic(s) that each participant wrote on

the card piles vrere rated for stereotype-inconsistency by

three raters with advanced degrees in a mental health fiel-d

who were naive to the purpose of the study. The raters were

given the following instructions.

Please read the foll-owing words and phrases.
Circl-e those that are synonymous with the
adjectives CaIm, Brave. or Self-contro].led.

A word or phrase sras considered stereotype-inconsistent if

it was circled by a1I three raters. The number of piles,

and the number of piles described by at least one

stereotype-inconsistent characteristic, vlere treated as

separate variables.

Social Rejection Scale. Participants completed the

Trute and Loewen (1-978) Socia1 Rejection Scale. This scale

(Àppendix F) assesses social rejection of mentally disabled

persons. Prevj-ous research (Trute and Loewen, L97Ai Trute

et aI., l-989) has identified two distinct aspects of social

rejection of mentally disabled persons: (a) rejection of

social rel-ati-ons and (b) rejection of social responsibility.

Youngier people, those with personal experience with nentally

disabl-ed persons, and those who perceive mentally disabled
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persons as l-ess danqerous tend to be more accepting of

social rel-ations with mentally disabl-ed persons (Trute et

aI., 1989). Education is inversely related to rejection of

mentally disabled persons in socially responsible roles.

The Social- Rejection Scale consists of 11 items with a

S-point response scale (1 : strongly disagree; 5 : strongly

agree ) . The scal-e is cornprised of f ive social relations
items (e.9., You would agree to provide board and room for a

discharged psychiatric patient in your home if you had a

roorn) and six social responsibility items (e.9., You would

welcome someone who had spent time in a psychiatrj-c hospital

to take part in your community functions). Items are

balanced to prevent response acquj-escence. Item scores tr¡ere

reversed when necessary. The five social relati-ons items

yield a potential range of scores from 5 to 25. The sj-x

social responsibility items yietd a potential range of

scores from 6 to 30. Low scores indicate low social

rejection. The mean score for each factor was treated as a

separate variable.

Contextual Variables

Participants in Experiment l- were administered the same

contextual measures as were participants in the pretest.

These measures vrere used to obtain demographic and personal-

information about study participants. The study hypotheses

are concerned with the pattern and amount of disconfirmi_ng

information. As a result, the contextual variables r¡rere
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onl-y util-ized to insure that participant characteristics
that night be re1ated to the dependent measures would be

controlled for in data analysis. These measures appear in
Appendix F.

Procedure

The researcher sent a letter (Àppendix À) to the

contact persons of nine organizations that were Iikely to

have large, heterogeneous memberships representative of the

general population, requesting permiss j-on to admj-nister

stimulus materials and questionnaires to the membership.

The letter identified the researcher, described the purpose

of the research, described how long it would take to
participate,' detailed confidential-ity procedures, and.

specified compensation for participation. The researcher

telephoned the contact persons to arrange times when she

could visit the organizations and administer stimulus

material-s and questionnaires.

Before administering the stinulus materials and

questionnaires, the researcher informed the participants

that the purpose of the study lvas to survey what the public

thinks of people who are mentally ill. This term was used

instead of rrmentally disabledtt in order to prevent

participants from confusing the target population with

individual-s who have developmental- disabil-ities.

Participants vrere also informed that they woul-d be asked to
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provide certain demogrraphic information such as âge, gend.er,

Ievef of education, and knowledge about mental health
problems and services. Responses $¡ere confidentiar, in that
the researcher instructed participants not to write their
name or any other individual identification on the stimurus

cards or questionnaires. The researcher was the only person

to read and record participants' responses. The researcher

included this information in the letter requesting the

organization's participation and presented it to
participants at the time she administered the stimul-us

materials and questionnaires.

Before the researcher administered questionnaires, she

informed the membership that individuar members could el-ect

not to participate and could discontinue their participation
at any time. More than 9Oå of each organization's members

chose to participate. Those who chose not to participate
were not distinguishable from those who participated. À

representative from each organization counter-signed

consent forms (Àppendix c) verifying that individual members

coul-d el-ect not to participate in the study.

The researcher administered the stimurus materiars and

questionnaires to alJ. participants at their respective
organization meetings. Àl-1 participants $¡ere given a rarge

envelope with instructions, dependent measures, contextual
measures, stimulus cards, and a pen. À,fter giving
participants the prelirninary description of the research and
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confidentiality guidelines, the researcher read the

following instructions aloud.

If you look in your envelope you wiII find a
number of index cards. On each card is the name
of a rnentally iI1 rnan and three statements
describj-ng his habits, preferences, and other
people's descriptions of him. The information on
the index cards was obtained from the mens,
medical records. You will also see a short,
videotaped interview that f conducted with each of
these men- These men vrere psychiatric patients at
a Veteran's Ädministration Hospital where I
recently completed a pre-doctoral internship in
clinical psychology. The men $7ere videotaped just
prior to discharge. Each man gave his written
consent to be videotaped and was a!{are that hispicture would be vj_ewed by members of the general
public. I wilt ask you to view each man,s video
interview prior to reading the man,s information
card.

Participants hrere then shown the videotaped intervi-ews.

After each interview, the videotape was stopped and

participants hrere instructed to read the manrs corresponding

descriptive sentences. Äfter the rast interview and card

s¡ere presented, participants vrere instructed to read the

instructions for the first measure, .Rating the Mentally rll
as a Group' and complete it. when alJ- participants had

completed this measure, they hrere asked to read the

instructions for the second measure,

Mentally I11 Person, and complete it.

rRating an Unknown

participants had compl-eted this measure,

Àfter all
the researcher read

the followj-ng instructions aloud.

Now I want you to sort the cards into piles based
on similariti-es the individuals named on the cards
have in common. Whi1e you do this, keep in nindthat the members of the piles should be simil-ar to
one another and different from members of other
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piles. you may have as many or as f ew piJ_es asyou wish. Àfter you sort the cards in þiles,write on the top card of each pile the
characteristic that 1ed you to group theindividuals of that particular þite-together.
When you have completed this, raise your hand andr will staple each of your piles togèther andplace the piles in your enveJ_ope.

once this was fínished, participants $¡ere asked to read the
instructions for the remaining measures ( rsociar Rejection
scal-e' ; \Knowledge Àbout/Experience with Mental_ Health,,-
rBackqround rnformatj-on'), pì-ace their measures in their
envelopes, and sea] the enveJ_opes. The researcher then read

aloud the debriefing statement.

The researcher informed participants of the purpose of
the study by means of an oral presentation. The researcher
could not inform participants about the experimental

manipulations in this presentationr âs data col-lection took
place in a smalr community where it wourd have been possibre
for subsequent organizations to have heard about the
manipulations prior to participation. À1r debriefing
material-s appear in Appendix D. The researcher also
promised to send a sunaary of the study's findings and an

explanation of the experimental_ mAnipulations to each

participating organization when the project is finished.
Participants in the contror condition received

identical instructions, measures, and debriefing as the
experimental- participants. rn contrast to the experimental
procedure, however, the researcher read the following
instructions aloud prior to showing the videotaped
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i-ntervi-ews.

If you look in your envelope you wilJ- find a
number of index cards. On each card is the name
of a mental-Iy iII man. You will al_so see a short
videotapea interview that I conducted with ".cn oá
these men. These men vrere psychiatric patients at
a Veteran's Administration Hospital where I
recently competed a pre-doctoral internship in
clinical psychology. The men r¡rere videotaped just
prior to discharge. Each man gave his written
consent to be videotaped and was aware that his
picture would be viewed by members of the general
public.

Experirnent 2

This experiment employed a one-$¡ay, two-group design,

with the extremity or salience of stereotype-inconsistent
information (moderate, extreme) as a between-subject

variable. Participants srere divided into two qroups, nameì_y

those who recei-ved moderate schema-inconsistent information
and those who received extreme schema-inconsistent

information.

Participants
Sanpling

Participants vTere solicited in the same manner and in
the same geographic location as participants for Experj_ment

l-. sixty out of approximately 70 members of four fraternal
and service organizations compÌeted val-id questionnaires.

The finar sampJ-e consisted of Ä) volunteer rurar fire
fighters B) private day care providers C) members of a

fundamental-ist christian women's club, and D) middre aged
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and el-derJ-y members of a Cathol_ic fraternity.
Participants ranged in age from 2O to 7I (M : 4O.7,

sD : 11.3). Fifty percent of the participants vrere femares.

Ni-nety-one percent of the sampre had completed high schoor.

Approximatery one-fourth (26.6e") of the sample had at l_east

some college or university education.

Conditions

There are two conditions (Conditions E and M) in
Experiment 2. Äs in Experiment 1, j-t was intended that the
conditions be simil-ar in number whire heterogreneous for age

and gender. Àccordingry, the data co]l_ection strategy was

i-denticat to that employed in Experiment 1.

Demographic Composition of Conditions

Tabl-e 4 shows the demographic characteristics of
participants in each condition. The conditions had equal

numbers of participants (n : 30 for both conditions) and

arso hrere similar with regard to age, gender, and education.

Sti-mulus Material_s

The stimurus rnateriars were the sarne as those used for
Experiment 1, with a few minor alterations.
Stirnulus Cards

Àl-l- participants $rere given information about 18

mentally disabred men. The stirnulus cards corresponded to
either the moderate or extreme conditions. The descriptive
sentences rnrere identicar to those used in Experiment 1. rt
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Tab1e 4

Demographic characteristics of participants in Experirnent 2

Condition"

Characteristic ME

Àge

M

SD

Gender

FemaIe

Mal-e

Education

47.9

13. B

53.3

46.7

23.3

86.7

39.5

7.8

46.7

53.3

30.0

96.7

Some CoIIege
or Àbove

High School-
or Above

Note- Gender and education are expressed in terms of
percentages.

'Il : 30 for both conditions.
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was necessary to use additional- stereotype-neutral sentences

in the moderately salient condition, however, in order to

have three sentences on each card. The additional sentences

rÁrere developed and judged appropriate in the Same manner and

by the Same raters as v¡ere the other descriptive sentences.

Participants in the moderately salient stereotype-

inconsistent condition received, as part of their 18

stinulus cards, information about 6 mentally disabled men,

each of whom had one stereotype-inconsistent descriptS-ve

sentence on his stimulus card. The other two sentences htere

neutral or stereotype-consistent. The remaining stimulus

cards had stereotype-consistent and stereotype-neutral

sentences distributed across them. This conditi-on was

considered moderately sali-ent because six of the cards had

only one stereotype-inconsistent sentence. The stimulus

sentences are provided in Appendix E.

Participants in the extremely salient stereotype-

inconsistent condition received, as part of their 18

stimulus cards, information about 6 mentally disabled

individuals, each of whom had three stereotype-inconsistent

descriptive sentences on his stimul-us card. The remaining

stirnulus cards had stereotype-consistent and stereotype-

neutra] sentences distributed across them. This condition

was considered extremely salient because six of the cards

had three stereotype-inconsistent sentences. The stimulus

sentences are provided in Àppendix E.
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hlhile the extreme condition bears some sirnilarities to
the rarge/concentrated condition ì-n Experiment r, it is not
considered to be measuring the same thing. rn Experiment r,
the pattern of disconfirming information was confounded with
the number of disconfirming stimulus individuals. rn
Experiment 2 this confound is el-iminated by holding the
number of disconfirrning stj-mul-us individual-s constant and

varying the sariency of disconfirming information. rf
sariency is important, extremel-y inconsistent information
shoul-d resurt in more change than moderatel_y inconsistent
information. on the other hand, moderatery and extremery

inconsistent information should resul-t in the same amount of
change if onry the number of disconfirming group members is
important (Weber & Crocker, l_9g3).

Videotaped Interviews

Participants in Experiment 2 viewed the same 1g

videotaped interviews in the same order as participants in
Conditions C and D in Experirnent l_.

Measures

Participants in Experiment 2 vrere administered the same

measures as partícipants in Experiment 1.

procedure

The Procedure for Experiment 2 was identical_ to that of
Experiment t.
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Preliminary Analyses

The data for Experiments 1 and 2 were examined prior to
analysis to determine if they met the assumptions underrying
the ÄNoVÀ procedure. Às no substantial_ skewness was noted
in the dependent measures and their standard deviations $rere

in the expected range, these assumptions appeared to be met.

The data for both experiments were al_so examined to
determine if participants' qend.er was related to their
scores on the dependent measures. This hTas necessary due to
the unequar distribution of men and women across conditions
in Experiment r, as wel-r as to the previously demonstrated

tendency of women to hold less negative attitudes Loward

mental]y disabled persons (Trute et ar., t_9g9). Anaryses of
covariance revea]ed that qender was not significantry
related to scores on the dependent measures in either
experiment.

The data from both experiments were examined to
determine if there vrere any differences between conditions
regarding participants, experience with and knowledge about

mental- heai-th. Thís vras necessary due to the previously
demonstrated tendency of those with more experience and

knowledge to hol-d l-ess negative stereotypes of mentariy
disabred persons (Trute et al., 1989). Results of a t-test
revealed that, in both experiments, the difference between

the highest and lowest group mean on the Experience/

97
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Knowledge scal-e was not significant. overal_l, participants
in Experiment t had low to moderate experience with and

knowledge about mentat hea]th issues and services
(M : L2-69, sD : 1- 87), as did participants in Experiment 2

(M : L2.55, SD : 1.98).

The data for both experiments was further examined to
determine if participants, experience with and knowredge

about rnentar heal-th were related to the dependent measures.

rn Experiment 1-t scores on the Knowledge/Experience scal-e

are moderateJ-y correl-ated with scores on the social
Responsibirity factor of the social Rejection scare
(r: -.24, p ( .O2, two-tailed). In Experiment 2, scores on

the Knowledge/Experience scare are moderatery correlated
with scores on the social- Responsibility factor (r : -.37,
p < .91, two-tailed) and Social Relations factor (r: _.35,

p < -o2, two-taired) of the sociaÌ Rejection scare. scores
on the Knowredge/Experience scale are not significantly
correlated with the other dependent measures.

The data for both experiments was arso examined to
determine if participants' educational rever_ was related to
scores on the dependent measures. ÀnaÌyses of covariance
reveal-ed that education r¡¡as not significantly related to
scores on the dependent measures in either experi_ment.
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Experiment 1

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 states that concentrated stereotype-
inconsistent information wi1] result in more subtyping of
rnentaì-ly disabled persons than will dj_spersed stereotype-
inconsistent information, regardJ-ess of the amount of
stereotype-inconsistent information presented. A two-way

analysis of variance tested this hypothesis.

subtyping occurs when stereotype-disconfirrning members

of stigmatized groups are judged as exceptions to the
stereotype instead of as representative of the stigrnatized
group- The subtyping model of schema change hords that some

subtyping will inevitably occur whenever stereotype-
inconsistent information about a stigmatized group is
presented. stereoLyped schemas wirl be more likely to
change when the amount of subtyping is herd to a minimum.

subtyping in the present study was defined as the
number of participants' card. pires that were described by at
least one stereotype-inconsistent adjective. The presence

of some, but not many, such card pires woul_d indi_cate that
more subtyping is occurring. The greater the number of
pires described by stereotype-inconsistent adjectives, the
less participants are thought to be subtyping. More piles
indicates less subtyping, as this means that the stimurus
individuals who possess disconfirming information are more

randomry spread throughout the card piles rather than onl_y
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grouped with the other di-sconfirrning individuals in a few

piles. In order for Hypothesis 1 to be confirmed,

participants in the concentrated conditj-ons should have

significantly fewer card piles descrj-bed by stereotype-

inconsistent adjectives than should participants in the

Dispersed conditions.

Table 5 shows the means and standard deviations for the

number of subtyped card piles for each condition in
Experiment 1. The mean number of subtyped card piles was

less than 1 for each condition because some individuats had

no subtyped card piles and some participants had several

subtyped card piles. The ANOVÀ results i_n Tab1e 6 do not

support Hypothesis I, as there is no main effect for
pattern. Instead, there is a main effect for amount of
information, regardless of the pattern of inconsistent
information F(1, 11-8) :5.9o, p < .oL7. participants who

received the greatest amount of stereotype-inconsj-stent

information (Large/concentrated and Large/d.ispersed

conditions) had significantl-y more card piles described by

stereotype-inconsistent adjectives than did participants who

received the least amount of stereotype-ínconsistent

information (Sma1l/concentrated and Sna1l/dispersed

conditions ) .

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 states that dispersed stereotype-

inconsistent information wil-l resurt in l-ess stereotypical
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Tab]e 5

Condition n Subtyped Card pil_es

Small/dispersed

M

SD

SmalI/concentrated

M

SD

Larqe/dispersed

M

SD

Large/concentrated

M

SD

31

31

0.38

o.77

o.4B

o. 50

o.76

0.59

o.73

0.69

30

30
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Table 6

Between Group Comparison of Card Pile Subtyping in

Experiment 1

Measure Source df SS MS F Ð

Number of
subtyped
card piles Amount L 3.O2 3.O2 5.90 .Ot7

Pattern 1 O. 03 O. 03 0. 06 NS

Pattern X 1 0"13 0.13 O.2S NS
Amount

Error 118 60.33 0.51
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adjective ratings of mentalty disabled persons than wirl-
concentrated stereotype-inconsistent information, regardJ_ess

of the amount of disconfirming evidence presented. six two-
way analyses of variance tested this hypothesis. rt was

necessary to do six anaÌyses because participants rated
three sets of adjectives for mentarly disabled persons as a

group as welr as for an unknown mental_ry disabled
individuat. prior to performing these anaryses, two

murtipre analyses of variance procedures r¡rere performed to
determine if probability level_s requj_red adjustment due to
experirnent-wise error. This was not found to be necessary,
and the two-way anal-yses of variance vrere then performed.

Rating mentarly disabled persons as a group. The fírst
anarysis compared participants, ratingrs of how typical_ were

the stereotype-consistent adjectives of rnentarry disabl-ed
persons as a group. rn order for Hypothesis 2 to be

confirmed, participants in the Dispersed conditions shourd

rate the stereotype-consistent adjectives as less typical of
mentally disabled persons as a group than should
participants in the Concentrated conditions.

Tabl-e 7 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-consistent adjectives ín al_l_ conditions
in Experiment 1. The ÀNovA results in Tabre I do not
support Hypothesis 2 | as there is no main effect for
pattern. rnstead, there is a main effect for amount of
information F(1, 118) : 4.83, p < .03. participants in the
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Tabl-e 7

Adjective Ratings of Mental-ly Disabled Persons as a Group by

Condition in Experiment 1

Àdjectives

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Inconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-
Consi-stent

Condition n

SrnaIt/dispersed
lf,Itl

SD

SrnaJ- I/concentrated

MI

SD

Larqe/dispersed

M

SD

Large/concentrated

M

SD

Control

M

SD

JI

31

30

6.12

1.55

6.01

1.61

7 .r5

L.56

6 .29

L.87

6.5L

1.56

4.96

1.53

4 .45

r.77

5.42

1,.79

5.07

2.36

3 .68

r.52

5 -78

1.55

6.03

r.42

6.57

1, .64

6.26

L.29

6.29

L.73

30

30

Note. Higher scores indicate qreater typicality.
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Tabl-e 8

Adjective Source df SS MS pF

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Inconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-
Consistent

Amount

Pattern

Pattern X
Àmount

Error

Amount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

I ' 13.27

L 7-23

r 4.37

118 322.93

1 8.91

1 5.64

I O.22

118 4I9.86

13.2I

7 -23

4.37

2.7 4

8.91

5.64

o.22

3.56

4.83 .03

2.64 NS

1. s9 NS

2.50 NS

1.58 NS

0.06 NS

Amount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

1 0.03

1 8.04

L 2.37

118 355.55

o. 03 0.10

8. 04 2.67

2.36 0 .78

3.01

NS

NS

NS
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Large conditions rated the stereotype-consistent adjectives
as significantly more typical of mentaJ_ly disabl_ed persons

as a group than did participants in the smarl conditions.
The second anarysis compared participants, ratings of

how typicar were the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives of
mentally disabfed persons as a group. rn order for
Hypothesis 2 to be confirmed, participants in the Dispersed

conditions shoul-d rate the stereotype-inconsistent
adjectives as more typicar of mentarry disabred persons as a
group than should participants in the concentrated

conditions.

Tabl-e z shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives in al1 conditions
i-n Experiment l-. The ANovA results in Tabl-e 8 do not
support Hypothesis 2, as the experimental_ condítions do not
differ in their ratings of the stereotype-inconsistent
adjectives.

The third anatysis compared participànts, ratings of
how typical- were the non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives of mentally disabled persons as a group. rn
order for Hypothesis 2 to be confirmed, participants in the
Dispersed condi-tions shouLd rate the non-presented

stereotype-consistent adjectives as ress typicat of
mentally disabÌed person as a group than shoul_d participants
in the Concentrated conditions.

Table 7 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
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for these adjectives in all conditions in Experiment 1. The

ÀNOVA resul-ts in Tabl-e 8 do not support Hypothesis 2, as the

experimental conditions do not differ in their ratings of

the non-presented stereotype-consistent adjectives -

The data \âtere further examined to determine if the

experimental groups differed from the control group with

reqard to the adjective ratings.

Table 7 shows the mean scores and standard deviations

for the adjective ratings of mentaJ-ly disabled persons as a

group in aII conditj-ons in Experiment 1. Results of a one-

sided Dunnett test shovl that control participants rated the

stereotype-inconsistent adjectives as significantly less

typical of mentally disabled persons as a group than did

participants in the Smatt/dispersed, SmalI/concentrated, and

Large/concentrated conditions, with probability leve1s of

.001, .03, and .01, respectj-vely. This pattern of results

was expected, because control group participants did not

receive stereotype-inconsistent information about the

mentally disabled stimulus individuals. As a result, they

would have no experimental-Iy induced reason to rate those

adjectives as typical of mentally disabled persons-

The experimental participants do not differ from the

control participants in their ratings of the stereotype-

consistent and non-presented stereotype-consistent

adjectives.

Ratings of an unknown mentally disabled person- The
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fourth anarysis compared participants' ratings of how

typical- r¡rere the stereotype-consistent adjectives of an
unknown mentalty disabred person. rn order for Hypothesis 2

to be confirmed, participants in the Dispersed condi_tions
should rate the stereotype-consistent adjectives as ress
typical of an unknown mentaJ-ry disabl_ed person than should
participants in the concentrated condi-tions.

Tabr-e 9 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-consistent adjectives in all_ conditions
in Experiment 1. The ANovA resur-ts in Tabr_e 10 do not
support Hypothesis 2, as there is a trend toward a main
effect for the concentrated pattern of information
F(1, 118) : 3.67, p < .058. participants in the Dispersed
conditions tended to rate the stereotype-consistent
adjectives as more typical of an unknown mentally disabled
person than did participants in the concentrated conditions.

The fifth ana]ysis compared participants, ratings of
how typical srere the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives of
an unknown mentally disabled person. rn order for
Hypothesis 2 to be confirmed, participants in the Disperseit
conditi-ons shourd rate the stereotype-inconsistent
adjectives as more typicar of an unknown mentalry disabl_ed
person than shoul-d partícipants in the concentrated
conditions.

Table 9 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives in al-I conditions
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adjectives

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
fnconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-
ConsistentCondition n

SmaJ-I/dispersed

M

SD

SmaJ_1/concentrated

Mi

SD

Larqe/dispersed

M

SD

Larqe/concentrated

M

SD

Control

M

SD

31

31

6 .23

7.66

6.O4

I.7B

6.91

1.83

5.78

2.09

6.13

L.97

5.03

r.37

4.72

I.7 4

5.40

7.97

4.94

r.76

4.25

L .69

5.93

L .67

6.17

I.75

6 .67

2.OI

5. B3

1.95

5 .69

L.97

30

30

30

Note. Higher scores indicate greater typicality.
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Tab1e 10

t

Mentally Disabled fndividual in Experiment 1

Àdjective Source df SS MS pF

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Inconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-
Consistent

Àmount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

Amount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

1 L.27

I 12.55

r 7.O3

118 403.46

I 2.66

L 4.49

1 0.16

118 351.84

L.27

12.s5

7.O3

3 .42

2 .66

4.49

0.16

2.98

r.25

2 .80

8.88

3-42

o.37 NS

3.67 . O5B

2 -05 NS

0.89 NS

1.51 NS

0. 05 NS

0.36 NS

o.82 NS

2.59 NS

Ämount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

1 I.25

1 2.80

1 8.88

118 403.47
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i-n Experi-ment 1. The ÀNovA resul-ts in Tabre 10 do not
support Hypothesis 2, as the experimental_ conditions do not
differ in their ratings of the stereotype-inconsistent
adjectives.

The sixth anarysis compared participants' ratings of
how typical- were the non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives of an unknown mentarry disabled person. rn order
for Hypothesis 2 to be confirmed, participants in the
Dispersed conditions should rate the non-presented

stereotype-consistent adjectives as ]ess typical of an

unknown mentally disabred person than should participants in
the Concentrated conditions.

Tabre 9 shows the mean scores and standard devi_ations
for these adjectives in all conditions in Experiment 1. The

ANovA results i-n Tabl-e 10 do not support Hypothesis 2, as

the experimentar conditions do not differ in their ratinqs
of the non-presented stereotype-consistent adjectives.

The data were further examined to determine if the
experimentar qroups differed from the control- group with
regard to the adjectíve ratings.

Tabre 9 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the adjective ratings of an unknown mentarty disabl-ed
individual- in alr conditions in Experiment 1. Resufts of a

one-sided Dunnett test show that contro] participants
rated the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives as

significantly ress typical of an unknown mentally disabl-ed
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person than did participants in the Large/dispersed
condition, with a probability l-evel- of .o2. There $rere no

significant differences between the control_ group and the
other experimental groups on the inconsistent adjectives.

The experimental- participants arso do not differ from
the contro] participants in their ratings of the consistent
and non-presented stereotype-consistent adjectives.
Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 states that dispersed stereotype_
inconsistent information wil-r result in ress social
rejection of mentally disabl-ed persons than will
concentrated stereotype-inconsistent information. Two two_
way anal_yses of variance tested this hypothesis.

The first analysis compared participants, scores on the
social responsibilíty factor of the social_ Rejection scale.
rn order for Hypothesi-s 3 to be confirmed, participants in
the Dispersed conditions shourd express less rejection of
mentally disabled persons in socially responsi_bl_e roles than
shoul-d participants in the concentrated conditions.

Tabre 11 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
f or this measure in al-l- conditions in Experiment 1. As

shown in Table L2, the results do not support this
hypothesis, as there is no main effect for pattern.
rnstead, there was a trend toward a main effect for amount

of information F(1, i-18) : 3.o7, Þ ( .og. participants in
the Large conditions $¡ere more J-ikely to reject nentaJ_ly
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Table 11

social Responsibitity and sociaf Relations by condition
Experiment 1

Measure

Condition n
Social-

Responsibiì-ity
Social

Rel-ations

Snalì-/dispersed

M

SD

Sma1l/concentrated

Mi

SD

Larqe/díspersed

M

SD

Larqe/concentrated

M

SD

Control-

M

SD

31

31

30

30

30

13.45

3.11

14.06

3.55

14.97

3.36

L4 .56

2.61

13.83

3.38

l-5.52

3.52

L5.42

3 .68

]-5.7 4

3.94

L7.OO

3.L9

14 -77

3.37

Note. Higher scores i_ndicate greater rejecti_on.
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Table 12

Rel-ations in Experi_ment 1

Measure Source df SS MS pF

SociaI
Responsibility

SociaI
Rel-ations

Amount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

Àmount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

3I.02

0.35

7.82

1191.88

23.74

11.04

L4.87

1525.59

3I.02 3 .07

0.35 0. 03

7.82 0.77

10.10

23 .7 4 L.84

11. 04 0.85

14.87 1.15

12.93

1

1

1

118

.08

NS

NS

1

1

1

118

NS

NS

NS
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disabred persons in sociatry responsibre rol_es than vrere

participants in the Srnal_I conditions.
The second analysis compared participants, scores on

the sociar rel-ations factor of the social_ Rejection scal-e.

rn order for Hypothesis 3 to be confirmed, participants in
the Dispersed conditions shourd express l_ess rejection of
social relations with mentatry dj_sabl_ed persons than shoul_d

participants in the Concentrated conditions.
Table 11 shows the mean scores and standard deviations

for this measure in alr conditions in Experiment 1. The

ANovA results in Table 12 do not support Hypothesis 3, as

there hras no difference between conditions on this factor.
Participants in the Dispersed conditions were no less likery
than participants in the concentrated condj_tíons to reject
social relations with mentally disabled persons.

overall-, the results of the above anal-yses do not
support Hypothesis 3.

The data s¡ere then examined to determine if the
experímental groups díffered from the control group with
regard to sociar rejection of mentarly disabred persons.

Tabl-e 11 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the sociar retations and sociar responsibirity factors
of the social Rejection scale in arr conditions in
Experiment l-. Results of a one-sided Dunnett test show

that control participants expressed. significantly ress

rejection of sociar rerations with rnentarty disabled persons
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than did participants in the Large/concentrated condition,
with a probability l-evef of . 03 . There vrere no signif icant
differences between the contror group and the remaining
experimentaÌ groups on this factor.

Resurts of another Dunnett test indicate that the
experimental- groups do not differ from the control group in
their rejection of the mentarly disabl-ed in sociall-y
responsibl-e roles.

Post-hoc Analyses

Two post-hoc, two-rnlay anaJ-yses of variance vrere

conducted to evaluate the differences between conditions
with regard to stereotype-neutral- adjective ratings of
mentally disabled persons. These analyses r¡rere conducted to
help further understand the resul-ts of Experiment 1.

The first analysis compared participants, ratings of
how typica] were the stereotype-neutrar adjectives of

.mentall-y disabled persons as a group.

Table 13 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for these adjectives in arl conditions in Experiment 1. The

ÀNovA resurts in Tabl-e 14 indicate a main effect for amount

of inforrnation F(1, 118) : 8.94, p < .o03. participants in
the Large conditions rated the stereotype-neutraÌ adjectives
as more typicar of mentalry disabled persons as a group than
did participants in the Smal_l- conditions.

The second anarysi-s compared participants, ratings of
how typical were the stereotype-neutral_ adjectives of an
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Table 13

Experiment 1

Measure

Condition n Group Unknown person

Small/dispersed

M

SD

SrnalJ_/concentrated

M

SD

Large/dispersed

M

SD

Large/c,oncentrated
M

SD

Control

M

SD

31

31

30

5. 04

o.87

5.15

0.89

5.98

r.21,

5.43

L.29

4.77

r .29

5.18

0.83

5.13

o.97

5.92

I.t4

5.83

1 .24

4.90

1.39

30

30

Note. Higher scores indicate greater typicality.
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Tabl-e 14

Ratings in Experiment 1

Measure Source df SS MS F p

Group

Unknown
Person

Ã,mount

Pattern

Pattern X
Àmount

Error

Àmount

Pattern

Pattern X
Amount

Error

r 12.06

1 1.30

r 3.64

118 759.24

1 15.98

1 0.16

1 0.01

118 756.42

L2.06

1.30

3.64

1.35

15.98

o.16

0.01

1.33

4.94 .003

0.96 NS

2.69 NS

12.06 . ool-

O.I2 NS

0.01 NS
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unkno$¡n nentall_y disabl_ed person.

Tabre 13 shows the means and standard deviations for
these adjectives in all- conditions of Experiment 1. The

ANovA resurts in Tabl-e 74 i_ndicate a main effect for amount

of information F(1, 118) : L2.o6, p < .001. participants in
the Large conditions rated the stereotype-neutral adjectives
as more typical 0f an unknown mentally disabled person than
did participants in the Smal_l conditions.

The data T¡rere further examined to determine if the
experimentar groups differed from the contror group with
regard to stereotypê-neutral adjective ratings.

Tabre 13 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-neutral adjective ratings of rnentar]_y

disabl-ed persons as a group in atI conditions in Experiment
L. Resul-ts of a one-sided Dunnett test show that control
participants rated the stereotype-neutral adjectives as

significantly less typical of mentally disabled persons as a
group than did parti-cipants in the Larqe/eoncentrated and

Large/dispersed conditions, with probability revel_s of .oo1
and .05, respectively.

Table 13 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-neutral adjective ratings of an unknown

rnentarly disabred person in al-l- conditions in Experirnent 1.
Resul-ts of a one-sided Dunnett test show that control_
participants rated the stereotype-neutral adjectives as

significantly less typical of an unknown mentally disabled
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person than did participants in the Large/concentrated and

Large/dispersed conditions, with probabirity revers of .oo2

and .006, respectively.

This pattern of results was expected, because contror
group participants did not recej_ve stereotype-neutral_

information about the mentally disabled stimul_us

individuars. As a resurt, they wourd have no experimentarly
induced reason to rate those adjectives as typical of
mentally disabled persons.

Experiment z

Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 4 states that moderately salient
disconfirming evidence wilr resurt j-n ress subtyping of
mentally dj-sabl-ed persons than wil-l- extremely sa]ient
disconfirming evidence. Two one-hray analyses of variance
tested this hypothesis.

subtyping occurs when stereotype-disconfirming members

of stigmatized groups are judged as exceptions to the
stereotype instead of as representative of the stigmatj_zed

group. The subtyping model of schema change holds that some

subtyping will inevitabJ_y occur whenever stereotype-
inconsistenL information about a stigmatized group is
presented. stereotyped schemas wirl- be more likery to
change when the amount of subtyping is herd to a minimum.

Subtyping in the present study v/as defined as the
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number of participants' card. pires that $rere described by at
l-east one stereotype-inconsistent adjective. The presence

of some, but not many, such card piles wourd indicate that
more subtyping is occurring. The greater the number of
piles described by stereotype-inconsistent adjectives, the
l-ess participants are thought to be subtyping. More piles
indicates less subtyping, as thj-s means that the stimurus
individuars who possess disconfirming information are more

randomÌy spread throughout the card piles rather than only
grouped with the other disconfirming individuals in a few

piles.

rn order for Hypothesis 4 Eo be confi-rmed, participants
in the Moderate condition shourd have sÍgnificantly more

card piles described by sLereotype-inconsistent adjectives
than should participants in the Extreme condition.

Tabl-e 15 shows the means and standard deviatíons for
the number of card pires and the number of subtyped card
pires for each condition in Experiment 2. very few card
piles in the Moderate condition r¡rere described with
stereotype-inconsi_stent adjecti_ves (M :.10, SD : .30). The

ANovÀ resul-ts in Tabre L6 do not support Hypothesis 4.

Participants who received moderately disconfirrning
stereotype-inconsistent information had significantty fewer
card piles described by stereotype-inconsistent adjectives
than participants in the ext,remery disconfirming condition
F(1, 58) : 18.18, p < .000.
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Table 15

Condition"

Moderate

M SD

Extreme
Measure

lvl SD

Number of card piles
Number of subtyped
card piles

5.23 I.22

.10

4.73 1.38

.67 .6630

þ - 30 for each condition.
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Tabl-e 16

Experiment 2

Measure Source df SS MS F p

Number of
card piles

Number of
subtyped
card piles

Between

within

Total-

Between

Within

Total

3.75

99.23

IO2.98

4.82

L5.37

20.19

1

58

59

1

58

59

3.75 2.19

L.7I

4.82

o .26

NS

18.1-8 . oo0*

-p< .001
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Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 5 states that moderatery satient stereotype-
inconsistent information wil-r resurt in less social_

rejection of mentally disabl-ed persons than wirl extremely
sal-ient stereotype-inconsislent information. Two one-way

analyses of variance tested this hypothesis.
The first analysis compared participants, scores on the

socia] responsibirity factor of the social Rejection scare.
rn order for Hypothesis 5 to be confirmed, participants in
the Moderate condition shoutd express less rejection of
mentally disabted persons in socially responsibre rores than
should participants in the Extreme condition.

Table rz shows the mean scores and standard deviati-ons
for this measure in both conditions in Experinent 2. The

ÀNovA resul-ts in Tabl-e 18 support this hypothesis
F(1, 59) :5-44, p < .oz. participants in the Moderate
condition r¡rere less likety to reject mentarry disabled
persons in socially responsibl_e rores than hrere participants
in the Extreme condition.

The second anarysis compared participants' scores on

the social- relations factor of the sociar RejectÌ_on scale.
rn order for Hypothesis 5 to be confirmed, participants in
the Moderate condition shourd express less rejection of
sociar rel-ations with mentarly disabled persons than should
participants in the Extreme conditíon.

Tabl-e 17 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
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Tabl-e L7

Experirnent 2

Condition"

Measure

Moderate

M SD

Extreme

SD

Control-

SDM

SociaI
ResponsibiJ-ity 14 .40

Social
Rel-ations ]-5.76

3.25

3.O2

76.L7

16.60

2.57

3.75

13. 83 3.38

74.77 3.37

Note. Higher scores indicate
'D - 30 for each condition.

greater rejection.
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Tab1e 18

Social Relations in ExPeriment 2

Source df SS MS FMeasure

SociaI
ResponsibilitY

SociaI
Relations

Between

within

TotaI

Betvreen

within

Total

46.82

499.37

546.L9

LO .44

662.5L

672.95

1

58

59

1

58

59

46 .82 5 .44 .02

8.61

l-O.44 0.89

T]-.62

NS
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for this measure in both conditi_ons in Experiment 2. The

ANovA resurts in Table 18 do not support Hypothesis s, as

there $ras no difference between condítions on this factor.
Participants in the Moderate condi_tion r¡rere no less likery
than participants in the Extreme condition to reject social
relations with mentally disabled persons.

overall, the results of the above anaryses partially
support Hypothesis 5.

The data r¡rere further examined to determine if the
experimental groups differed from the control group with
regard to sociar rejecti-on of mentalJ-y disabl_ed persons.

Tabl-e 1-7 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the social relations and social responsj_bility factors
of the sociar Rejection scare in arl conditions in
Experiment 2. Results of a one-si-ded Dunnett test show that
contror participants expressed significantry l_ess rejection
of social rerationships with mentally disabl_ed persons than
did participants in the Extreme condition, with a

probability lever of .04. There was not a significant
difference between the contror participants and participants
in the Moderate group on this factor.

Resul-ts of another one-sided Dunnett test show that
control- participants were al_so significantry ress rejecting
of mentarry disabl-ed persons in socially responsible rores
than v¡ere participants in the Extreme condition, with a

probability level of .o4. There was not a significant
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difference between the control participants and participants
in the Moderate group on thi_s factor.
Post-hoc Analvses

Eight, post-hoc, one-v'ay analyses of variance $rere

conducted to evaruate differences between conditions with
reqard to adjective ratings of (a) mentarJ_y disabled persons
as a group and (b) an unknown mentarty disabr_ed person.
These analyses were conducted to herp further understand the
differentiar irnpact of moderate and extreme stereotype-
inconsistent information. prior to performing these
analyses, tr.ro rnurtiple analyses of variance procedures b¡ere

performed to determine if probability revel-s required
adjustment due to experiment-wise error. This was not found
to be necessary, and the two-way analyses of variance vrere

then performed.

Rating mentalry disabl-ed persons as a group. The first
analysis compared participants, rati_ngs of how typical_ were

the stereotype-consistent adjectives of mentally disabled
persons as a group- rf moderately satient stereotype-
i-nconsistent information is more effective in changing
stereotypes than extremery salient stereotype-inconsistent
information, it is to be expected that participants in the
Moderate condition wouÌd rate the stereotype-consistent
adjectives as less typical of mentalry disabled persons as a
group than woul-d participants in the Extreme condition.

Tabl-e L9 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
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Condition in Experj_ment 2

Condition"

Adjective M

Moderate

SD

Extreme

SD

Control

M SD

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
fnconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Neutra]

6.73

3.76

6.99

5. 80

L .87

1.41

L .69

L.25

6. 01

5. O8

6. O1

5-38

1.95

1_.56

r.97

o -87

6.51 1.56

3 . 68 L.52

6.29 r.73

4 .77 7 .29

Note. Higher scores indicate greater typicality.
iD : 3O for each condition.
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for the stereotype-consi-stent adjectives in both conditions
in Experiment 2. The ÀNovA results in Table 2o do not
support the expectations regarding moderately salient
stereotype-inconsj-stent infornation, as the conditions do

not differ in their rati-ngs of the stereotype-consistent
adjectives.

The second anal-ysis compared participants, ratings of
how typical were the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives of
mental-Ìy dj-sabred persons as a group. rt was expected that
participants in the Moderate condition wourd rate the
stereotype-i-nconsistent adjectives as more typical of
mentarry disabred persons as a group than wourd participants
in the Extreme condition.

Tabre 19 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-i-nconsistent adjectives in both
conditions in Experiment 2. The ANovÀ resurts in Tabre 20

do not support the expectations regarding moderate]_y sarient
stereotype-inconsistent information. participants in the
Moderate condition rated the stereotype-inconsistent
adjectives as significantly l-ess typicar of mentarry
disabted persons as a group than did participants in the
Extreme conditj_on F(1, 58) : 11.86, p < .001.

The third analysis compared participants, ratings of
how typical- were the non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives of rnentalry disabl-ed persons as a group. rt was

expected that participants in the Moderate condi_tion wourd
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Table 20

Dj-sabled Persons as a Group in Experiment 2

Àdjective Source df SS MS pF

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
fnconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-'
Consistent

Stereotype-
Neutral

Between

Vtithin

Total

Between

[rlithin

Total

Between

Within

Total

Bethreen

ltiithin

Total

6 .65

2II.73

218. 38

26.23

L28.3a

L54 "54

t4.36

L28.31-

L54.54

2.7L

67.79

70. 50

I.82 NS

11.86 . OO1

4.26 .O44

2.32 NS

I

58

59

1

58

59

1

58

59

1

58

59

6 .65

3.65

26.23

2.2a

T4 .36

2.2a

2.7r

I.L7
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rate the non-presented stereotype-consistent adjectives as
l-ess typicar of mentatry disabr-ed persons as a grroup than
woul-d participants in the Extreme condition.

Tabre 19 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for these adjectives in both conditions in Experiment 2.
The ANOVÀ resul_ts j-n Table 20 do not support the
expectations regarding moderately sarient stereotype-
inconsistent information. participants in the Moderate
condition rated the non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives as significantry more typicat of mentar_ry
disabled persons as a group than did participants i-n the
Extreme condition F(1, 58) : 4.26, p < .O44.

overar-r, the results of these anaÌyses do not support
the expectation that moderately salient stereotype-
inconsi-stent information wirr- be more effective in changing
stereotypes than extremely sa]ient stereotype-inconsi.stent
information.

The fourth analysis compared participants' ratings of
how typical were the stereotype-neutral adjectives of
mentally disabled persons as a group.

Tabre J'9 shows the means and standard deviations
these adjectives in both conditions in Experiment 2.
ANovA resurts in Tabre 20 indicate that the conditions
not differ in their rati-ngs of the stereotype-neutral

for

The

did

adjectives.

The data were further examined to deterrnine if the
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experimentar qroups differed from the control group with
regard to the adjective ratings.

Table 19 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the adjective ratings of the mentarly disabred as a
group in all- conditions in Experiment 2. Resul_ts of a one-
sided Dunnett test reveal- that control_ participants rated
the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives as significantly l_ess

typical of mentalry disabr-ed persons as a group than did
participants in the Extreme condition, with a probabi]_ity
level- of . oo1. Resul-ts of another one-sided Dunnett test
reveal that contror participants rated the stereotype-
neutrar adjectives as significantly ress typicar of mental_ly
disabled persons as a group than did participants in the
Extreme and Moderate conditions, with probability level_s of
.o4 and .001' respect.ivery. This pattern of resurts was

expected, because contror group participants did not receive
stereotype-inconsistent information about the mentarJ_y

disabl-ed stimurus individuals. Às a resul_t, they woul_d have
no experimental-ry induced reason to rate those adjectives as
typical of mentalJ-y disabled persons.

The experimental participants do not differ from the
control- participants in their ratings of the stereotype-
consistent and non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives.

The fifth analysis compared participants, ratings of how
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typical were the stereotype-consistent adjectives of an

unknown mentaJ-]y disabted person. rf moderatety sarient
stereotype-inconsistent information is more effective in
changing stereotypes than extremely salient stereotype-
inconsistent information, it is to be expected that
participants in the Moderate condition woul-d rate the
stereotype-consistent adjectives as l-ess typical of an

unknown mentally disabl-ed person than woul_d participants in
the Extreme condition.

Tabl-e 2r shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for the stereotype-consistent adjectives in both conditj_ons

in Experiment 2. The ANovÀ results in Table 22 do not
support the expectations regarding moderatery salient
stereotype-inconsistent information, as the conditi_ons do

not dj-ffer in their ratings of the stereotype-consistent
adjectives.

The sixth analysis compared participants' ratings of
how typical were the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives of
an unknown mentarry disabl-ed person. rt r^ras expected that
participants in the Moderate condition would rate the non-
presented stereotype-consistent adjectives as ]ess typicar
of an unknown mentaÌry disabred person than woul-d

participants in the Extreme condition.
Tabl-e 2L shows the mean scores and standard deviations

for the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives in both ar1
conditions in Experiment 2. The ÀNovA resul_ts in Tabl_e 22
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by Condition in Experiment 2

Condition'

Adjective M

Moderate

SD

Extreme

SD

Control_

M SD

Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Inconsistent

Nonpresented
Stereotype-
Consistent

Stereotype-
Neutral

6.50

4 .69

6.48

5.94

2.06

2.37

7.79

1.58

6.O4

5.11

6.42

5.72

1.93

L.71,

r.77

0.99

6.13 I.97

4.25 I.69

5.69 I.97

4.90 1.39

Note. Higher scores indicate grreater typicality.
"n - 30 for each condition.
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Table 22

Àdjective Source FMSdf SS p

StereotYPe-
Consistent

StereotYPe-
Inconsistent

Nonpresented
StereotYpe- '

Consistent

StereotYPe-
Neutral

Between

Within

Total-

Between

Within

TotaI

Bethteen

vtithin

TotaI

Between

Within

TotaI

3.L7

23L.95

235.12

2.67

239.32

24L.99

o. o5

L84.L2

L84.L7

o .67

101-.36

102. O3

3.L7 0.79

3.99

2.67 0.65

4.13

NS

0.01 NS

o.3B NS

l-

58

59

1

58

59

I

58

59

1

58

59

NS

o. o5

3.L7

o.67

r.75
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do not support the expectations regardj_ng moderatery sal-ient
stereotype-inconsistent information, as the conditions do

not differ in their ratings of the stereotype-inconsistent
adjectives.

The seventh anal-ysis compared participants, ratings of
how typicar were the non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives of an unknown mentalJ-y disabled person. rt was

expected that participants in the Moderate condition wourd

rate the non-presented stereotype-consistent adjectives as

less typicar of an unknown mentarly disabled person than
woul-d participants in the Extreme condition.

Tabre zl- shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for these adjectives in both conditions in Experiment 2.

The ANOVÀ results in Table 22 do not support the
expectations regarding moderately salient stereotype-
inconsistent information, as the conditions did not differ
in their ratings of the non-presented stereotype-consistent
adjectives.

overal-l-, the resul-ts of these analyses do not support
the expectation that moderately salient stereotype-
inconsistent information wir-r be more effective in changing

stereotypes than extremely sarient stereotype-inconsistent
information.

The eighth analysis compared participants' ratings of
how typical were the stereotype-neutral adjectives were of
an unknown mentally disabled person.
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Tabl-e 2r shows the means and standard deviations for
these adjectives in both conditions in Experiment 2. The

ÀNovA resul-ts in Tabre 22 indicates that the conditions did
not differ in their ratings of the stereotype-neutral
adjectives.

The data h¡ere further examined to determine if the
experimentar groups differed from the controJ_ group with
regard to the adjective ratings.

Tabre 2J- shows the mean scores and standard deviatíons
for the adjective rati-ngs of the mentally disabl_ed as a
group in all- conditions in Experiment 2. Results of a one-
sided Dunnett test show that control participants rated the
stereotype-neutral adjectives as significantly ress typical
of an unknown mentall-y disabl-ed person than did participants
in the Extreme and Moderate conditions, with probabitity
l-evels of .02 and .004, respectivety.

The experimentar participanÈs do not differ from the
contror participants in their ratings of the stereotype-
consi-stent, stereotype-inconsistent, and non-presented
stereotype-consistent ad jectives.
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The present study examined different models of schema
change in stereotypes of mentally disabled persons.
stereotype change in the present study was assessed on three
measures, namely (a) the degree of subtyping, (b) social_
rejection, and (c) differences in adjective ratings.
Participants in Experiment 1 who received the rargest amount
of disconfirming information exhibited significantly less
subtyping than participants who received the smarlest amount
of disconfirming information. This is crear support for the
bookkeepi-ng modeJ-, which predicts that stereotypes changie as
a function of the amount of disconfirming information
presented- rn addition, participants in Experirnent 2 who
received extremely disconfirming information exhibited
significantly less subtyping than participants who received
moderately disconfirning information. This finding crearry
supports the conversion model, which predicts that
stereotypes change as a function of the salience of
disconfirrning information presented.

The conversion rnoder is further supported when
adjective ratings are examined. participants in Experiment
2 who received extremely disconfirming information rated the
stereotype-inconsistent adjectives as more typical and the
nonpresented stereotype-consistent adjectives as less
typical- of mentally disabled persons as a group than did
participants who received moderately disconfirming

133
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information.

Taken together, these findings provide support for the
hypothesis that stereotypes of mentarly disabr_ed persons can
be changed through rnurtipJ-e exposures to individuars with
mentar disabirities who drarnaticalty disconfirm those
stereotypes.

The current findings do not, however, support the
hypothesis that stereotype change wirr lead to decreased
sociar rejection of rnentalry disabr_ed persons. participants
in Experiment 2 who received moderatery disconfirmingr
information were less rikely to reject mentarly disabled
persons in socially responsible roles than vrere participants
who received extremer-y disconfirmingr information. However,
participants in the moderate condition did not dernonstrate
significant stereotype changre compared with participants in
the extreme condition. The rack of a rerationship between
stereotype change and rejection of mentarry disabred persons
in sociarry responsibre roles contradicLs the common_sense
expectation that change in knowredge structures wil1 lead to
chanqe in negative affect and discriminatory behavior shown
towards mentalJ-y disabred persons. ït is startring to note
that, in both experiments, contror- participants expressed
signifícantry less social rejection of mentarly disabr-ed
persons than did experimentar- partícipants, even though the
control participants received no stereotype-disconfirminq
information.
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The findings of the present study al-so contradict, in

some important ways, predictions based on previous research
by weber and crocker (1983). rn their study, change in
stereotypes associated with r-ibrarians and corporate rawyers
hras found to for-row the subtyping and bookkeepi_ng models.
weber and crocker found that when disconfirrning information
T¡ras concentrated within a few stimulus individuals,
stereotypes changed ress than when disconfirming information
was dispersed across stimurus individuars. stimurus
individuar-s who dramaticarry disconfirmed their occupationar_
stereotype $¡ere subtyped, er grouped together, âs
unrepresentative exceptions to the rur_e. Moreover, the
greater the number of disconfirming stimurus individuars
presented, the greater the subsequent stereotype change.

weber and crocker concluded that the conversion model
might appry to changes in stereotypes where participants
$/ere ress certain of the stereotype. The current resur.ts
may reflect that stereotypes of mentally disabled persons
are more variabl-e (i.e., participants hrere less certain)
than stereotypes of corporate rawyers and ribrarians. Às a
resul-t, the present participants may have adhered more to
the conversi-on moder than otherwise wourd have been the
case.

The current findings arso suggest that, âs in the weber
and Crocker study, the more stereotype_inconsistent
information the general pubric receives about mentalrv
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disabred persons, the more J-ikery that negative stereotypes
of mentarly disabr-ed persons wir_r change. However, contrary
to the weber and crocker study, a concentrated pattern of
disconfirming information may be more effective in changing
pubJ-ic stereotypes of mentarry disabred persons. The
fol-rowing discussion further examines the present resurts
and their irnprications for mentarly disabred persons in
society.

Experiment 1

The findings in Experinent 1 are inconsistent with one
another, in that participants demonstrated stereotype change
on some measures but not on others.

participants in the large stimurus conditions sorted
their cards into significantry more pires described by
stereotype-inconsistent adjectives than did participants in
the smarr stimurus conditions. This suggests that, contrary
to predictions of the subtyping modeÌ, the disconfirming
sti-murus individuars were not vi-ewed as exceptions to the
rul-e and grouped together. rnstead, they v¡ere grouped with
stereotype-consistent or neutrar individuar-s. ït arso
suggests that participants in the large conditions viewed
the entire group of arleged mentarry disabred individuar_s as
less stereotypicat than did participants in the sma1l
conditions, since they grouped the neutrar and stereotype-
consistent individuar-s with those who were stereotype-
inconsistent.
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The resurts of the subtyping task provide support for

the bookkeeping moder- of schema change. Hor,vever, this model
was not supported when the adjective ratings are examined.
Àlthough parti-cipants in the rarge-stimur_us conditions
engaged i-n l-ess subtypingr, they viewed the stereotype-
consistent adjectives as more typical 0f mentarly disabr_ed
persons as a group than did participants in the smalr_

stimul-us conditions. The presentation of stereotype-
inconsi-stent information did not incline participants to
associ-ate the stereotype-i-nconsistent adjectives with
mentally disabled persons as a group. This suggests that,
whii-e participants in the rarge stimurus conditions vrere
abl-e to view the stimur-us individuar_s as ress stereotypical
on the subtyping task than $rere participants in the smalr_

conditions, they could not generarize that viewpoint to
mentalÌy disabled persons as a group.

Fiske and Neuberg (i-990) suggest that when persons are
asked to forrn impressions of others based on individuatincr
attributes such as personal characteristics, group or
category membership has ress infruence on the final
impression than does índividuating information. ït may be
that the individuating information provided about the
mentally disabr-ed stimurus individuar-s prectuded
generarization of those attributes to rnentarly disabred
persons as a group.

There is some evidence in support of the conversion
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model- of schema change vrhen adjective ratings of an unknown
mentaJ-Iy disabr-ed individual are exami_ned. participants in
the concentrated conditions tended to view the stereotype_
consistent adjectives as ress typicar of an unknown mentatry
disabled person did than participants in the dispersed
conditions. This sugqests that mentally disabled
individuars who dramatically disconfirm the stereotype
(i.e., those in the concentrated conditions) may have more
impact on the overarching stereotype than do individuars who
rninimall-y disconfirm the stereotype (i.e., those in the
di-spersed conditions ) . rt arso indicates that i_t was easier
for participants to extend what they rearned about the
stimul-us individuar-s to a mentarry disabled person who was
purported ao, be similar to thern.

one puzzling finding was that participants in the rarge
stimulus conditions rated the stereotype-neutrar adjectives
as more typicar of both mentarry disabred persons as a group
and the unknown mentarly disabr-ed indiviituar_. Agrain, Fiske
and Neuberg (1990) concluded that neutrar_ informati_on that
is presented with a category laber such as mental patient
may resurt in category-based processing during impression
formation. That is, the neutrar information may be viewed
as typicar of the category raber- and incorporated into the
eval-uation of the individuar-. rt is ar_so possibre that
participants viewed the neutrar_ adjectives as being more
typical 0f most people and., as a resurt, more typical 0f
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mental_Iy disabled persons.

The presentation of stereotype-inconsistent information
did not appear to change participants' sociar rejection of
mentally disabled persons as a group. rn fact, participants
who received the most stereotype-inconsistent information
r¡/ere more likery to reject mentar-ly disabled persons in
sociarry responsibre rores than those who recei_ved the reast
amount of stereotype-inconsistent information. The social
Rejection scare required participants to rate their
behaviorar intentions toward unspecified rnentally disabred
people - This again suggests that participants vrere unabr_e
to extend what they had learned about the stimur_us
individuals to mentalry disabled persons in generar. rt
al-so suggests that, whire disconfirming information may
change what the public thinks about a ser_ected group of
mentally disabred individuars, such information wirr not
necessarily increase public acceptance of rnentally disabled
persons generatly.

stereotype-inconsistent information had no effect on
participants' rejection of mentatly disabled persons in
terms of sociar- retations- participants rated how they
woul-d respond to hypothetical situations in which they or
their family members wourd be i-n personar or even intinate
rel-ationships with mentally disabred persons. rt is not
surprising that the disconfirrning information had no effect
regarding soci-al rerations, as the items have greater
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af f ecti-ve var-ence than the sociar responsibility items.

rt is very surprising, however, that the contror group
expressed significantty l_ess rejection of mental_ry disabted
persons as a group than did participants in the Larqe/
concentrated condition. This suggests that stereotype-
inconsistent information may have actuarly increased social
rejection in this instance.
Experiment 2

Experiment 2 assessed the same three aspects of schema
chanqe (subtypinq, adjective ratings, and social- rejection),
except that the amount of stereotype-consistent information
was herd constant across conditions and the dÍsconfirming
information was either moderateJ-y or extremery sarient.

Despite predictions to the contrary, partici_pants who
recei-ved extremer-y disconfirmingr information about the
mentarry disabr-ed stimur-us individuar_s did not view them as
exceptions to the rur-e. participants in the extreme
condit,ion grouped disconfirrning individual-s with stereotype_
neutral and stereotype-consj-stent stirnul-us individual_s.
This finding crearJ-y supports the conversion moder of schema
change- Moreover, it suggests that extremery disconfirming
mentally disabr-ed individuar-s wirr have more impact on
changing the pubrics' stereotypes of mentarry disabr-ed
persons than moderately disconfirming individuar_s.

The conversion moder- is further supported when

adjective ratings are examined. partici-pants in the extreme
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condition rated the stereotype-inconsistent adjectives as
more typical and the nonpresented stereotype-consistent
adjectives as less typical 0f mentally disabled persons as a
group than did participants in the moderate condition.
Further, they extended what they had l-earned about the
stimulus individuals to mentarly disabred persons as a
group.

As in Experiment r, there was no evidence in Experiment
2 that changing a stereotype wir_l necessariry transrate into
j-ncreased acceptance of mentaJ_Iy disabled persons.
Participants in the extreme condition subtyped r_ess and
rated mentally disabted persons as less stereotypical than
did participants in the moderate condition. However, they
indicated more rejection of mentarJ-y disabr_ed persons in
social-ly responsibr-e roles than did participants in the
moderate condi-tion. This finding is consistent with the
subtyping model 0f schema change, which states that
dramaticarly disconfirming members of stereotyped groups
wii-l- be ress effective in changing stereotypes than wirl
those who disconfirm the stereotype in a r_ess salient
manner. This is the only evidence i-n Experirnent 2 which
supports the subtyping model, and it is quite inconsistent
with the findings regarding the subtypinq task and the
ad jective rati_ngs.

Another possibJ-e explanation for the contradictory
findings regarding sociaJ- rejection is that participants in
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the moderate condition ürere somewhat better educated than
participants in the extreme condition. Acceptance of
mentarry disabled persons in sociaJ_ly responsible roles has

been positively associated with higher levels of education
(Trute et al., 1989). participants' education could have

been more influential- than was the disconfirming information
they received in their acceptance of mentally disabred
persons in socially responsible roles.

Finally, similar to findings in Experiment r, the
presentation of disconfirming information had no effect on

participants' rejection of rnentarly disabl_ed persons in
terms of social relations.

rt is again surprising to consider that, compared with
participant,s in the extreme group, contror participants
expressed significantry l-ess rejection of sociar rerations
with mentalry disabl-ed persons as welr as of mentarly
disabled persons in socially responsibte roles. This arso
suggests that the presentation of stereotype-inconsistent
information actually increased social- rejection whil_e, ât
the same time, it changed stereotypical schemas.

Methodological Limitations

One linitation of the present study is that
participants were not sel-ected from a random sample of the
general populati-on, nor hlere they randomly assi_gned to
condition. The sel-ection of partici_pants from f raternar and

service organizations also resulted in a sample that was
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more highly educated than the g-enerar popuJ_ation. Thus, the
assumption that the stereotypicar_ befiefs found in this
study wourd ar-so be found in a generar or r_ess educated
popuration, cour-d only be confirmed by research on a truly
random sampJ-e. This appries to previous findings on moder.s
of schema change as werl. civen the population from which
the study sample was drawn, the present resul-ts can best be
generalized to individual_s residing in srnall_ to medium_size
communities and rurar- areas. The stereotypicar beriefs
found in this study probabry could not be generaJ_ized to a
sample from a Ìarge urban area.

Ànother rinitation of the present study concerns the
subtyping measure- since the subtyping measure is a post-
i-ntervention task only, it is not certain that the resurts
represent rear- change- Moreover, the control group found
the subtyping task to be confusi-ng, as their stímulus cards
onry contained the names of the stímur-us individuars. The
control group could only sort their cards into piles based
on what they saw in the videotape i-nterviews. The control
group subtyping results probabry cannot be compared with
those of the other conditions since they $rere grouped usi_ng
different information.

Another drawback of the subtyping task is that a
participant who created no card pires described by
stereotype-inconsistent adjectives cour_d ar_so, in some
instances, not be considered to be subtyping. This courd
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occur, for example, if a parti-cipant grouped a1r the cards
in one pite and described the individuats in the pile with a

neutral adjective. rn this circumstance, the stereotype-
inconsistent individuar-s wourd be grouped with the other
members, and not seen as exceptions to the rule. Hotvever,

using the present methodorogy, the participant wour_d not
have been counted as not subtyping.

rt coufd be argued, of course, that, since subtyping
can only occur when there is stereotype change, the above

exampJ-e woul-d sinply indicate a l-ack of stereotype changre.

As a result, subtyping or j-ts absence, could not, by

definition, even be measured. rn any event, these questions
expose a weakness in the subtyping measure that make

interpretation of the present subtypingr results difficult.
Affect, Cognition, and Methodology

The present study suggests that change in stereotypical
schemas will not necessariry ]ead to increased acceptance of
mentally disabr-ed persons. rf modification of stereotypical
beríefs al-one does not reduce rejection, then perhaps

another factor, such as affect, shourd be addressed when

contemplating stereotype change.

The irnportance of affect in social evaluation T¡ras

demonstrated in a study by Àberson, Kinder, peters, and

Fiske (]-982). They found that the emotions elicited by

u-s. presidential candidates T¡/ere significantly more

infl-uential than trait ratings in predicting candidate
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preference and evar-uation. Ànarogously, the emotions
el-icited by the stereotypes of rnentarly disabted persons may
be far more infr-uentÍar determi-nants than the beriefs
measured in the present study in predicting sociar_ rejection
of mental-Iy disabl_ed persons.

The intention of the present study r¡'as to test a moder
of schema chanqe suggested by previous research (weber &

crocker, 1993), with affect as an additionat variable of
interest. Àffective responses to mentalJ_y disabled persons
r¡rere assessed only indirectly utiJ_i zíng the social Re jection
Scal-e. ft rüas assuned that changres in stereotypicat schemas
wour-d necessarily r-ead to decreased negative affect toward
mental'Iy disabl-ed persons, which in turn would resuÌt in
increased acceptance of personal and public rerati_onships
with mentally disabled persons.

The study hypotheses r,trere not confirmed. Not only was
the hypothesized moder- of schema change not supported, but
schema change apparently was not enough to decrease social
rejection. rt is conceivabre that these findings resulted
from sampring probrems or some other methodol-ogical ftaw.
Al-ternativery, it can be argued that the hypotheses were not
confirmed because (a) the findings of weber and crocker
could not justifiabJ-y be generaÌized to stereotypes about
mentally disabled persons, and (b) it is far_racious to
suppose that schema change in itsel-f results in affective
change.
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The generarity of vüeber and crocker's (1983) findings

may not extend to stereotypes of mentally disabr-ed persons
because (a) their study did not assign direct importance to
affect in the process of schema formation, and (b) their
study did not address change in stereotypes of stigmatized
social groups. À moder of schema formation offered by Fiske
(1982) states that affect may simultaneously be incorporated
with information into a cognitive system. As studied in
weber and crocker (19g3), affect toward r-ibrarians and
rawyers may be mild and negligible in the formation of
stereotypicaJ- schemas. rn contrast, affect may be negative
and more sarient in the formation of stereotypical schemas
regardíng mentally disabled persons. likewise, the
perceived personal consequences of interactions with Ìawyers
or librarians are probabry r-ess a]_arming than those rerated
to interactions with mentalry disabred persons. people
generally do not expect r-ibrarians or lawyers to be
unpredj_ctabl_e and dangerous.

Stephan and Stephan (19g5) proposed that people
experience anxiety to actual- or anticipated interactions
with members of outgroups- As people experi-ence anxiety,
the cognitive biases often found in normative information
processing become amplified, thus reading to heightened
anxiety and even more biased evar-uation of outgroup members.
Thus, the negative affect often associated with stigmatized
social- groups courd arter the infr_uence of disconfirmincr
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i-nformati-on on the stereotypi-car schemas of those groups.
Di-spersed disconfirning information may not be sufficientry
salient to negate the arnplified cogni-tive biases that could
occur with heightened anxiety. This idea is supported by
the present finding that participants who received the most
sal-ient disconfirrning information demonstrated the greatest
stereotype changre.

The faifure to confirm the hypotheses rel_ated to
rejection in the present study may have proceeded from
erroneous assumption that schematic change wiÌ1 always
resur-t in affective change. social judgernents of
individual-s and groups have traditionalry been viewed in the
sociar cogniti-on r-iterature as the conseguence of cognitive
functions and structures (Hamirton & Trolier, 1986).
However, Abelson et al-. (LgBz) demonstrated that affect is
an independent infruence that can sometimes take precedence
over cognition in important social evaluations. rf ÀbeÌson
et al - (L982) are correct in their view that affect drives
behavior, it is not at arl surprising that changes in
bel-iefs ar-one did not resur-t in ress rejecting behavioral
intentions toward mentar-ly disabled persons. Thus, âr
unforseen shortcoming of the present study nay have been its
omission of participants' feel1ngs in their relation to
schema formation, and their potentiar invorvement in greater
acceptance of rnentally disab1ed persons.

The present study suggests that providi-ng information

social

the
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about mentafly di-sabl-ed individuars may heighten publ_ic

anxiety so that social- rejection wirl- be difficul_t, if not
impossibre, to reduce. The control- group may have expressed
l-ess sociar rejection than the experimentar groups because

they received less information. This finding inpi_ies that
attempts to increase pubric ar¡¡areness of mentar health
i-ssues during the past decades may have onry served to
i-ncrease sociar rejection of mentarly disabled persons.
Implications for Mentalty Disabled persons

The present study suggests that providing rnuJ_tipre

contacts between dramatically stereotype-disconfirming
mental]y disabled individuars and the general pubric can be

an effective way to change negative stereotypes. one

inplication of this finding is that more former psychiatric
patients may need to pubricly identify themselves and not
keep their histories a secret. Given the extent to which
mentally disabl-ed persons are sti-gmatized, however, the
ensuing negative consequences of such actions may precl_ude

any increased openness.

rt is unfortunate that the present results suggest that
increased openness by nentarJ-y disabled persons may only
serve to increase rejection. This implies, for exampre,

that attenpts to l-ocate ne$r residential_ or treatment
facilities for mentally disabl-ed persons may be more

successfur if the public knows as tittl-e as possÍ_bre about
the situation untir- the facility is in prace. providinq the
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general- public vrith information about proposed facilities
may be onJ_y be counterproductive.

one must also questi-on how real_istic it is to expect
seriousry mental-Iy disabled persons to present themsel_ves to
the generar pubric as dramatically stereotype-disconfirmi-nq.
seriousl-y mentalry disabred individuals struggrle with such
debilitating symptoms that they often cannot engage i-n
behaviors that disconfirm negative stereotypes. rt may be

necessary for higher functi_oning former psychiatric patients
with l-ess debititating and chronic conditions to take the
initiative to present themsel-ves as stereotype-disconfirrning
exemplars- Link, Mi-rotznik, & culren (i-991) cautioned,
however, that efforts by former psychiatric patients to
pubricry disclose their disabilities may be harmful if not
done through corrective action as part of an advocacy or
patients, rights group.

Fiske ( t-999 ) stated that the social_ perceiver must be
held accountabr-e for rnaking the difficurt cognitive switch
from category-based to individuating processing when forming
impressi-ons of others. Research by Fiske and Neuberg (19g9)
indicates that the pubric is capable, given individuating
information, of forming positive impressions of members of
stereotyped grroups, particularry when it is clearly in their
interest to do so.

The genera] public wirr probabry need incentives for
acceptance of and interaction with mentally disabl_ed
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persons, as well- as penal_ties for continued re jection and
avoidance of mentally di-sabl-ed persons. Government aqencies
may need to offer financial- incentives to the public to
employ and provide housing to mentalJ-y disabled persons. rt
rnay arso be necessary for advocacy and patients' rights
groups to offer social- incentives, such as public
recognition and praise, to those who emproy mentally
disabred persons or accept residentiar_ facilities for
mentally disabred persons into their neighborhoods.
Moreover, the entertainment and news industries may need
encouragement and public recognition for offering accurate
and positive portrayars of mentalry disabled persons.

continued rejection and stereotyping of mentarly
disabled persons may need to be lega]-ry penarized, much rike
raciar discrimination has been, in order for mentarly
disabl-ed persons to enjoy basic civir rights and participate
fully in society. This wourd entair- taking a regalistic,
human-rights approach to stigmatization of mentalry disabred
persons. The legal- rights of mentarly disabled persons to
refuse treatment, receive appropriate treatment, and. enjoy
basic civir- r-iberties vary from region to region and country
to country. There appears to be a comprex interpray between
pubric attitudes toward mentaJ-ly disab]ed persons and their
rights as codi-fied in raw (segarr, Tefft, and. Trute , rggL).
The general pubric may not be incrined to make what Fiske
(1989) calls 'rthe hard choice, to stop stereotyping mentaJ_ly
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disabl-ed persons untir- they know that it is the onty morall-v
and legally legitimate choice.

rn addition to changing the content of stereotypical
schemas, it may be imperative to al-so change the
accompanying negative affect. stephan and stephan (1985)

found, for exampre, that individual_s with low levers of
anxiety about interactions with an outgroup engaged j_n less
stereotyping and perceived themsel_ves to be more similar to
the outgroup than did individuars with high i_ntergroup

anxiety. The general publicrs negative affective responses

to mentally disabled persons are perpetuated to a large
extent by the media in inaccurate portrayaÌs of rnental]-y

disabred persons as viorent, unpredictabre, and dangerous.

Patients' rights groups and advocacy groups may need to
demand that such portrayats be replaced by honest and

compassionate treatment of mentarry disabted persons. The

results of the present study suggest that sinpry changing
the content of stereotypicar schemas wirl_ not be enoush to
decrease rejection of mentalry disabl_ed persons. The

persistent reinforcement of negative affective responses to
mentally disabled persons wil-r also need to change.

Modification of the sociar Rejection scale. rt nay be

usefur in subsequent studies to administer, alonq with the
origi-naJ- version r ân alternative version of the social
Rejection scale (Trute & Loewen, rgTB) in which the j_tems
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relate to specific mentally disabled individuars who are
presented on videotape or in other r¡rays. This modif ication
coul-d assess how powerful individuatinq information is in
increasing acceptance of specific stigmatized individuars.

Modification of the subtypinq measure. several
probrems r¡rere noted in the present study with the subtyping
measure. ït would be useful_ in future studies to obtain
some pre-intervention measure of participants' propensity to
crassify stereotype-disconfirrning mentarry disabled persons

as exceptions to the rul-e. This wourd provide information
whether post-intervention differences between conditions
represent real changes in subtyping.

rt would arso be usefur in future studies to make the
subtyping measure ress confusing for the control group.
This courd be accomprished by giving the control group

neutral- stimurus information, but onry after the adjective
ratings and sociaJ- Rejection scale had been compreted. This
would provide the contror group with more neaningful
information with whÍch to create card piJ-es, yet woul-d

control for the neutral- stimulus information somehow biasing
responses to the questionnaires.

Finalì-y, it woul-d be herpfur for future researchers to
develop a subtyping measure that was ress cumbersome to
administer and score than the present rneasure, and that was

arso more conceptuarly clear and understandabre.

Modification of videotaped interviews. The videotaped
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interviews made the individual_s described on the stimurus
cards come al-i-ve f or the participants. The transcripts in
Appendix E do not fully convey the prausibility of the
intervi-ews, since the drab institutionar surroundings and

the unintentionally dishever-ed appearance of the
confederates must be seen to be appreciated. rt may be

useful- in future studi-es to make the videotape stinuli even

more pJ-ausible. This cour-d be accomplished by emptoying
actors to demonstrate the characteristics described on the
stinulus cards for each stimulus individual_.

The confederates in the present study hrere described as

ready to be discharged from the hospit.al_. Many participants
commented that the men did not seem to be ready for
discharge yet, thus affirming the plausibirity of the
experimental stimuli. rt may be usefur in future studies,
however, to make no mention of discharge, as this statement
could have led participants to rate the stimul-us individuals
more positively than if discharge had not been mentioned.

Direct assessment of affective responses. rt would be

essential in future studies to directì_y assess affective
responses to mentalry disabled persons. This courd be

accomprished using a strategy simitar to that of Äbel_son et
al- (]-982) | in which participants vrere adrninistered an

affective checkrist and asked whether presidentiat
candidates had made them experience vari_ous feelings-
Àbelson et al. (r99z) administered the affective checkli-st
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IiJoul-d need

enployed in

The tendency for
to be controlled

future studies.
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desirabl_e responding in
similar strategy r¡rere

socially

for if a

" The
stereotype-inconsistent information in the extrerne condition
of Experiment 2 was effective in changing participants,
stereotypes- rt wourd be usefur in future studies to
determine the degree of stereotype-inconsistency mentalJ_y
disabled individuars need to demonstrate in order to change
stereotypes. For exampre, it wourd be usefur to determine
whether sociarly appropriate behavior is sufficient or
employment is also essenti_al_ in order to disconfirm these
stereotypes.

. Às discussed
previousry, increased openness by mentarly disabled persons
about their disabirities and increased acceptance of
mentalry disabred persons by the generar pubric wirr- be
essential for changing stereotypes. rncreased openness by
rnentally disabl-ed individuals is not likely to occur until_
the negative consequences for such openness are decreased.
Future studies need to identify the kinds of incentives and
penalties that will- lead the pubric to evaruate mentalry
disabled persons using individuaì-ry-based information-
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ÀPPENDIX A
Pre-test questionnaire
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This study is about what the public thinks of peoplewho are mentarty disabred. These þeople have beenpsychiatric. patients, and are arso- callea 'mental_ry il_r,,.Your participation in this study wir_l take 15-30 minutes.You wil] be asked to rate how typical are a number ofcharacteri-stícs as.d.escriptors oi mentarry disàniãa-f,"opr"as a group. you wii_l_ also be asked to prôviae ceriaindernographic information such .= yo,rr-ågå, gender, revel ofeducation, and knowledge about mèntal ñearÉn proúr"*= andservi-ces.

Your participation in this research is vor-untary. you maywithdraw from the study at any tirne. you do not have toansvrer any question you don,t want to. your ansvrers anddemographic informarion wir_r- be kept srrictry ;;;¡iã""rial.You witl- not be identified in ".,y iãpãi! 
"r presentation ofthe results.
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I Background Information I

1. What is the highest l-evel of educationyou have cornpleted? (Check onfy ã""1

_Grade 6 or l_ess

-Grade 

7-9

_sone High school_

_High school Graduate or GED

_..-::il:o|""n"icar or vocarionaL rrainins afrer Hish

-Technical 

or vocationar- Schoor- Graduate

_some col_feqe or university
.---Coll_ege or University Graduate

-PosL-graduate 

university Education

2. How old are you?

3. What is your gender?

MaIe

. Femal_e
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Ipretest Rating of Mentarry Disabled personsr

several characteristics are listed on the pages in front ofyou- circre the number on the.rating scale-that correspond.sto how typicar each characteristic í, "i mentally disabredpeople- as a group. If a characteristic i= ""i-ãÉ afftvpical, circre o. rf a characteristic i= õorn-*pËtËË
-typical, circ]-e r-0. rf a characteristic i=-=ãñ"rñËËbetween not at arr- typica] and compr-eterv typicar, ãirclethe nurnber between o and 10 tnaE-nest repreients low typicalit is.

Às À cRouP, THE MENTÀLLY IÌf ARE:

1. Restless

Not at aÌl
typíca1

Flirtatious

Not at all-
typical

Creative

Not at all
typicat

Irritable

Not at al_l
typical

Neither typical
nor atypical

Neither typical
nor atypical_

Neither typical
nor atypical

Neither typical
nor atypical

Cornpletely
typicaJ_

Completely
typical

Conpletely
typical

Conpletely
typical

10B

2.

3.

10

10

10B7



AS À GROUP, THE MENTALLY I11 ÀRE:

5. Uninhibited

Not at al]
typical
012

6. Cruel

Not at al_l
typical
012

7. glithdrawn

Not at atl-
typical
oL2

8. Humorous

Not at al-l_
typical
o12

9. Self-controtled

Not at all-
typical
012

10. Temperamental

Not at all-
typical
012

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither Lypical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
4567

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

168

CompIeteJ_y
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typicat

I 9 10

CompIeteJ-y
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typicat_

8910

Completely
typical

89i_0



AS A GROUP, THE MENTALLY T]-1 ARE:

11. Fearful

Not at afl
typical
o]-2

12. Reckless

Not at al_I
typical
o12

13. Sincere

Not at al_l_
typical
012

14. Sociable

Not at all_
typical
012

15. Aggressive

Not at all
typical
012

L6. Intelligent

Not at al_l_
typical
012

Neither typical
nor atypÍcal_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypicat
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

169

Cornpletely
typical

8910

CompJ-ete1y
typical

8910

Completely
typicat

8910

Cornpletely
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Conpletely
typical

8910



AS À cRouP, THE MENTALLY fl_l ARE:

17. frresponsible

Not at all-
typical
o12

18. Friendly

Not at all_
typical
012

]-9. Kind

Not at all_
typical
o12

20. Conscientious

Not at al_l-
typical
o12

2L. Disorderly

Not at al_I
typical
012

22. Inpulsive

Not at al-I
typicat
012

Neither typical
nor atypj-cal
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typicaì_
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Nej-ther typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

170

Cornpletely
typical

8910

CornpJ_eteIy
typicat_

8910

Completely
typicat

8910

Completely
typicat

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Conpletely
typical

8910



AS À GROUP, THE MENTALLY ITl ÀRE:

23. Dangerous

Not at all_
typical
o12

24. Àpathetic

Not at all_
typical
012

25. CaIm

Not at all
typical
o12

26. Hostile

Not at all
typical
0L2

27. lrioody

Not at all
typical
o12

28. Excitable

Not at all
typical
ot2

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical-
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypj-cal_
456

Neither typicaÌ
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

17I

CompIeteJ_y
typical

8910

CompJ_etely
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typicaJ-

8910

CompÌetely
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typical
910

Completely
typical

8910
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ÀS À GROUP. THE MENTALLY I11 ÀRE:

29. Undependable

Not at all_
typicaJ_
o12

30. Nagging

Not at al_l_
typicat_
o12

31. Cheerful

Not at atl_
typical
012

32. ÀIoof

Not at alI
typical
012

33. Reliab1e

Not at al_l
typical
012

34. Unpredictable

Not at al_l
typical
012

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typicaÌ
nor atypical_
456

Completety
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typical

B910

ConpleteÌy
typical

8910

Conpletely
typical

8910

Conpletely
typicat

8910

Conpletely
typical

8910



ÀS À GROUP, THE MENTÀLLY T1]. ARE:

35. Stingry

Not at al-]
typical
o12

36. Logical

Not at al-l-
typical
012

37. Suspicious

Not at all
typical
012

38. Tense

Not at al-l-
typical
012

39. Unstable

Not at all
typical
012

40. Shy

Not at al-l
typicaJ-
01_2

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

L73

Cornpletely
typical

8910

CornpleteJ-y
typical

8910

Completely
typical

891_o

Completely
typical

8910

CompleteJ_y
typical

8910

ConpJ-ete1y
typical-

891_0
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IKnowledge About/Experience With Mental Heal-th]

Next, I would like to know about your personal experience
with rnenta1 heal-th problems and services. For each
question, please check yes or no, whichever best describes
your experience with or opinions about mental- health.
Remember that you do not have to answer any question you
don't want to.

YES NO

1. I have read factual information or
seen factual TV programs concerningl
mental health.

2. I have received some formal education
regarding mental health.

3. In my job, I sometimes interact
with or have in the past interacted
with members of the public who appear
to have mental health problems.

4. I am currentl-y working with or in
the past have worked with a co-worker
having mental- health problems.

5 " .A f riend of mine currently has or
in the past has had mental- heal-th
problems.

6. I have lived or worked close to a
mental health facility.

7. I have been to a mental health
facility, but not as a client or
patient.

B. A member of my f arnily currentl-y has
or in the past has had mental
health problems.

9. I currently have or in the past have
had professional help for mental-
health problems.
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Request to adminisrer #J-i?ifr"=tiornaire (Leter 1)
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fl-etter 1]

Dear lgroup representativel

Sincerely,

Renee Boomgaarden

( Date )

r am a staff member of st. Joseph's Hospitar Mental Heal_thclinic conpteting a ph.D. in crinicar påychorogy at theuniversity of Manitoba in htinnipeg. r,t| doctoral research isa study of what the general pubric thiñrs of the mentallyi11- r need to survey groups of the generar public, and ram writing to inqui-re whethèr fqroup ñ.m"1 wouta ne'interested in_serving as partióípanls. pårtici_pants witr be
lsked to comprete some brief questionnaires. pãrticipation
in the study wourd take approfimately 45-60 minutes. r wirl_be happy to meet with members ana exþlain the results indetail once the study is cornpletely iini=neA.
r wilt donate^g1oo to fgroup namg].for permission to surveyyour members for my study. participation is vol-untary, andindividual members may elect not to particípate at àny time.
lGroup namel will receive the full_ donation no matter howmany members choose to participate.
r wirl be visiting Dickinson the week of July 10 and wourdl-ike to administer the questionnaires during'that üi*". r
:111_:_"_lt1g! Vou in a fãw days to answer any questions youmay nave about the study.
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ÀPPENDIX C

Consent forms
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IParticÍpants' Consent Forml

The membership of consents to
participate in the pubric attitude research project
conducted by Renee Boomgraarden under the supervision of the
Department of psychology, University of Manitoba.
rndividual members may er-ect not to participate now or at
any time during the course of the studv.

Group Representatívers Signature Date
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fConsent for Use of picture]
r hereby voruntarily and without compensation authorize
pictures to be made of me as part of the schema-change
research project conducted by Renee Boomqaarden under the
supervisi-on of the Veterans Àdmínistration and the
Department of psychoJ_ogy, University of Manitoba. f
authorize discÌosure of the pictures to Ms. Boomgaarden, her
dissertation committee, her research assistant(s), and
participants of the study. r understand that the said
pictures wir-] be used as part of an experiment and wirr_ be
descri-bed to participants as pictures of a mentalry disabred
person- r understand that participants will be informed at
the compreÈion of the study that said pictures $rere those of
a confederate posing as a mentalry disabred person. r also
understand that said pictures will- be kept by Ms.

Boomqaarden after the study is cornpreted and not wil_l_ not be
used for any other purpose thereafter.

r have read and understand the foregoing and r consent
to the use of my picture as specified for the above_
described purpose. r further understand that no royalty,
fee, or other compensation of any character sharr_ become
payable to me for the use of my picture.

Signature Date
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^å,ppendix D
Debriefing statement
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I Debrief ing Statement ]

The purpose of this study was to determine how dj-fferenttypes of information about mentalry disabled persons affectsubsequent ratings mentarry disabled persons. The resul_tsof this study wilr be used to determiñe how informationabout mentatry disabred persons shouÌd be presented to theqeneral pubJ-ic so that attitudes about nenlarly disabledpersons can be nadg more positive. ff you havã anyquestions about this reseãrch r wilt be happy to tärr withyou after everyone here has finished today. r wil_l also behappy to visit your organization once ny åt,roy i= ãompretedto explain the results and answer any fùrther questions thatyou night have. Thank you for your ãssistance with thisproject.
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APPENDIX E
Stimulus sentences and videotape transcripts



Condition À Stimulus Sentences

1. David has been asked to r-eave r-ocar stores andrestaurants for shouting his disagreements withcl-erks and cashiers.

David is never intimidated by peopre who becomethreatening or aggressive towaids him.

183

tcl
sales

trl

lNl
high

David refuses to reduce the amount of fat indiet, even though he has hiqh bl_ood pressure
chol-esterol-.

2. Kevin is described by his friends as a highly
sel-f -restrained person who al_most never aðts- in aninpetuous manner.

Kevin sings in a community choir.
Kevin reads nel¡rspaper editoriats.

John hides when he sees men with tatoos, as hebeli-eves such men are trying to kitl hiir.
John is described by his friends as an easygoing
and even-tempered person.

John plays racquetbal_ j_.

Joe is considered a good influence on others dueto his placid and quiet disposition.
Joe salutes when the U.S. flag is presented inparades.

Joe is a member of the Lutheran church and
sometimes reads the scripture 1essons to thecongregation during services.

his
and

fTl

J.

tNl

tNl

tcl

irl

lNl

trl

tNl

tNl

4.

c

r
N

Stereotype-cons i stent
Stereotype- incons i stent
Stereotype-neutral
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5 ' Dan al-most arways resists the urge to make t r lunplanned, impulse buys when ne loes shopping.
Dan describes hirnserf as a criticar_ person who has tNlhigh standards and is hard to please.

Dan j-s a rnember of a pro-life organization. tNl

6. Bob opposes schoor busing to achieve desegregation. tNl
Bob makes spur-of-the-moment, unpJ-anned bus tcltrips across the country, often i¡itnout taking alongextra clothes or money.

Bob is a vol_unteer frogman for the local i I lsheriff's department aña herps retrieve the victims ofdrowni-ng accidents.



1.

¿-

Condition B Stirnul-us Sentences

David has been asked to l_eave local storesrestaurants for. shouting his disagreementscl-erks and cashiers.

David reads ner¡ispaper editorial_s.
David salutes when the U.S. flag is presentedparades.

John is a member of
John is a member of
sometimes reads the
congregation during

a pro-life organization.

the Lutheran church andscripture l_essons to the
services.

18s

and tclwith sales

lNl

in tNl

tNl

tNl

tNl

Kevin is never intimidated by people who become trlthreatening or aggressive towaids hirn.

Kevin is described by his friends as an easygoing trland even-tempered person.

Kevin is arso described by his friends as a highr-y t r lself-restrained person who almost never acts in aiimpetuous manner.

3- John plays racquetball.

4- Joe describes himser-f as a critical person who high tNlstandards and is hard to please.

Joe refuses to reduce the amount of fat in his tNldiet,even though he has hiqh brood pressure and highcholesterol.

Joe makes spur-of-the-moment, unpranned bus trips tclacross the country, often withouL taking arong ä*t.,cl_othes or monev.

c

I

N

Stereotype-cons i stent
Stereotype- i ncons i stent
Stereotype-neutral
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5. Dan is a volunteer frogman for the local tIl
sheriff's department and helps retrieve the victims of
drowning accidents.

Dan is considered a good influence on
his placid and quiet disposition.

Dan al-most always resists the urqe to
unplanned, impulse buys when he goes

others due to tIl

make
shopping.

trl

tcl6. Bob hides when he sees men with tatoos, as he
believes such men are trying to kill him.

Bob opposes school busì-ng to achieve desegregati-on. tNl

Bob sings in a community choir. tNl



Condition C Stimulus Sentences

1 - David has been asked to reave locar stores andrestaurants for shouting his disagreements withclerks and cashiers.

David is never intimidated by peopÌe who becomethreatening or aggressive towaids him.

DavÍd refuses to reduce the amount of fat indiet, even though he has hiqh blood pressure
chol-esterol_.

Kevin sings in a community choir.
Kevin is described by his friends as a highlyself-restrained person who al-rnost never aóts- in animpetuous manner.

Kevin reads nevrspaper editoriats.

Stereotype-cons i- stent

Stereotype- i- ncons i stent

Stereotype-neutral

his
and

r87

tcl
sales

trl

tNl
high

2.

3.

4.

lNl

trl

tNl

Mike stays quite composed and tever-headed no matter trlhow upset others around him become.

Mike is a picky eater who will not eat many foods tNlunl-ess'they are prepared exactly the way he likes.
Mike was reared in a Catholic home and goes [N]regularly to Mass.

Jeb is descri-bed by his family as very set in his fNlvrays

Jeb was awarded the Bronze star for herolsrn in trlVietnam.

Jeb cannot be trusted with his own finances, âs tclhe wil-] spend any money he has on cigarettes, fastfood, and anything el_se that catches his eye.

c

T

N
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5' Ed is a quiet person who remaÍ-ns very coor headed trlin emergrencies.

Ed feel_s panicked and frightened in open spaces, [C]and often is unable to l-eave his home.

Ed l-ikes to read historical_ novels. tNl

6. Cary was respected by the menhis ability to remaiñ cool and

Cary is sometimes afraid thatpoison him.

Cary has voted for Republican
candidates in the IasL three

John plays racquetbal_l-.

John hides when he sees men withbelieves such men are trying to
John i-s described by hís friends
and even-tempered person.

in his ptatoon for tIlcollected during battl_e.

his medication will tcl

presidential_
elections. tNl

7.

8.

Russ disapproves of interracial marriages.
Russ is described by his friends as a courageousperson who faced the problems in his life wlthoutshrinking.

Russ beli-eves it. is his duty to vote in state andNational elections.

Tom is very sel_f -disciplined and cautj_ous.

Tom bicycles five miles per day.

Tom spends much of his l_eisure time readingmagazines in the public library.

IN]

trl

tNl

IN]

tNl

tNl

9.

tatoos, as he
kill him.

as an easygoing

tNl

icl

trl



10- Joe is considered a good influence on others duehis placid and guiet disposition.

Joe salutes when the U.S. flag is presented in
parades.

Joe is a member of the Lutheran church and
sometimes reads the scripture l_essons to the
congregation during services.

189

to tIl

tNl

tNl

bus tcltaking along

11. Dan describes himserf as a critical person who has tNlhigh standards and is hard to please.

Dan is a member of a pro-life organization. tNl
Dan al_most always resists the urge to make t I lunplanned, impulse buys when he goes shopping.

12. Bob is a volunteer frogman for the l_ocal_ t I lsheriff's department and helps retrieve the victims ofdrowning accidents.

Bob makes spur-of-the-moment, unpì_anned
trips across the country, often witnout
extra clothes or money.

Bob opposes school busing to achieve desegregation. tNl

l-3. Bil-L exhibits a great deal of patience when dearing t r lwith difficult or rude people.

Bill becomes so enthusiastic when he starts new tclprojects that he goes for days without eatj_ng orsleeping and has a hard tirne settling down.

Bill- regurarly attends veteran,s Day ceremonies. tNl

L4. Herman bel_ieves in a strong national_ d.ef ense,
even if it means cutting social programs.

Herman, $rho lives in a 1arge, mídwestern city,is not afraid to wark arone in his crime-riaâen
neighborhood.

Herman participates in judo for recreation andexercise.

tNl

trl

tNl



15. scott is often carried avray with intense emotion
when discussi_ng nationaJ_ news stories.
scott del-iberates carefurr-y before making mostdecisions.

Scott pJ_ays the trumpet.

190

Ic]

trl

tNl

tNl

tNl

76- Kelly is concerned about his health, and is able trlto resist the temptation to eat too may sweets atholiday gatherings.

KerJ-y doesn't' r-ike to socialize with members of tNlracial minorities,
Kelly attends the Methodist church. tNl

L7 - Gordon $/as considered a fearless paratrooper in the Iïlinfantry and still 1ikes to skydiie.
Gordon has a history of making sudden, unexpected tclsuicide attempts.

Gordon is quite particular about his personal_
appearance.

18. ft is hard to change Wes, opinion once he has
made up his mind.

I'{es pl-ayed the drums in a country and western band. tNl
Wes doesnrt allow his feelings to negatively tIlinfruence hi-s behavior. He ùsualry i.ninxs before heacts.
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Condition D Stirnul-us Sentences

David has been asked to leave local storesrestaurants for. shouting his disagreementscl-erks and cashiers.

David reads ner¡rspaper editorial-s.
David salutes when the U.S. flag ispresented in parades.

191

and tclwith sales

iNl

tNl

trl

trl

IN]

2. Kevin is never intimidated by people who become trlthreatening or aggressive towaids him.

Kevin is described by his friends as an easygoingr irland even-tempered person.

Kevin is also described by his friends as a tIlhighly self-restrained person who almost never acts inan impetuous manner.

Mike is described by his friends as a courageous trlperson who faces then problems in his l_ife witnoutshrinking.

Mike exhibits a grreat deal_ of patj_ence whendeali-ng with diff icult or rude people.

Mike is described by his friends as very set inhis ways.

3.

4. Jeb spends much of his
magazines in the public

Jeb feel_s panicked and
and often is unable to

Stereotype-cons i stent
Stereotype- incons i stent
Stereotype-neutral

l-eisure time reading iNllibrary.

f rightened j_n open spaces, I C ]leave his home.

Jeb has voted for Repubfican presidential_
candidates in the last three èlections.

C

I

N
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icl5.

6.

Ed sometimes is afraid that his medication wirtpoì-son him.

Ed regularJ_y attends Veteran's Day ceremonies.
Ed played the drums in a country and [r]estern band.

Cary is quite particular about his personal
appearance.

Cary is described by his family as very set inhis ways.

Cary plays the trumpet.

Russ r^/as avrarded the Bronze star for heroism inVietnam.

lNl

tNl

iNl

tNl

tNl

lrl

lrl

trl

7.

Russ is a quiet person who
headed in emerg'encies.

Russ is concerned about histo resist the temptation toat holiday gratherings.

remains very cool--

health, and is able
eat too many sweets

8. Tom disapproves of interracial_ marriages.
Tom has a history of making sudden, unexpectedsuicide attempts

Tom l-ikes to read historical_ novel_s.

John plays racquetbal_l.

John is a member of a pro-J_ife organization.
John is a member of the Lutheran church andsometimes reads the scripture l_essons to thecongreqation during services.

o

lNl

lcl

lNl

tNl

tNl

tNl



10. Joe makes spur-of-the-moment, unplannedtrips across the couni-ry, often witnoutextra cl_othes or money.

Joe describes himself as a criticar- person who high tNlstandards and is hard to please.

Joe refuses to reduce the amount of fat in his diet,[N]even though he has híqh blood pressure and highcholesterol_.

11. Dan is a volunteer froqman for the loca1 t I lsheriff's department aña netps retrieve the victims ofdrowning accidents.

Dan is considered a good infr-uence on others due trlto his ptacid and quj-et disposition.
Dan al-most aJ_ways resists the urge to make t I lunplanned, impulse buys when he loes shopping.
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bus tcltaking along

tcl

tNl

tNl

tcl

12. Bob hides when he sees rnen wi_th tatoos, as hebelieves such men are trying to kill him.
Bob opposes schoor busing to achieve desegregation.
Bob sings j_n a community choir.

13 - Bill- participates in judo for recreation andexercise.

It is hard to change Bil1rs opinion once he hasmade up his mind.

Bill- becomes so enthusiastic when he starts newprojects that he goes for.days without eating orsleeping and has a hard tirne settling down.

tNl

lNl

14. Herman is a picky eater who wittunless they are prepared exactlyhe likes.
not eat many foods tNlthe way

lNl

tNl

Herman bel_ieves in a strong national d.efense,even if it means cutting sócial_ progrà*r.
Herman bicycles fj_ve mil-es per day.



15 - scott stays quite composed and r-ever-headed nomatter how upset others around hj_m become.

scott deliberates carefurr-y before rnaking mostdecisions.

Scott, v/ho l-i_ves in a large, midwestern city, isnot afraid to walk alone in his crime_riddeñ'
neighborhood.

L6- KerJ-y is often carried away with intense emotion
when discussing national ner^rs stories.
KeJ-J-y doesn't r-ike to sociatize with members ofracial minorities.
Kelly attends the Methodist Church.
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trl

trl

trl

r^ìL\-l

tNl

tNl

trl
the tIl

L7. Gordon is very self-disciprined and cautious.
Gordon was considered a fearress paratrooper ininfantry and stilt tikes to skydiire.
Gordon r¡¡as respected by the men in his pratoon I r ]for his ability to remai-n cool and col_rècted duringbattle.

18. ÞIes believes it is his duty to vote in state and [N]Nationat elections.

!{es cannot be trusted with his own finances, âs tclhe wil_l spend any money he has on cigaretteå,fast food, and anything erse that caúches hiå eye.
Wes was reared in a Cathol-ic home and goes tNlregularly to Mass.



Condition E Stimul_us Sentences

David plays the trumpet.

ft is hard to change Davidrs opinion once he has
made up his mind.

David bel-ieves it is his duty to vote in State
and National el_ections.

195

tNl

tNl

tNl

2- Kevin is described by his friends as an
and even-tempered person.

Kevin is never intimidated by people whothreatening or aggressive towards him.

Kevin is concerned about his health, andto resist the temptation to eat too manvat hol-iday gatherings.

easygoing tIl

3. Mike disapproves of interracial marriages.

Mike sometimes is afraid that his rnedicationpoison him.

Mike likes to play the harmonica.

Jeb hides when he sees men with tatoos, as hebelieves such men are trying to kill him.

Jeb doesn,t tike to socialíze with members ofracial minorities.
Jeb participates in judo for recreation andexercise

become

is able
sweets

trl

irl

lNl

will tcl

lNl

icl

tNl

tNl

4.

c

I

N

: Stereotype-consistent

: Stereotype-inconsistent
: Stereotype-neutral-



5.
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Ed, \,i¡ho lives- in_a targe, midwestern city, is not tllafraid to walk ar-one iñ nis crime-ridden neighboinooå.
Ed exhibits a qreat dear of patience when dealing trlwith difficult or rude peoptã.

Ed al_most always resists the urge to make t I lunplanned, impulse buys when he qoes shopping. '

cary makes spur-of-the-moment, unpranned bus trips tclacross the country, often without taking along 
"ltr.'clothes or money.

cary describes hinser-f as a. critical person who has tNlhigh standards and is hard to please.

cary bel-ieves that orientar- peopre are inferior to tNlwhite people.

Russ regularry atÈends veteran's Day ceremonies. tNl
Russ is afraj_d that government.agents posing as tclrnedical- staff are tryingr to ruin him tl_nancíarry. L'

Russ cannot tor-erate shoddy workmanship and makes tNla point of returning clothing purchases withminor flaws that most people-wãuld just ignore.

6.

7.

B.

9.

Torn is in favor of a constitutionar amendmentforbidding flag burning.

Tom lifts weights at a l-ocal heal-th cl_ub.

Tom is in favor of the death penalty for thekil-lers of on-duty law officels

John is very self-disciplined and cautious.
John is considered a good influence on othersdue to his placid and quiet disposition.
John is described by his friends as a courageousperson who faces the problems in his l_ifewithout shrinkinq.

tNl

lNl

tNl

trl
trl

trl



Joe has been asked to l-eave local_ stores and t C lrestaurants for shouting his disaqreements with sales
clerks and cashiers.

11. Dan was respected by the men in his pÌatoon for his tIlability to remain cool- and col-l-ected during battle.
Dan is a vol-unteer frogman for the local sheriff's tIldepartment and helps retrieve the victims of drowning
accidents.

10. Joe has voted for Republican presidential
candidates in the last three elections.
Joe is a picky eater who will_ not eat many foods
unless they are prepared exactÌy the way he
likes.

Dan deliberates careful-Iy before making most
decisions.

12. Bob stays quj-te composed and l_evelheaded no
matter how upset others around him become.

Bob was awarded the Bronze Star for heroism in
Vietnam.

13. Bill sings in a community choir.
Bill likes to read historical novels.

Bill easily loses control and wil_l_ strj_ke out
at people he believes have wronged hin.

L4. Herrnan plays racquetball twice a week.

Herman attends the Methodist Church.

Herman is described by has fanil_y as very set in
his ways.

l-97

tNl

tNl

trl

trl

trl

tNl

tNl

tcl

lNl

tNl

tNl

Bob doesn't al-l-ow his feelings to negatively tIlinfluence his behavior. He usually thinks before he
acts.



15. Scott is described by his friends as a highly
self-restrained person who almost never acts in
an impetuous manner.

Scott is a quiet person who remains very cool-
headed in emergenci-es.

Scott v¡as considered a fearl_ess paratrooper in
the infantry and stil_l likes to skydive.

16- Kelly feel-s panicked and frightened in open spaces,
and often is unable to 1eave his home.

Kelly is a member of a pro-Iife organization.
KeIIy played the drums in a Country and Western
band.

1'7 - Gordon has a history of making sudden, unexpected
suicide attempts.

Gordon úras reared in a Cathol_ic home and qoes
regularly to Mass.

Gordon believes in a strong national_ defense, even
if it means cutting social programs.

18. Wes becomes so enthusiastic when he starts newprojects that he goes for days without eating or
sleeping and has a hard time settling down.

Wes insists on taking as much time as he wants to tNldo things even when this night pose an inconvenience toother people.

[r]es is considered a well-read person.
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trl

trl

trl

tcl

tNl

tNl

tcl

lNl

tNl

tcl

tNl
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Condition M Stimulus Sentences

1. Davj_d likes to play the harmonica. tNl
David is a born-again christian and attends a tNlbibl-e study group.

David cannot be trusted with his own finances, lclas he will spend any money he has on cigarettes,fast food, and anything else that catchès his eve.

2- Kevi-n was awarded the Bronze star for heroism in
Vietnam.

Kevin is a member of the Lutheran church and
sometimes reads the scripture lesson to the
congfreqation during servíces.

Kevin is a picky eater who wj-l_I not eat manyfoods unl-ess they are prepared exactly the way he1ikes.

Jeb is in favor of a constitutional amendmentforbidding flag burning.

Jeb was reared in a Catholic home and goes
regularly to Mass.

Jeb describes himsel_f as a critical person who
has high standards and is hard to plãase.

trl

tNl

tNl

3. Mike has been asked to reave rocal stores and tclrestaurants for shouting his disagreements with salesclerks and cashiers.

Mike cannot torerate shoddy workmanship and makes tNla point of returning cJ-othing purchaseè with minor
f l-aws that most peopJ_e would just ignore.
Mike plays the trumpet. tNl

4. tNl

tNl

tNl

C

f

N

Stereotype-cons i stent
Stereotype- incons i stent
Stereotype-neutral
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5. Ed doesn't al-l_ow his feelings to negatively tÏlinfruence his behavior. He usuarly thinks before heacts.

rt is hard to chanqe Ed's opinion once he has made tNlup his mind.

Ed played the drums in a country and western band. tNl

Cary is in favor of the death penalty for thekil-Iers of on-duty law officers.
Cary is quite particutar about his personal

6.

7.

8.

appearance.

Cary opposes school_
desegregation.

busing to achieve

Russ sings in a community choir.
Russ hídes when he sees men with tatoos, as hebelieves such men are trying to kil_I hirn.

Russ spends much of his 1eisure time reading
rnagazines in the public library.

Tom attends the Methodist Church.

Tom is afraid that government agents posingr asmedical- staff are trying to ruiñ hinfinancially.

Tom regularl_y attends Veteranrs Day ceremonies.

John is described by his fri-ends as a highlyself-restrained person who armost never ácts inan impetuous manner.

John has voted for RepubJ-ican presidential_
candidates in the l_ast three elections.

tNl

tNl

tNl

lNl

lcl

tNl

lNl

tcl

tNl

trl

9- John is sometimes afraid that his medication wilr tclpoison him.

tNl
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10. Joe insists on taking as much time as he wants tNlto do things even when this might pose an inconvenience
to other people.

Joe has a history of making sudden, unexpected
suicide attempts.

Joe believes that oriental people are inferior
to white people.

11. Dan likes to read historical novels.

Dan is described by his family as very set in
s/ays.

Dan stays quite composed and l_evetheaded no
matter how upset others around him become.

72. Bob is a quiet person who remains very cool-
headed in emerqencies.

Bob disapproves of interracial marriages.

Bob makes spur-of-the-moment, unplanned bus
trips across the country, often without taking
extra clothes or money.

14. Herman is often carried avray with intense
emotions when discussing national_ ner¡rs stories.
Herman always salutes when the U.S. ftaq is
presented in parades.

Herman pJ_ays racquetbalJ- twice a week.

tcl

tNl

tNl

his tNl

lrl

trl

lNl

icl
aÌong

13. BilI is considered to be a well-read person. tNl
Bill can,t have even a minor disagreement with tclsomeone without becoming so agitated he rai_ses
his voice and shakes his fist.
Birl believes it is his duty to vote in state and tNlNationaÌ elections.

tcl

tNl

tNl
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15- scott rifts weights at a locar- hear-th cr-ub. tNl
Scott is a volunteer f rogman f or the l-ocal_ [ I ]sheri-ff's department and herps retrieve'the victims ofdrowni_ng accidents.

Scott refuses to reduce the amount of fat indiet, even though he has high blood pressure
cholesterol_.

76. Kelly bicycles five miles per day.

Kel1y reads nevrspaper editorials whenever he

Kelly becomes so enthusiastic when he startsprojects that he goes for days without eatingsleeping and has a hard ti_rne settling down.

his
and

tNl
hish

tNl

can. tN l

neI¡/ t C l
or

tNl

lcl

tNl

17 - Gordon bel-ieves in a strong national defense, evenif it means cutting social programs.

Gordon easiJ-y r-oses contror and wirr strike outat people he believes have wronged hin.
Gordon doesn't like to sociaLíze with members ofracial- 'minorities .

18. lries is a member of
Wes participates j_n
exercise.

Wes feels panicked
and often i_s unable

pro-life organization.
judo for recreation and

and frightened in open spaces,
to leave his home.

tNl

tNl

tcl
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lVideotape Transcript 1l

Intervie\^rer: I want to thank you for agreeing to be video
taped today. I'm going to ask you a couple of
fairly simple questions. My first question
is, What's your name?

Patient: Dan.

IntervievJer: l,Jhere are you from originally?
Patient: I'm from Charleston, Missouri.

fntervie$/er: What did you have for breakfast this morning?

Patient: I didn't have breakfast.

Intervie$¡er: Dan, who is the president of the U.S.?

Patient: George Bush . George Bush

Intervier¡¡er: What's your doctor's name?

Patient: My doctor? DiGel-lo.

Intervj-ewer: Dan, what is your next meal going to be?

Patient: Probably supper.

Interviewer: What kind of weather are we havj-ng today?

Patient: Beautiful weather, perfect weather.

Intervie$rer: That's atl- the questions I have. I,d like to
thank you for agreeing to be taped.
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Ivideotape transcript 2]

Interviewer: Thank you for being videotaped today. I,m
going to ask you some simple questions. blhat
is your first name?

Patient: Bob.

Intervie\Âler: Okay, Bob. Where are you from originally?
Patient: úVashington state, Spokane.

Interviewer

Patient:

Interviewer

Patient:

Interviewer

Patient:

Interviewer

Patient:

Interviewer

What did you have for breakfast this morning?

CoId cereal.

Ànd what will- your next meal be? What will be
the next meal- that your eat?

Supper tonight.

Bob, what kind of weather are we havj-ng today?

Very rÂrarm, slightly hunid.

út7ho is president of the US?

George Bush.

What's your doctor's name?

Patient: Dr. Hill-ier.

Intervievrer: That's al-I the questions f have. Thank you
for being videotaped.



[videotape transcript 3 ]

Intervie\^7er: I want to thank you f or agreeing to be
videotaped today and I am going to ask you a
few questions. My first question is what's
your name?

Patient: Bill Mil-l-er "

Interviewer: Okay, 8i11. Where are you from originally?
Patient: Southern Missouri-

Intervj-ev¡er: 8i11, what did you have for breakfast today?

Patient: I had toast and. . . toast.
IntervieÌ¡ter: BilI, who is the US president?

Patient: Right now?

Interviehler: Right now.

Patient: Bush.

Intervier¡rer: 8i11, what kind of weather are we havi-ng
today?

Patient: Nice cool weather.

Interviewer: What's gioing to be the next meal- that you eat?

Patient: Lunch.

Tnterviewer: BiII, what's your doctor's name?

Patient: AIling.

Interviewer: That's al-l- the questions f have for you right
nor,{. Thank you for being videotaped.
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euesrionnaire åå:"ËÎf,ärl*"'"" 1 and 2
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This study is about what the public thinks of peopre who arementally itl-. You wil-l- be given inf ormation about a number
of mentally i]-r men. you will- al-so vi-ew a short vj-deotaped
interview of each man. you wirr then be asked to compleLe
some short questionnaires. you wiII al_so be asked toprovide certain dernographic information such as your agê,
gender, leve1 of education, and knowtedge about mental
health problems and servj_ces.

Your participation in this research is voluntary. you may
withdraw from the study at any tirne. you do not have to
ans$rer any question you don't want to. your ansvrers and
demographi-c inf ormation wil-I be kept strictty conf idential.
You wilr not be identified in any report or presentation ofthe results.
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fRating Mental_ly Disab]ed persons as a Groupl

several- characteristics are l-isted on the pages in front ofyou. circre the number on the rating scal_ã irrat correspondsto how typicar each characteristic i; of menta]]y irl peopJ-eas a group. rf a characteristic is not at arr typicar,circre o. rf a characteristic i-= 
"ornpr"ùãrv typlËarl circle10. rf a characteristic is somewhere betiããn ngr er ar-]typicaf and comnleterv typical-, cj_rc]e the number b"tr""r, oand 10 that best represents how typical it is.

1. Fearful

Not at all
typical

Patriotic

Not at all
typical

Unstable

Not at al_L
typical

Conservative

Not at al_l
typical

Neither typicaì_
nor atypical_

Neither typical
nor atypical_

Nej-ther typical
nor atypical

Neither typicat
nor atypicat

Completely
typical

Cornpletely
typicat

Cornpletely
typical

Completely
typical

10

2.

107

3.

107

4.

10



5. CaIm

Not at all
typical
0a2

6. Athletic

Not at al-}
typical
oL2

7. Inpulsive

Not at al-I
typicaJ-
012

8. Religious
i

Not at all
typical
o12

9. Dangerous

Not at al-l-
typical
012

10. Literate

Not at all
typical
012

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypj-cal
456

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

209

Completely
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910

7



11. Excitable

Not at al_l_
typical
0L2

12. Prejudiced

Not at al-l
typical
o12

13. Stubborn

Not at aII
typical
012

L4. Fussy

Not at all-
typical
0]-2

15. Self-controlled

Not at al-l-
typicat
012

L6. I.lusical

Not at all
typical
ol-2

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

Neither typicaJ-
nor atypical
456

Neither typicat
nor atypical-
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
4567

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

2ro

Completely
typical

8910

CornpleteJ_y
typical

8910

CompJ-ete1y
typical

8910

Conpletely
typicat

8910

Cornpletely
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910



17. Moodv

Not at all_
typical
012

18. Brave

Not at al_l_
typical
012

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

2IT

Completely
typical

8910

Coinpletely
typical

8910

PLEASE STOP HERE ÀND WÄIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTTONS
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fRating Unknown Mentally Disab]ed personl

NoIaI, imagrine that there is a mentally ilr person about whomyou have not been given any information. severalcharacteristics are risted on the pages in front of you.circte the number on the rating s"ärã that 
"o.r"=poná= tohow tvpical each characteristið woul_d be of a menlally illperson for whom you have not been given any information. rfa characteristic would be not at aÍt typicãr, circJ_e 0. rfa characteristic woul-d be compretery ttpicat, circle 10. rfa characteristic wourd be somewhere beLween not at all_typical and compretely typical, circle the number between oand 1O that best represents how typicat it is.

1.

2.

3.

Fearful_

Not at all
typical

Patriotic

Not at all_
typical

Unstab]-e

Not at all
typical

Conservative

Not at all
typical

Neither typical
nor atypical_

NeÍther typical
nor atypical

Neither typical
nor atypical

Neither typical
nor atypical

Cornpletely
typical

CornpJ-eteJ_y
typical

CompJ-eteJ_y
typical

Completeì_y
typical

10I

10

10

4.

10



5. CaIm

Not at all
typical
012

6. Athletic

Not at all
typical
ul-¿

7. Inpulsive

Not at all_
typical
012

8. Religious
:

Not at all_
typical
012

9. Dangrerous

Not at all
typical
o12

10. Literate

Not at all
typical
0L2

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
4s6

Neither typical-
nor atypical_
456

Neither typicat
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypicat
456
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CornpJ_etely
typical

8910

CornpleteJ-y
typical

8910

CompÌeteIy
typical

8910

Completely
typical

891-0

Completely
typical

8910

Cornpletely
typical

8 9 10



11. Excitable

Not at alÌ
typicat_
012

12. Prejudiced

Not at all
typical
o12

13. Stubborn

Not at a1l_
typical
0l-2

14. Fussy
j

Not at al_l_
typical
012

1-5. Self-controlled

Not at a1l_
typicaì_
012

L6. Musical

Not at al_l-
typical
012

Neither typical
nor atypical-
456

Neither typical_
nor atypicaÌ
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical_
nor atypical_
456

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

2l-4

Completely
typical

8910

Conpletely
typicat

I 9 10

Completely
typicat

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Completely
typical

8910

Completely
typicaJ_

I 9 10



L7. titoody

Not at all_
typical
012

18. Brave

Not at al_I
typicai_
012

Neither typical
nor atypical
456

Neither typical
nor atypical_
456

2!5

Conpletely
typical

8910

CompleteJ_y
typical

8910
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ISocial Rejection Scale]

Please indicate whether you Àgree or Disagree with each of
the foll-owing statements regarding the mentally ifl. In
cases where you don't strongl_y agree or strongly disagree,
please circle the number that most reflects your feelings.

1. You woul-d strongÌy discourage your children from
marrying someone who had been a patient in a
psychiatric hospital-.

Strongly
Àgree

1

Àqree Undecided Disagree

Strongly
Àgree

1

Àgrree Undecided Disagree

You would agree to providing board and
di-scharged psychiatric patient in your
room.

Strongly
Aqree

1

Agree Undecided Disagree

4

Strongly
Disagree

5

Strongly
Disagree

5

for a
if you had

2. You woul-d not resent the presence of a residence for
discharged psychiatric hospitaJ- patients in your area.

2

room
home

?

Strongly
Disagree

5



4- You would not object
someone who had beenhospital.

Strongly Àgree
Àgree

12

StrongJ_y
Àgree

1

to a member of
a patient in a

Undecided Disagree

2L7

your fanily datingpsychiatric

5. You would not object to a grouppsychiatric patients rentiñg orhouse on your street.

Strongly
Disagree

5

of discharged
buying an apartment or

6. You can
who had

StrongJ-y
Àgrree

1

Àgree Undecided Disaqree Strongì.y
Disagree

5

imagine yourself falling in l_ove with someonebeen a parient in a prvóniàtric nosñitãr.

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree

2345

.7 If the house next
to someone with a
buying it.

Strongly Àgrree
Agree

12

Undecided Disagrree

door was for sal_e, you would objecthistory of psychiatiic pr"nf"*=

4

Strongl_y
Disagrree

5
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8. rf you v/ere a manager and $/ere responsibre for hiringpeopJ-e to work for you, you wourd Ëe wirr-ing-lo--nir. adischarged psychiatric hòspital patì_ent.

Strongly
Àgree

1

Àqree Undecided Disagree

You woul-d welcome someone who hadpsychiatric hospital_ to take part
functions.

2

Strongly
Disagree

5

9. spent time in a
in your community

10.

Strongly
Àgree

1

You would be willing
someone who had been
hospital.

Strongl_y Agree
Agree

Àgree Undecided Disagiree Strongly
Disagree

5

to work on the same job witha patient in a psychiatric

Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagrree

l-1- rf you \^'ere responsibr-e for. renting apartments in yourbuiJ-ding, you wour-d not hesi-tate tó ränt riving--quarters to someone known to have been in a psicniatrichospital_.

Strongly
Àgree

L

Àgrree Strongly
Disagree

52

Undecided Disagree
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IKnowredge Àbout/Experience with Menta]_ ffr_nessr

Next, r woul-d r-ike to know about your personar experiencewith mental- health probrems and sèrvicãs. For eachquestion, pJ-ease check yes or no, whichever best describesyour experience with or opinions about mentar_ heatth.Remember that you do not ñave to answer any question youdon't want to.

YES NO

1. f have read factual- information orseen factual TV programs concerninq
mental health.

f have received some formal educati_onregarding mental heal-th.
¿.

3.

4.

fn my job, f sometimes interactwith or have in the past interactedwith members of the þublic who appearto have mental_ health problems.

f am currently working with or inthe past have worked with a co-wor]çerhaving mental heatth problems.

A friend of mine currentl_y has orin the past has had rnentai heatth
probJ-ems.

f have lived or worked close to amentaÌ health facility.

5.

6.

B"

f have been to a mental_ heal-thfacility, but not as a cl_ienc orpatient.

A member of my farnily
or in the past has hãd
heal-th problems.

f currently have or in
had professional help
heaÌth problems

currentl_y has
mental-

the past have
for mental_

o
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I Background fnformatíon I

1. What is the highest level of educationyou have completed? (Check only on"l

-Grade 

6 or less

-Grade 

7-9

-Some 

High School

---High school Graduate or GED

_Some Technical- or Vocational training afterHigh Schoot

-Technical 

or vocationaÌ schoor craduate
_some coÌfege or university

---College or University Graduate

Post-graduate University Education

2. How ol-d are you? 3. What is your gender?

Mal-e

_--Femal-e
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Request ro admint=fl:ulTIf.lor,.'rrr" (Lerrer 2)
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fI-etter 2]

Dear lgroup representativel

Sincerely,

r am a staff member of st. Josephrs Hospitat MentaÌ Hearthcl-inic compreting a ph.D. in criniãai-plycnorogy at theuniversi-ty of ¡aañitona in winnipãt. -M;-doctoraf 
research isa study of what the general puniió tniixs of the mentartyill' r need to survãy groups of the generar public, and rarn writing to inquire whethãr [group iå*"] would beinterested in seiving a? particíp""i=.--participants wirr beasked to vÍew a short vidèotape ãna then complete some briefquestionnaires. participatioñ in the st.roy woutd takeapproximatery 4s-6o minules, and cour-d take pJ_ace during aregular fgroup name] meeting. r wilr_ also meet with membersand exprain the resurts in áetair once the study iscompletety finished.

r wit] donate^$roo to [group_namg]. for permissi_on to surveyyour members for my study. partióipatiãn is vor_untãry, andindividuar- members may eiect not to p.iii"i_pate at any time.r am.asking a nuJnþer or groups in thä ñicriä=ã" ãr"ä"t"participate in this study, añd r wourd idearry r_ike tosurvey 20 to 30 people in eaeh orgianization. -nacn- -
orqanization wil-r rãceive the fu1Í donation no-*ãtt"r howmany members choose to participate.
r wourd like to comprete the study by rate March or earryÀpri1- r wir-r contãcr you 1".3 iår-á"t; ro answer anyquestions you may have à¡out the studvl -

( Date )


